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Izvlecˇek
Meritve prenosa polarizacije v reakcijah tipa A(~e, e′~p)A − 1, kjer vpadni polariziran elek-
tron izbije prost ali vezan tarcˇni proton, pri cˇemer pride do prenosa polarizacije, so re-
lativno nova metoda, ki se uporablja za raziskovanje strukture nukleonov in razlicˇnih
jedrskih pojavov s pomocˇjo spinskih prostostnih stopenj. Doslej so bile meritve prenosa
polarizacije izvedene na 1H, 2H, 4He in 16O. Cilj moje doktorske raziskave je bil izvedba
prve meritve prenosa polarizacije na protone vezane v 12C in analiza pridobljenih po-
datkov.
V tem delu so predstavljeni teoreticˇno ozadje, eksperimentalna postavitev, analiza
podatkov ter rezultati meritve prenosa polarizacije v procesu 12C(~e, e′~p)11B. Eksperi-
mentalno pridobljena prenesena polarizacija na protone izbite iz 12C je primerjana s teo-
reticˇno napovedano preneseno polarizacijo, saj lahko samo s teoreticˇnimi modeli, ki dobro
opišejo eksperimentalne rezultate, razumemo fizikalne procese, ki vplivajo na izmerjene
kolicˇine. Poleg tega je v tem delu predstavljena tudi primerjava rezultatov, pridobljenih v
obravnavanem eksperimentu, z rezultati, pridobljenimi na drugih atomskih jedrih. Rezul-
tati meritev prenosa polarizacije so obicˇajno predstavljeni kot kolicˇnik razmerja med
precˇno in vzdolžno komponento prenesene polarizacije na vezane protone ter istega raz-
merja pridobljenega na prostih protonih. Cˇe je to dvojno razmerje predstavljeno v odvis-
nosti od virtualnosti, se eksperimentalni rezultati pridobljeni na razlicˇnih jedrih medse-
bojno nepricˇakovano dobro ujemajo, cˇeprav so bili razlicˇni eksperimenti izvedeni pri ra-
zlicˇnih eksperimentalnih postavitvah. To nakazuje na primernost obravnavane metode za
raziskovanje interakcij atomskega jedra z vezanimi protoni. Poleg tega se rezultati me-
ritve prenosa polarizacije izvedene na 12C raztezajo cˇez veliko kinematicˇno obmocˇje in
so podani z doslej še nedoseženo natancˇnostjo. Ti rezultati bodo zato lahko v pomocˇ pri
izdelavi teoreticˇnih modelov za opis prenosa polarizacije, razlicˇnih jedrskih pojavov ter
vpliva atomskega jedra na strukturo vezanih protonov.
Kljucˇne besede: polariziran snop, elasticˇno elektronsko sipanje, neelasticˇno elektron-
sko sipanje v specificˇna stanja, neelasticˇno elektronsko sipanje v kontinuum, z leptoni
povzrocˇene reakcije, elektricˇni in magnetni spektrometri za nabite delce, sledilni detek-
torji obcˇutljivi na položaj, detektorji Cˇerenkova, scintilacijski detektorji
PACS: 29.27.Hj, 25.30.Bf, 25.30.Dh, 25.30.Fj, 25.30.Bf, 29.30.Aj, 29.40.Gx, 29.40.Ka,
29.40.Mc

Abstract
Measurements of the polarization transfer in the reactions of the type A(~e, e′~p)A − 1,
where the polarization is transferred from incident polarized electrons to free or bound
target protons, are a relatively new method used for the investigation of the nucleon struc-
ture and different nuclear effects by means of spin degrees of freedom. So far polarization
transfer measurements have been performed on 1H, 2H, 4He and 16O. The aim of my
doctoral research was to perform the first polarization transfer measurement on 12C and
analyse the collected data.
In this work the theoretical background, the experimental setup, the data analysis
and the results of the measurement of the polarization transfer in the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B pro-
cess are presented. The experimentally obtained polarization transfer to protons ejected
from 12C is compared to the theoretically predicted polarization transfer as only theoret-
ical models, which can reproduce the experimental data to a large extent, can provide a
good understanding of the underlying physics processes influencing the measured quan-
tities. Furthermore, the results obtained in the discussed experiment are compared also
to the results of polarization transfer measurements performed on other atomic nuclei.
The experimental data is usually presented as the ratio of the transverse and the longitu-
dinal components of the polarization transfer to bound protons divided by the same ratio
obtained for free protons. If this double-ratio is presented in the virtuality domain the mu-
tual agreement between the experimental data obtained on different nuclei is unexpectedly
good, although different experiments have been performed at different experimental se-
tups. This implies that the discussed technique is suitable for the investigation of the
interactions of the atomic nucleus with the embedded protons. In addition, the results of
the polarization transfer measurements performed on 12C cover a large kinematic range
and were obtained with unprecedented precision. They may thus be helpful in developing
theoretical models for the description of the polarization transfer, different nuclear phe-
nomena and the influence of the atomic nucleus to the structure of the embedded protons.
Keywords: polarized beam, elastic electron scattering, inelastic electron scattering to
specific states, inelastic electron scattering to continuum, lepton-induced reactions, elec-
tric and magnetic charged-particle spectrometers, tracking and position-sensitive detec-
tors, Cherenkov detectors, scintillation detectors
PACS: 29.27.Hj, 25.30.Bf, 25.30.Dh, 25.30.Fj, 25.30.Bf, 29.30.Aj, 29.40.Gx, 29.40.Ka,
29.40.Mc
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Curiosity and the desire of accurate understanding of the world we live in are motivating
us to search for the fundamental constituents of matter. Various experiments and careful
interpretations of their outcomes are slowly but unambiguously revealing us the building
blocks of this universe on the smallest scales.
In ancient Greece and India a philosophic idea arose, claiming that the world is com-
posed of tiny, indivisible pieces of matter, called atoms. But it was not until the 19th
century that this idea became generally accepted, as more and more experiments favoured
their existence. Nevertheless, it did not take long, when it was realized, that the atoms are
not the elementary building blocks of matter, and at the beginning of the 20th century it
became clear that they are composed of a small, massive and positively charged nucleus,
surrounded by a negatively charged electron cloud. The physical atom did not correspond
to the philosophical concept of the atom any more, so the indivisible constituents of matter
must have been sought on smaller scales.
Further investigations not only revealed that atomic nuclei are also composite systems
of protons and neutrons, called nucleons, but that nucleons themselves are composed of
smaller particles. Moreover, with the evolution of particle accelerators and detectors,
many of new particles have been discovered. Their examination led to the conclusion
that all the newly discovered particles were either composed of quarks, or were a separate
group of particles, called leptons. Particles belonging to both groups are today believed
to be elementary particles. In order to describe and classify all the known elementary
particles alongside with the mediators of their mutual interactions into one theory, the
Standard Model was established [1].
In the Standard Model the elementary particles are classified in two groups: fermions,
having half integer spin and obeying the Fermi exclusion principle, and bosons, having
integer spin and obeying the Bose-Einstein statistics. Fermions are further divided to
quarks and leptons. Quarks carry colour charge, electric charge and weak charge and
hence interact via the strong, electro-magnetic and weak interaction. They are classified
in three generations, according to their properties: the 1st generation consists of up (u)
and down (d) quarks, the 2nd generation consists of charm (c) and strange (s) quarks and
the 3rd generation consists of top (t) and bottom (b) quarks. Leptons are also classified in
three generations: the 1st generation consists of the electron (e−) and the electron neutrino
(νe), the 2nd generation consists of the muon (µ−) and the muon neutrino (νµ) and the 3rd
generation consists of the tau (τ−) and the tau neutrino (ντ). All leptons carry the weak
charge and thus interact weakly, while only the e−, the µ− and the τ− carry the electric
charge and thus participate also in the electro-magnetic interaction.
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All fermions have their corresponding antiparticles, which differ from their corre-
sponding particles in the sign of some of their quantum numbers. The antiquarks and
antineutrinos are denoted by an overline over the symbol of their corresponding particles
(e.g. u symbolizes the antiquark u and νe symbolizes the electron antineutrino), while the
antielectron, antimuon and antitau have the superscript sign + instead of a −, as they are
positively electrically charged (e.g. e+ for the antielectron, called positron).
The other group of elementary particles, the bosons, are divided into gauge bosons
with positive integer spin values and a scalar boson with the spin equal to zero. The gauge
bosons are interaction mediators (force carriers) between leptons and are virtual particles,
i.e. they do not obey the energy-momentum relation and exist for a limited amount of
time, so they appear only during the interaction and not in the initial and final states. The
gauge bosons are the (virtual) photon (γ∗), the mediator of the electro-magnetic interac-
tion, the W+, W− and the Z bosons, the mediators of the weak interaction, and eight types
of gluons, the mediators of the strong interaction. The scalar boson is the Higgs boson,
the scalar excitation of the Higgs field, which gives mass to all other elementary particles,
except photons and gluons.
The weak force is mediated between quarks and leptons by the W+, W− and Z bosons
with relatively large masses (mW± ≈ 80 GeV/c2 and mZ ≈ 91 GeV/c2), which couple to the
weak charge. They can be produced in scattering processes, according to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, for very short times. This is the reason why the weak interaction
has a very short range of ∼ 10−18 m.
On the other hand the photons, the mediators of the electro-magnetic interaction, that
couple to the electric charge, have zero rest mass and thus this interaction has infinite
range. The electro-magnetic interaction is described by quantum electrodynamics (QED),
the only physical theory with full compatibility between quantum mechanics and special
relativity. At low energies the weak and the electro-magnetic forces appear very different,
but at high energies they appear as two different aspects of the same force and can be
described as the electroweak interaction.
The strong interaction is described by quantum chromodynamics (QCD) as gluon
exchange between quarks. Each quark carries either red, green or blue colour charge.
Free particles must be colour neutral, i.e. they must be composed either of a quark and an
antiquark, carrying a certain colour and its corresponding anticolour, or of three quarks,
each carrying a different colour. Systems composed of quarks are called hadrons and are
divided to mesons, composed of a quark and an antiquark, and baryons, composed of
three quarks (the most frequent baryons are the proton and the neutron). Gluons couple
to quark’s colour charges and the greater the distance between quarks, the more energy is
carried by the gluonic interaction. When there is enough energy, at inter-quark distances
of ∼ 10−15 m, a new quark-antiquark pair forms and thus a colour-free hadron arises. This
phenomenon is a consequence of confinement. Furthermore, gluons also carry colour
charge and thus they mutually interact, making the strong interaction short-ranged. The
strong interaction has another peculiar property, called asymptotic freedom: with higher
values of four-momentum transfer the quark-gluon coupling diminishes forming quark-
gluon plasma where quarks can be considered free.
The discovery of numerous elementary and composite particles, the investigation of
the fundamental forces governing the particle interactions and the establishment of the
Standard Model were enabled by the tremendous evolution that the particle accelerators
and detectors, the experimental techniques and the theoretical knowledge have undergone
in the last century. Nevertheless, there are still numerous open questions and unresolved
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puzzles in nuclear and particle physics. One of them concerns the structure of the hadrons,
with special interest for the structure of the nucleons; the proton is the nucleus of the most
abundant element in the universe, hydrogen, and alongside with the neutron they represent
the two fundamental building blocks of all heavier atomic nuclei.
The most powerful research tool in nuclear and particle physics are the scattering
experiments, which are indispensable for the investigation of the subatomic world. In
the beginnings of nuclear research, scattering experiments with mostly proton beams,
alpha particles and heavier ions were used. Although the hadron-hadron scattering cross-
sections are relatively large, the scattering mechanisms of such reactions are not influ-
enced only by the target structure and dynamics, but also by the structure and dynamics
of the projectiles themselves, both of them not being known. Furthermore, such reactions
occur via nuclear interactions which may not be sufficiently understood. This makes the
extraction of separate contributions of the target and the projectile to the experimental
results very complicated.
The investigation of the nucleon structure has experienced a large advance with the
use of electron beams. The electrons are point-like particles with no internal structure nor
excited states that would influence the outcome of the experimental results. Furthermore,
their interactions with nucleons occur almost exclusively electromagnetically, as their
electromagnetic coupling to hadrons is much stronger than the weak coupling. In addition,
at the energies used for nuclear research, the electromagnetic coupling characterized by
the fine-structure constant, α ≈ 1/137, is still small enough to suppress significantly
the higher order processes involving multiple photon exchange and thus simplifying the
description of the electro-magnetic interaction. In contrast to the hadron scattering off
atomic nuclei, where only the nuclear surface is probed, in the one photon exchange
approximation of electron scattering off atomic nuclei, the electron penetrates into the
nucleus and interacts with only one nucleon. As the leptonic vertex of this process is
supposed to be well understood, the only unknown is the hadronic vertex, which makes
electron scattering the best tool to investigate the nucleon structure [2].
Nucleon structure can be characterized by its electric and magnetic form-factors, GE
and GM, respectively, which carry information about the intrinsic nucleon distributions
of charge and magnetization. A detailed knowledge about the nucleon form-factors is
thus necessary for a precise understanding not only of the nucleon structure but for the
understanding of the basis of hadronic physics.
The first measurements of the proton form-factors were performed in 1955 at the
Stanford University High Energy Physics Laboratory in California, USA [3]. Similar
experiments were later performed also at the Laboratoire de l’Accélerateur Linéaire in
Orsay, France, at the Cambridge Electron Accelerator in UK, at the Electron-Synchrotron
in Bonn, Germany, at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) in California, USA,
at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, Germany, at the 300
MeV linear accelerator in Mainz, Germany, at the electron accelerators at CEA-Saclay in
France and at the Nationaal Instituut voor Kernfysica en Hoge Energie Fysica (NIKHEF)
in Amsterdam, Netherlands [4].
The first electron-nucleon scattering experiments were inclusive, where only the scat-
tered electrons were detected. The data obtained this way comprised the electrons emerg-
ing from different channels of a nuclear reaction, leaving the target nuclei in all possible
states. Significant progress was achieved when the improvements of particle accelerators
and detectors enabled the performance of exclusive experiments, where the scattered pro-
jectile and the knocked-out particle are detected simultaneously – in coincidence. This
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way the detection of electrons emerging from well-defined channels was enabled along-
side with the filtering out of a large amount of background events and thus increasing
significantly the precision of the experimental results.
Performing either inclusive or exclusive electron-nucleon scattering experiments, the
scattering cross-section can be measured and the Rosenbluth separation method can be
used to acquire the nucleon form-factors [5]. This method has several limitations. Firstly,
the precision of the obtained results is directly related to the precision of the measured
cross-section. Secondly, the contribution of GE to the total measured cross-section de-
creases drastically at the values of the negative four-momentum transfer Q2 & 1 (GeV)/c2,
which makes its determination in that region very difficult. And thirdly, at smaller values
of Q2, the contribution of GM to the measured cross-section is because of kinematic sup-
pression smaller then the contribution of GE, regardless the fact that the value of GM is
larger than the value of GE [4].
The last big step in the investigation of the nucleon structure using electron probes was
made with the use of polarized electron beams and the polarization transfer technique,
which enable the investigation of phenomena and quantities that were previously unmea-
surable. The polarization transfer technique enables the investigation of nuclear structure
by means of polarization degrees of freedom and the determination of GE and GM with
unprecedented precision. The idea of performing polarization transfer measurements was
discussed already in 1968 [4,6], but because of the lack of high duty factor facilities with
highly polarized electron beams and precise detectors for the recoil polarimetry it was not
until the late 1990s that this type of experiments started to give first useful results [4]. The
accelerator facilities using polarized electron beams for nuclear research that are in use
today are the Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI) in Germany and the Continuous Electron Beam
Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) of the Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) in Virginia, USA [4].
In polarization transfer measurements of the 1H(~e, e′~p) reaction, where during the
scattering process the polarization is transferred from the electrons to the protons, the
reaction cross-section does not need to be measured to obtain the proton form-factors. In-
stead, the proton polarization transfer components are measured, whose ratio is related to
the ratio GE/GM. As this method employs the calculation of the ratio of the polarization
components, many systematic uncertainties, alongside with the problem of different con-
tributions of GE and GM at different values of Q2 to the scattering cross-section, vanish.
The nucleon form-factor ratio determination is thus limited only by the limitations of the
experimental setup and equipment.
When polarization is transferred to protons, embedded in atomic nuclei, different nu-
clear effects such as final state interactions (FSI) [7], meson exchange currents (MEC)
[8,9], isobar configurations (IC) [9] and others influence the measured polarization trans-
fer. This way various nuclear effects along with the in-medium modifications of the
proton form-factors can be investigated. Polarization transfer measurements of the type
A(~e, e′~p)A − 1 have so far been performed on 2H, 4He and 16O.
The goal of my doctoral research is to investigate the influence of 12C to the struc-
ture of embedded protons by performing polarization transfer measurements of the type
12C(~e, e′~p)11B, which provide information about the embedded proton form-factors. Com-
paring the ratio of the components of the polarization transfer to protons, ejected from 12C,
with the same polarization transfer ratio obtained for free-protons, provides information
about the possible modification of the proton structure due to nuclear effects. However,
the difference in the compared polarization transfer ratios can not be attributed only to
in-medium modifications of the proton structure. During the proton knock-out process
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other phenomena influence the measured polarization transfer, such as FSI, MEC, IC and
others. This makes the extraction of in-medium proton structure modifications from the
comparison of the ratios of the embedded and free proton polarization transfers very chal-
lenging.
In the following the experimental work, performed at the MAMI facility, the process-
ing of the experimental data and the interpretation of the experimental results is presented.
I start by introducing the physics bases of the investigated phenomenon. The theory gen-
erally describes both nucleons, but emphasis is placed on protons, as their investigation
is the aim of my doctoral research. Secondly, existing experimental and theoretical polar-
ization transfer results are shown. Thirdly, the experimental setup and equipment of the
12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment that I performed, are described. Further on, the used mathe-
matical methods and the data analysis are presented. At the end, experimental results are
shown, discussed and compared to the results of previous polarization transfer measure-
ments.
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Chapter 2
Electron Scattering off Free and Bound
Protons
2.1 Scattering Kinematics
2.1.1 Elastic Scattering Kinematics
Elastic scattering of an electron with energy Ee and momentum ~pe off a proton with energy
Ep and momentum ~pp can be in the lowest order described as the exchange of a single
virtual photon with energy ω = Ee − E′e, called energy transfer, and momentum ~q =
~pe − ~pe′, called momentum transfer, where E′e and ~pe′ are the scattered electron energy
and momentum, respectively. The energy and momentum balances of such a process can
be written as
Ep + ω = E′p
and
~pp + ~q = ~pp′ ,
where E′p and ~pp
′ are the energy and momentum of the scattered proton. Such a descrip-
tion of the electron-proton scattering is called the Born approximation and is shown in
Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram of elastic electron-proton scattering in the Born approxi-
mation [4].
If the target proton is at rest, the elastic electron-proton scattering process occurs en-
tirely in the scattering plane, defined by the incident and the scattered electron momenta,
that enclose the angle θe.
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2.1.2 Quasielastic Scattering Kinematics
When electron scattering off atomic nuclei results in single proton knock-out and the
residual nucleus remains in its ground state, the scattering process is said to be quasielas-
tic. In the first order this process can be described as a single virtual photon exchange
between the electron and the atomic nucleus. The energy balance of such a process can
be expressed as
EA + ω = EA−1 + E′p ,
where EA and EA−1 are the total energies of the initial nucleus and the residual nucleus,
respectively, and A is the mass number of the nucleus, i.e. the total number of its nu-
cleons. When the initial nucleus is at rest, EA = mA1. In contrast to elastic scattering,
in quasielastic scattering the virtual photon energy is not converted solely to the struck
proton kinetic energy,
T ′p =
√
m2p + ~pp′ 2 − mp ,
where mp = 938.3 MeV/c2 is the proton mass, but a certain amount of energy transfer
is consumed also for the proton separation from the nucleus, Esep, in some cases for the
excitation of the residual nucleus, Eexc, and for the recoil of the residual nucleus,
TA−1 =
√
m2A−1 + ~p
2
A-1 − mA−1 ,
where mA−1 and ~pA−1 are the mass and momentum of the residual nucleus. It is thus
convenient to define the missing energy,
Em = Esep + Eexc , (2.1)
that is not measured in the experiment and is therefore missing in the balance of the
particle energies:
Em = ω − T ′p − TA−1 .
The momentum balance of the discussed scattering process is
~pA + ~q = ~pA−1 + ~pp′ .
In most cases the initial nucleus is at rest, |~pA| = 0, and the momentum of the recoiled nu-
cleus is not measured and is therefore missing in the momentum balance of the scattering
process. This is why it is called missing momentum and defined as
~pm = ~pA−1 = ~q − ~pp′ .
The knocked-out proton momentum and the momentum transfer define the reaction
plane, as shown in Fig. 2.2. In general, the reaction plane is tilted in regard to the
scattering plane by the angle Φ. But in special cases, when Φ = 0◦ or 180◦, the quasielastic
scattering occurs entirely in the scattering plane and is said to be coplanar.
1From now on, natural units will be used, where c = ~ = 1.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of quasielastic electron-proton scattering [10].
2.2 Scattering Cross-Sections
2.2.1 General Quasielastic Scattering Cross-Section
In the laboratory (LAB) frame and in the Born approximation, when the target nucleus
is at rest, the differential cross-section for quasielastic electron-nucleon scattering that
results in proton knock-out, can be expressed as
dσ =
1
β
me
Ee
∑
i f
|M f i|2meE′e
d3~pe′
(2pi)3
mA−1
EA−1
d3~pA−1
(2pi)3
mp
E′p
d3~pp′
(2pi)3
(2pi)4δ(4)(pe + pp − p′e − pA−1 − p′p) ,
(2.2)
where β = |~pe|/Ee, me is the electron mass, ∑i f denotes the average over the initial spin
states and sum over the final states, M f i is the transition matrix element, whose square
represents the probability for the transition from the initial to the final state, pe = (Ee, ~pe),
p′e = (E
′
e, ~pe
′), pp = (Ep, ~pp) and p′p = (E
′
p, ~pp
′) are the initial and final electron and
proton four-momenta, respectively, and pA−1 = (EA−1, ~pA−1) is the four-momentum of the
residual nucleus [2]. As the latter is usually not detected, Eq. (2.2) needs to be integrated
over the momentum of the recoiled nucleus and becomes
dσ
dE′edΩ′edΩ′p
=
m2empmA−1
(2pi)5mA
|~pe′||~pp′|
|~pe| f
−1
rec
∑
i f
|M f i|2 ,
where
frec =
∣∣∣∣∣∣1 + ω|~pp′| − E′p|~q| cos θpqmA|~pp′|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
is the hadronic recoil factor.
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2.2.2 General Elastic Scattering Cross-Section
The differential cross-section for elastic electron-proton scattering, described by the Born
approximation, can be in the LAB frame expressed as
dσ =
1
β
me
Ee
∑
i f
|M f i|2meE′e
d3~pe′
(2pi)3
mp
E′p
d3~pp′
(2pi)3
(2pi)4δ(4)(pe + pp − p′e − p′p) .
2.2.3 Mott Cross-Section
For the investigation of the structures of different atomic nuclei and hadrons by electron
scattering, the reduced de Broglie wavelength of the electron, oe = ~/| ~pe|, must be smaller
or comparable to the size of the investigated targets, which are typically of the order of
1 - 10 fm. Relativistic electrons with energies on the order of 10 MeV - 1 GeV are thus
needed.
The basic description of the elastic electron scattering on a stationary, massive, charged
target is provided by the Rutherford differential cross-section formula. This is an approx-
imation where the spins and the spatial extensions of the scattering particles as well as
the recoil of the target are not taken into account. But for a complete description of the
scattering cross-section the electron spin must also be taken into account. The Rutherford
differential cross-section formula for electron scattering on spinless particles must thus
be supplemented with a term that accounts for the electron spin. This way we obtain the
Mott differential cross-section formula,(
dσ
dΩe
)
Mott
=
(
dσ
dΩe
)
Rutherford
cos2
(
θe
2
)
=
Z2α2
4E2e sin
4
(
θe
2
) cos2 (θe
2
)
, (2.3)
where α = e2/(4piε0) ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant [11].
2.2.4 Form Factor
As the investigated target nucleus and nuclei are not point-like, the differential cross-
section should account also for their spatial extension. For spinless targets, this can
be done by introducing the target charge form-factor, F(~q), which carries information
about the spatial distribution of the target charge. In the plane wave Born approximation
(PWBA), where Zα  1, with no target recoil, at small values of |~q|, when the target wave
function is almost the same in the initial and final state, the form-factor can be defined as
the Fourier transform of the normalized charge distribution, ρ(~r), and is a function of the
three-momentum transfer:
F(~q) =
∫
ρ(~r)ei~q·~r/~d3~r . (2.4)
The differential electron scattering cross-section that accounts for the projectile spin
and the spatial extension of the target charge can be expressed with the use of the target
form-factor as [11] (
dσ
dΩe
)
FF
=
(
dσ
dΩe
)
Mott
|F(~q)|2 .
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2.2.5 Rosenbluth Cross-Section
To obtain a precise formulation of the differential cross section for the electron-proton
scattering, the Mott cross-section formula defined in Eq. (2.3) needs to account for the
target recoil and thus becomes [11](
dσ
dΩe
)
Mott
→
(
dσ
dΩe
)
Mott
E′e
Ee
. (2.5)
Furthermore, as electron scattering does not occur only through electric but also
through magnetic interactions, the differential cross-section needs to account also for the
proton magnetic moment. The magnetic moment of a point-like, charged, 1/2-spin Dirac
particle with mass m can be expressed as
µ =
g
2
e~
2m
,
where g = 2 is called the g-factor and comes from a relativistic quantum mechanical cal-
culation using the Dirac equation. The differential cross-section where both the projectile
and the target are point-like, charged, 1/2-spin particles can be described by [11](
dσ
dΩe
)
point-like,
spin- 12
=
(
dσ
dΩe
)
Mott
[
1 + 2τ tan2
(
θe
2
)]
,
where τ = Q2/(4m2p).
But protons are not point-like particles and because of their internal structure, their
charge distributions and magnetic moments deviate from those of a Dirac particle. The
proton and neutron magnetic moments, µp, and µn, respectively, are thus said to be anoma-
lous and are expressed as
µp = 2.7928µN
and
µn = −1.9130µN ,
where µN = e~/(2mp) = 3.1525 × 10−14 MeV/T is the nuclear magneton. The electron-
proton cross-section formula must thus account also for the spatial extension of the proton
currents and magnetization. The transition matrix element for such a scattering described
in the Born approximation can be expressed by the product of the leptonic and hadronic
electro-magnetic currents, `µ and Jµ, respectively, as [4, 12, 13]
M = e
2
Q2
`µJµ . (2.6)
The leptonic current is defined as
`µ = u(p′e)γµu(pe) ,
where u(pe) and u(p′e) = u
†(p′e)γ0 are the incoming and scattered electron spinors, re-
spectively, and γµ are the Dirac matrices. The hadronic current, Jµ, is on the other hand
defined as
Jµ = N(p′p)FµN(pp) ,
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where N(pp) and N(p′p) = N
†(p′p)γ0 are the target proton and recoiled proton spinors, re-
spectively. Fµ represents the operator of the proton electro-magnetic current and contains
all information about the proton structure. It can be expressed as
Fµ = γµF1(Q2) − σµνq
ν
2mp
F2(Q2) ,
where F1(Q2) and F2(Q2) are the phenomenological Dirac and Pauli proton form-factors,
respectively, σµν = (i/2)[γµ, γν] is a commutator of the Dirac matrices and Q2 = −q2.
The standard representation of the Dirac matrices and the electron and proton spinors are
defined in Appendix A.
The Dirac and Pauli form-factors were introduced for the description of the proton
charge and magnetization distributions [14]. The Dirac form-factor, F1(Q2), accounts for
the spread-out charge and the spread-out Dirac magnetic moment, while the Pauli form-
factor, F2(Q2), accounts for the spread-out Pauli moment, i. e. the anomalous part of
the proton magnetic moment. In the limiting case when Q2 → 0 only the overall proton
charge and magnetic moment influence the electron-proton interaction. The values of the
Pauli and Dirac form-factors in this case are
F p1 (0) = 1 , F
p
2 (0) = µp − 1 ,
Fn1(0) = 0 , F
n
2(0) = µn ,
where the superscripts p and n refer to the proton and neutron, respectively.
The square of the absolute value of the transition matrix element from Eq. (2.6) can
be expressed as
|M|2 = e
4
Q4
LµνWµν , (2.7)
where
Lµν = `µ`∗ν =
1
2
Tr γµ
(
/pe + me
)
γν
(
/p′e + me
)
= 2
(
peµp′eν + peνp
′
eµ
)
+ gµνQ2
and
Wµν = JµJ∗ν =
1
2
Tr
(FµF †ν )
are the leptonic and hadronic electro-magnetic current tensors, respectively, both of which
are averaged over initial particle spin states and summed over final particle spin states
[13]. The slashed notation for an arbitrary four-vector a denotes /a = γ0a0 − ~γ · ~a. For
simplicity, both Lµν and Wµν are expressed in the Breit system, where the initial and final
proton energies are the same and the virtual photon does not transfer any energy, but only
momentum. But as the product LµνWµν, needed for the calculation of the square of the
transition matrix element (Eq. (2.7)) is a relativistic invariant, it can be calculated in any
reference frame.
Considering the electron-proton differential cross-section integrated over final parti-
cles momenta,
dσ
dΩe
=
|M|2
64pi2
(
E′e
Ee
)2 1
m2p
,
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and the square of the matrix element from Eq. (2.7), the Rosenbluth differential cross-
section formula is obtained, where the cross section is expressed in terms of the Dirac and
Pauli proton form-factors [4]:
(
dσ
dΩe
)
Rosenbluth
=
(
dσ
dΩe
)
Mott
1
(1 + τ)
(
F12(Q2) + τ
[
F22(Q2) + 2
(
F1(Q2) + F2(Q2)
)2
tan2
(
θe
2
)])
.
(2.8)
The Dirac form-factor, F1(Q2), dominates small-angle scattering at low energies, while
the Pauli form-factor, F2(Q2), dominates large-angle scattering at high energies. For a
precise determination of the Dirac and Pauli form-factors using Eq. (2.8) the investigation
of a large variety of scattering cross-sections measured at different angles and energies is
needed.
In the early days of proton structure research by electron scattering the Dirac and Pauli
proton form-factors were determined by R. Hofstadter and collaborators at the Stanford
University High Energy Physics Laboratory. The cross-sections were measured at differ-
ent electron beam energies varying from 200 MeV to 550 MeV. The form-factors were
obtained by fitting a curve to the ratio of the measured electron-proton cross section, as-
suming it is the same as the one defined in Eq. (2.8), and the calculated Mott cross section
from Eq. (2.5), plotted as a function of Q2. The fitted curve is a function of F1(Q2) and
F2(Q2), which were taken in the form (2.4). The charge and magnetic moment density
distributions were taken to be exponential (although the Gaussian and other distributions
provided an equally good fit to the data), with mean-square radii of about 0.8 fm. The
obtained results are shown in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3: The ratio of the measured cross section (Eq. (2.8)) and the calculated
Mott cross section (Eq. (2.5)). The abscissa is the square of the momentum transfer
×10−26cm−2. The cross section was measured at different beam energies, as noted on the
plot. The fit to the data is calculated as a function of F1(Q2) and F2(Q2) with exponential
charge and magnetic moment density distributions and a mean-square radii of 0.8 fm [14].
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2.2.6 Reduced Rosenbluth Cross-Section
For a simpler characterization of the proton structure through its form-factors and their
simpler experimental determination, the electric and magnetic Sachs form-factors,GE(Q2)
and GM(Q2), respectively, were conceived [15]. They are defined as a linear combination
of the Dirac and Pauli form-factors:
GE(Q2) = F1(Q2) − τF2(Q2) (2.9)
and
GM(Q2) = F1(Q2) + F2(Q2) . (2.10)
In the static limit when Q → 0, the values of the Sachs form-factors for the proton and
the neutron are
GpE(0) = 1 , G
p
M(0) = µp ,
GnE(0) = 0 , G
n
M(0) = µn .
GE(0) represents the total charge being 1 for the proton and 0 for the neutron, in the units
of the elementary charge, e. On the other hand, GM(0) represents the total magnetic mo-
ment being µp for the proton and µn for the neutron, in the units of the nuclear magneton,
µN .
Making use of the proton Sachs form-factors defined in Eq. (2.9) and (2.10), the
Rosenbluth differential cross-section formula defined in Eq. (2.8) can be rewritten in a
much simpler form [4, 5]:(
dσ
dΩe
)
Rosenbluth
=
(
dσ
dΩe
)
Mott
1
(1 + τ)
[
G2E(Q
2) +
τ

G2M(Q
2)
]
, (2.11)
where  =
[
1 + 2(1 + τ) tan2
(
θe
2
)]−1
is the virtual photon polarization.
Rosenbluth Form-Factor Separation Method
The Rosenbluth form-factor separation method was the only procedure used to obtain the
proton electro-magnetic Sachs form-factors until the 1990s. It is based on the assumption
that the experimentally obtained electron-proton cross-section is described by Eq. (2.11).
In order to obtain GE and GM for a certain value of Q2, the scattering cross-section must
be measured at different values of θe but at at a fixed value of Q2. Dividing the measured
cross-section by the calculated Mott cross-section from Eq. (2.5), the reduced Rosenbluth
differential cross-section is obtained, where G2E and G
2
M become the parameters of the
linear fit to the data: (
dσ
dΩe
)
exp
/(
dσ
dΩe
)
Mott
=
1
(1 + τ)
[
G2E +
τ

G2M
]
. (2.12)
As at fixed Q2 the only variable on the right side of Eq. (2.12) is θe appearing in ,
G2E/(1 + τ) represents the value of the ordinate axis at the intercept with the linear fit. On
the other hand, G2M can be obtained from the slope of the fit, as shown in Fig. 2.4
In order to obtain the Q2-dependence of GE(Q2) and GM(Q2) the described procedure
must be repeated for various values of Q2. Both Sachs form-factors for the proton and
neutron, obtained with the Rosenbluth separation method, are shown for low values of
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Figure 2.4: The ratio of the measured electron-proton cross-section and the Mott cross-
section as a function of tan2(θe/2) obtained for Q2 = 2.5 (GeV/c)2 [11].
Figure 2.5: Proton and neutron Sachs form-factors as a function of Q2. The proton and
neutron magnetic form-factors are, for a better representation, divided by their corre-
sponding magnetic moments so that their universal Q2 dependence can be clearly seen.
The data shown on this Figure is from 1965 and deviates a bit from the later measure-
ments [11].
Q2 in Fig. 2.5. As the net neutron charge is zero, its electric Sachs form-factor is very
small. On the other hand, the other three Sachs form-factors seem to follow the same Q2
dependence, which can be approximately described by the so-called dipole fit,
GD(Q2) = G
p
E(Q
2) =
GpM(Q
2)
µp
=
GnM(Q
2)
µn
=
(
1 +
Q2
0.71(GeV/c)2
)−2
.
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But at the values of Q2 & 1 (GeV/c)2 the proton Sachs form-factors do not follow
the dipole fit any more, as shown in Fig. 2.6. From Fig. 2.6a it is also apparent that at
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Values of proton electric (a) and magnetic (b) Sachs form-factors, obtained
with the Rosenbluth separation method, normalized by the dipole fit, GD, and plotted as a
function of Q2. Data from different experiments are represented with different symbols [4]
values of Q2 & 1 the Rosenbluth separation method can not provide the value of GE any
more. This is due to the fact that at higher values of Q2 the contribution to the differential
cross-section of the term containing G2E is much smaller than the contribution of the term
containing G2M. Furthermore, also at values of Q
2 . 1, G2M ≈ µ2pG2E. Hence, the contribu-
tion of GE to the differential cross-section is smaller by a factor of approximately 7.8 than
the contribution of GM, which limits the precision with which GE can be determined.
Because of the difficulties of the electric and magnetic proton Sachs form-factors de-
termination with the Rosenbluth separation method, a different technique for their deter-
mination is needed.
2.3 Polarization Transfer Measurements
A way to complement the results obtained with the Rosenbluth separation method is the
use of the polarization transfer technique, where the electron scattering is of the type
p(~e, e′~p). In this type of reaction a polarized electron kicks a proton and during the scat-
tering process a virtual photon transfers the polarization from the electron to the proton.
In this case the leptonic electro-magnetic current tensor summed over the polarizations
of the final electrons can be expressed as [13]
Ltotµν =
1
2
Tr γµ
(
/pe + me
)(
1 − γδ/s)γν(/p′e + me)
= Lµν + L
pol
µν ,
where Lpolµν = 2iεµναβqαsβme accounts for the electron polarization, εµναβ is the antisym-
metric Levi-Civita tensor and s is a four-vector describing the polarization states of the
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initial electron,
s =
(
~ξ · ~pe
me
, ~ξ + ~pe
~ξ · ~pe
me(me + Ee)
)
,
with ~ξ being a unit vector in the direction of the electron polarization in the electron rest
frame. The proton electro-magnetic current tensor can be calculated with the operator of
the proton electro-magnetic current expressed with the Sachs proton form-factors [13],
F = (2mpGE, i~σ × ~qGM) .
The time component of the proton electro-magnetic current operator, F0, describes
the Coulomb interaction of the photon with the proton, while the space component, ~F ,
describes its magnetic interaction. The proton electro-magnetic current tensor can be
expressed as
W totµν =
1
2
Tr
(Fµ(1 + ~σ · uˆ)F †ν )
= Wµν + W
pol
µν ,
where Wpolµν = 12Tr
(FµF †ν ~σ · uˆ) accounts for the proton polarization in the direction of the
unit vector uˆ, pointing either in the z direction along the virtual photon momentum, uˆ ‖ ~q,
in the y direction where uˆ ‖ ~q × ~pe′, or in the x direction where uˆ ‖ (~q × ~pe′) × ~q. The
product LtotµνW
µν
tot , needed for the calculation of the square of the transition matrix element,
results in three non-zero terms and can be written as [16]
WµνtotL
tot
µν = W
µνLµν + W
µν
polLµν + W
µν
polL
pol
µν
= WµνLµν
(
1 + P + hPeP′
)
.
The term
P =
WµνpolLµν
WµνLµν
represents the induced proton polarization in the direction of the unit vector uˆ and is
independent of the electron polarization. The term
hPeP′ =
WµνpolL
pol
µν
WµνLµν
represents the polarization transfer in the direction of the unit vector uˆ, where
h =
~s · ~pe
|~s||~pe| = ±1 (2.13)
is the electron beam helicity, ~s is the electron spin vector, and
Pe =
∣∣∣∣∣∣N(h=+1) − N(h=−1)N(h=+1) + N(h=−1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
with N(h=±1) being the number of electrons with positive or negative helicity, is the electron
beam polarization. Considering all three directions (along the virtual photon momentum
and in the two transverse directions in and out of the scattering plane) the induced proton
polarization vector, ~P = (Px, Py, Pz), and the polarization transfer vector, ~P′ = (P′x, P
′
y, P
′
z),
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can be obtained. The total polarization of the proton, ejected from the atomic nucleus, is
thus
~Π = ~P + hPe~P′ .
Px and Pz may be non-zero only in case of quasielastic scattering on embedded protons
in atomic nuclei, as they arise because of final-state interactions (FSI). Py and P′y are
zero in case of elastic electron scattering on free protons which occurs via a one-photon
exchange, but may arise because of two or more photon exchange or because of FSI, when
scattering occurs on embedded protons. [16–18]. The transverse and the longitudinal
components of the polarization transfer to free protons can be in the LAB frame expressed
as
hPeP′x = −2
√
τ(1 + τ)GEGM tan
(
θe
2
)
/I0 , (2.14)
hPeP′z =
Ee + E′e
mp
√
τ(1 + τ)G2M tan
2
(
θe
2
)
/I0 , (2.15)
where I0 = G2E + (τ/)G
2
M [13]. The form-factors GE and GM can thus be determined only
by obtaining the transferred polarization components P′x and P
′
z, with no need to measure
absolute cross-sections. In particular, the proton structure is often investigated through
the ratio
P′x
P′z
= − 2mp
(Ee + E′e) tan
(
θe
2
) GE
GM
, (2.16)
as it is related to the ratio of the proton electric and magnetic Sachs form-factors. This way
the uncertainties in the electron beam polarization and other systematic uncertainties of
the measurements cancel out, which increases significantly the precision of the obtained
results.
Electric and magnetic Sachs form-factors obtained on free protons with both, the po-
larization transfer technique and the Rosenbluth separation method, are shown in Fig. 2.7.
The GE/GM ratio obtained with the polarization transfer measurement can be described
by the linear fit
µp
GE
GM
≈ 1.06 − 0.14Q2 , (2.17)
which reveals that GE decreases faster than GM as a function of Q2. But GE and GM
obtained with the polarization transfer measurements differ from those obtained with the
Rosenbluth method. This discrepancy is not explained yet and is a subject of research
and debate. However, there are indications that this discrepancy may be accounted by
two-photon exchange mechanisms and the radiative corrections of the data obtained by
the Rosenbluth method, while the data obtained by the polarization transfer technique are
much less sensitive to these corrections [4].
Furthermore, if the ratio P′x/P
′
z measured for a knocked-out proton from an atomic
nucleus is compared to the same ratio obtained for a free proton, some information about
the in-medium modification of the proton form-factor ratio, and thus some information
about the in-medium modification of the proton structure, can be obtained.
It is now evident that the polarization transfer technique has a big advantage over
the Rosenbluth separation method. If both non-zero polarization transfer components of
the recoiled proton can be measured simultaneously, only one measurement is necessary
for the acquisition of the ratio of proton electric and magnetic Sachs form-factors at a
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Figure 2.7: The ratio of proton electric and magnetic Sachs form-factors, scaled by the
proton magnetic moment, µp, as a function of Q2. The data shown with empty circles
and empty and full triangles were obtained with the Rosenbluth method, while the data
shown with full circles and squares were obtained with the polarization transfer measure-
ments. The dashed curve is a fit to the Rosenbluth results, while the full line is a fit to the
polarization transfer results described by Eq. (2.17) [4].
given Q2. This makes the characterization of the nuclear structure much faster and more
accurate. Furthermore, in the polarization transfer technique, the contribution of GE to
the measured results does not decrease with increasing value of Q2 and it is also not
suppressed at smaller values of Q2, as it is the case of the cross-section measurements
when the Rosenbluth method is applied. All these facts make the polarization transfer
technique much more favourable in comparison to the Rosenbluth separation method for
the investigation of proton structure.
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Existing Results of Polarization
Transfer to Bound Protons
Polarization transfer measurements were performed on 2H, 4He and 16O at JLab and at the
MAMI facility. The results obtained on 2H and 16O were presented with the transverse,
P′x, and the longitudinal, P
′
z, polarization transfer components separately and as their ratio,
P′x/P
′
z. The results of polarization transfer measurements obtained on
4He were presented
as the ratio of each of the polarization transfer components and the same polarization
transfer component obtained for free protons, (P′x)4He/(P
′
x)1H and (P
′
z)4He/(P
′
z)1H, as well as
a double polarization transfer ratio, where the ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal
polarization transfer components obtained for protons, embedded in 4He, (P′x/P
′
z)4He, was
further divided by the same ratio, obtained for free protons, (P′x/P
′
z)1H, using Eq. (2.16)
and the experimentally obtained free-proton form-factors [19].
3.1 Results as a Function of Missing Momentum
The results of the polarization transfer measurements are in most cases presented as a
function of missing momentum, usually noted with its magnitude, pm, multiplied by the
corresponding sign. The positive values of missing momenta correspond to events when
the angle between the missing momentum and the momentum transfer is less than 90◦,
while the negative values of missing momenta correspond to events, with the same angle
being more than 90◦. In strictly parallel kinematics the positive values of missing mo-
menta correspond to events with the momentum transfer parallel to the missing momen-
tum, while the negative values of missing momenta correspond to events with anti-parallel
momenta. The experiment discussed in this thesis was performed in quasi-parallel kine-
matics, as the angles between the virtual photon and the ejected proton were small, in
average 4.5◦.
3.1.1 Deuterium
Two polarization transfer measurements of the type 2H(~e, e′~p)n have been performed at
JLab and at MAMI. Fig. 3.1 shows the results of the polarization transfer measurement
performed at JLab, alongside with some theoretical calculations, published in 2006 [20].
The measured polarization transfer components agree well with the theoretical predictions
in the region −60 MeV/c . pm . 60 MeV/c, as at low values of missing momentum
nuclear effects are predicted to have little influence [20]. In the region 130 MeV/c .
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Figure 3.1: Results of the polarization transfer measurement performed on 2H at JLab,
along with some theoretical calculations, as a function of missing momentum. Empty
circles represent the experimentally obtained transverse and longitudinal polarization
transfer components as well as their ratio. The measurements were performed at Q2 =
1.0 (GeV/c)2. The curves represent theoretical results: the dot-dashed curves were ob-
tained with the PWBA, the dotted curves were obtained with the distorted wave Born ap-
proximation (DWBA), the dashed curves were obtained with the DWBA including MEC
and IC, while the solid curves were obtained with the DWBA including MEC, IC and
relativistic corrections (RC) [20].
pm . 170 MeV/c, where nuclear and relativistic effects are expected to be significantly
larger, all the presented calculations agree well with the measured values of P′z, while the
measured values of P′x exhibit good agreement only with the calculations obtained with
the PWBA, DWBA including FSI and DWBA including MEC and IC. On the other hand,
the calculation obtained with the DWBA including MEC, IC and RC, which was expected
to agree best with the measured P′x, does not agree at all.
The results of the polarization transfer measurement performed on 2H at MAMI, along
with some theoretical calculations, published in 2017, are shown in Fig. 3.2 [21]. The ra-
tios of the measured polarization transfer components at all four setups agree well with the
theoretical calculations, but the polarization ratios obtained at different values of Q2 have
a different missing momentum dependence. The cause of this discrepancy are claimed to
be different kinematic parameters. This gap was removed by dividing the measured ratio
by the free-proton form-factor ratio, as it will be shown later.
3.1.2 Helium
Three polarization transfer measurements of the type 4He(~e, e′~p)3H were carried out and
published at JLab and MAMI. The results of the experiment performed at MAMI, along
with some theoretical calculations, were published in 2001 and are shown in Fig. 3.3 [22].
The ratio of the measured polarization transfer components P′x and P
′
z, divided by the same
ratio obtained for free protons, is in disagreement with the relativistic PWIA calculation
[23]. The fully-relativistic calculation is in better agreement with the measured data,
while the fully-relativistic calculation with density-dependent form-factor modifications
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Figure 3.2: Results of the polarization transfer measurement performed on 2H at MAMI,
alongside with some theoretical calculations, as a function of missing momentum, pub-
lished in 2017. Black symbols represent the ratios of the experimentally obtained longi-
tudinal and transverse polarization transfer components for protons ejected from 2H. The
experiment was performed at four different setups, A, B, C and D, with different values
of Q2, as labelled on the plot. The red stars represent the results of a calculation for 2H,
performed with free nucleon form-factors, which included MEC, IC and RC [21, 24].
Figure 3.3: Results of the polarization transfer measurement performed on 4He at MAMI,
along with some theoretical calculations, as a function of missing momentum, published
in 2001. The black symbols represent the measured ratio of the transverse and the lon-
gitudinal polarization transfer components for protons ejected from 4He, divided by the
same ratio obtained for free protons. The experiment was performed at one setup with
Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2. The curves represent theoretical calculations performed with a non-
relativistic PWIA (dotted curve), a fully relativistic calculation (dashed line) and a fully
relativistic calculation with density dependent form-factor modifications as predicted by
the quark-meson coupling (QMC) model (full line) [22].
as predicted by the QMC model [25] is in best agreement with the experimental results.
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The results of the first polarization transfer experiment performed on 4He at JLab,
along with some theoretical calculations, published in 2003, are shown in Fig. 3.4 [26].
The data obtained at Q2 = 0.5 (GeV/c)2 and Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 are in best agreement
Figure 3.4: Results of the polarization transfer measurement performed on 4He at JLab,
along with some theoretical calculations, as a function of missing momentum, published
in 2003. The black symbols represent the ratio of the longitudinal and transverse polariza-
tion transfer components for protons ejected from 4He, divided by the same ratio obtained
for free protons. The experiment was performed at three setups with different values of
Q2, as noted in the figure. The shaded bands represent the theoretical calculations ob-
tained with the relativistic PWIA (RPWIA) (solid), relativistic distorted wave impulse
approximation (RDWIA) (horizontal dashed) and RDWIA with medium-modified proton
form-factors as predicted by the QMC model (vertical dashed) [26].
with the calculation obtained with the RDWIA including medium-modified proton form-
factors, while the data obtained at Q2 = 1.6 (GeV/c)2 are in best agreement with the
calculations performed without the medium-modified proton form-factors.
The results of the second polarization transfer experiment performed on 4He at JLab,
along with some theoretical calculations, were published in 2010 and are shown in Fig.
3.5 [27]. The calculations performed with the RPWIA and the RDWIA produce similar
results, but do not describe the experimental data as well as the calculations performed
with the RDWIA with medium-modified form-factors.
The deviation from unity of the double polarization ratios shown in Fig. 3.3, 3.4
and 3.5, as a function of missing momentum, was considered as evidence of nuclear
influences on the polarization transfer to bound protons. Furthermore, in majority of
the cases, theoretical calculations including such medium-modified proton form-factors
exhibit a better agreement with the experimental data than the theoretical calculations not
including medium modified proton form-factors. Considering that as indication for the
medium modification of proton form-factors require more preciser measurements.
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Figure 3.5: Results of the polarization transfer measurement performed on 4He at JLab,
along with some theoretical calculations, as a function of missing momentum, published
in 2010. The black symbols represent the transverse polarization transfer component ob-
tained for protons ejected from 4He, divided by the same polarization transfer component
obtained for free protons (upper plots), the longitudinal polarization transfer component
obtained for protons ejected from 4He, divided by the same polarization transfer com-
ponent obtained for free protons (middle plots) and the ratio of both polarization transfer
components obtained for protons ejected from 4He, divided by the same ratio obtained for
free protons (lower plots). The results in the left and in the right column were obtained
at two different values of Q2, as noted in each column. The light, medium and dark grey
bands represent theoretical calculations performed with RPWIA, RDWIA and RDWIA
with medium-modified form-factors [23, 27, 28].
3.1.3 Carbon
Although polarization transfer measurements have so far not been performed on 12C, the-
oretical predictions have been made for the polarization transfer to protons emerging from
the s1/2 and p3/2 shells of 12C, in approximately the same kinematics of the experiment
discussed in this thesis. As this experiment was performed at two different setups, called
L30 and G600, theoretical predictions for the polarization transfers at both setups were
made (cf. Sec. 4.3 for details about the two setups).
The calculations have been performed with non-relativistic [29–31] and relativistic
models [23, 32–40] based on the DWIA. Some calculations in the PWIA were also per-
formed, where FSI were neglected. In the RDWIA a relativistic one-body nuclear current
operator and relativistic Dirac spinors for bound and scattering states are used. In the
non-relativistic DWIA bound and scattering states are eigenfunctions of the Schroedinger
equation and the nuclear current operator is obtained from the Foldy-Wouthuysen reduc-
tion of the free-nucleon Dirac current through an expansion in a power series of the inverse
nucleon mass, that is truncated at second order. In the DWIA some relativistic corrections
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are thus included in the nucleon current and also the kinematics. In general DWIA and
RDWIA calculations are performed with different (nonrelativistic and relativistic) phe-
nomenological potentials for bound and scattering wave functions. The differences due
to different potentials cannot be attributed only to relativity. In order to perform a consis-
tent comparison of the relativistic and non-relativistic results, in the DWIA calculations
the bound state is the normalized upper component of the Dirac spinor of the RDWIA
calculation and the scattering state is the solution of the Schrödinger-equivalent optical
potential of the relativistic calculation.
The calculations have been performed with three parametrizations for the relativistic
optical potential for 12C: the energy-dependent and atomic-number-dependent (EDAD1)
optical potential, the energy-dependent but atomic-number-independent (EDAI) optical
potential [41] and the more recent democratic (DEM) optical potential [42]. EDAI is
a single-nucleus parametrization, which is constructed to better reproduce the elastic
proton-12C phenomenology. In contrast, EDAD1 and DEM depend on the atomic num-
ber and are obtained through a fit to more than 200 data sets of elastic proton-nucleus
scattering data on a wide range of nuclei from 4He to 208Pb
Two different bound state wave functions labelled wf1 and wf2 have been used for
the theoretical calculations of the polarization transfer to protons emerging from 12C.
Both of them are self-consistent Dirac-Hartree solutions derived within a relativistic mean
field approach using a Lagrangian containing σ, ω, and ρ mesons [43–46]. The second
wave function, wf2, includes medium-dependent parametrizations of the meson-nucleon
vertices that can be more directly related to the underlying microscopic description of
nuclear interaction [47, 48]. The main difference between the two wave functions is a
different sign in the negative energy component, that does not affect the non-relativistic
calculations.
For different nuclear shells and different setups, calculations using different approxi-
mations, optical potentials and bound state wave functions, have been performed. All of
the obtained theoretical results are presented in the following.
Fig. 3.6 shows the theoretically predicted transverse component of the polarization
transfer to protons emerging from the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B reaction, obtained with the EDAI
optical potential and the first of the bound state wave functions, alongside with the PWIA,
RPWIA, DWIA and RDWIA, in order to investigate the effects of the distorted waves, as
well as relativistic effects to the theoretical results. The predicted transverse polarization
transfer component obtained for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup with the PWIA
and the DWIA differ mostly in the region around |pm| ≈ 0 MeV/c, where the calculations
performed with the DWIA exhibit a dip, while the calculations performed with the PWIA
follow a smooth curve and are not distorted around the zero of missing momentum. This
implies that the distortion of the proton waves is reflected in the polarization transfer at
small absolute values of missing momentum. The calculations for the p3/2-shell protons of
the G600 setup were performed only with the DWIA and RDWIA. The obtained results
are very similar to the results obtained with the same approximations used for the L30
setup. The calculations for the s1/2-shell protons were performed only for the the L30
setup with the PWIA, RPWIA, DWIA and RDWIA. All of the obtained results follow
a smooth dependency and are very similar, while the results obtained with PWIA and
DWIA coincide. They do not exhibit the distortion around |pm| ≈ 0 MeV/c, as it is true for
the results obtained for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup using DWIA and RDWIA.
The relativistic calculations for both setups do not modify significantly the non-relativistic
results, but shift them towards lower values at pm & 0 MeV/c and towards higher values
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(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
(c) L30 setup, s1/2 shell
Figure 3.6: Theoretical predictions for the transverse component of the polarization trans-
fer to protons of the L30 setup, emerging from the p3/2 shells of 12C, using PWIA, RP-
WIA, DWIA and RDWIA (a), for protons of the G600 setup, emerging from the p3/2
shells of 12C using DWIA and RDWIA (b) and for protons of the L30 setup, emerging
from the s1/2 shells of 12C using PWIA, RPWIA, DWIA and RDWIA (c). The calcu-
lations were performed with the EDAI optical potential and with wf1 and are shown as
a function of missing momentum. Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Carlotta Giusti, Università di
Pavia, Dipartimento di Fisica [49].
at pm . 0 MeV/c.
The theoretical predictions for the longitudinal component of the polarization trans-
fer to protons emerging from the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B reaction, obtained with the EDAI optical
potential and the first of the bound state wave functions, are shown in Fig. 3.7. The calcu-
lations performed for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup with the PWIA and DWIA
are consistent in the region of higher absolute values of pm. At lower absolute values
of pm the calculations performed with the PWIA follow a smooth slope, while the cal-
culations performed with DWIA exhibit a dip with the centre around pm ≈ −15 MeV/c,
similarly to the predictions for the transverse polarization transfer component for the same
setup and nuclear shell. The relativistic calculations performed with the RPWIA and RD-
WIA are lower than the corresponding non-relativistic calculations, with the exception at
small absolute values of pm, where the predictions obtained with RDWIA exhibit a lower
peak than the corresponding non-relativistic calculations. The predictions obtained for
the p3/2-shell protons of the G600 setup with the DWIA and RDWIA are again very sim-
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(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
(c) L30 setup, s1/2 shell
Figure 3.7: Same as Fig. 3.6 for the the longitudinal component of the polarization trans-
fer.
ilar to those obtained with the same approximations for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30
setup. The predictions obtained for the s1/2-shell protons of the L30 setup follow a smooth
dependency and, as in the case of the transverse polarization transfer, do not exhibit any
distortion around pm ≈ 0 MeV/c. The results obtained with PWIA and RPWIA lie one
atop the other, while the relativistic results lie below the non-relativistic results through
the whole region included in the calculations.
The theoretically predicted ratios of the transverse and the longitudinal components
of the polarization transfer from Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 are shown in Fig. 3.8. The ratios
for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup obtained with all four approximations, PWIA,
RPWIA, DWIA and RDWIA, give approximately the same values at pm & 20 MeV/c. The
ratio obtained with the PWIA follows a smooth dependency also at lower values of pm,
while the ratio obtained with DWIA exhibits a large peak at the value pm ≈ −15 MeV/c,
but approaches the values obtained with the PWIA at pm . −200 MeV/c. The ratio
obtained with RPWIA starts to decline from its corresponding non-relativistic calculation
at pm ≈ 20 MeV/c, reaching higher values at lower values of pm. The ratio obtained with
the RDWIA exhibits a much smaller peak at pm ≈ −15 MeV/c than its corresponding non-
relativistic calculation and follows the ratio obtained with the RPWIA at lower values of
pm. The ratios obtained for the p3/2-shell protons of the G600 setup with the RDWIA and
DWIA exhibit a similar behaviour as the ratios obtained with the same approximations for
the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup. The ratios obtained for the s1/2 shell protons of the
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(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
(c) L30 setup, s1/2 shell
Figure 3.8: Same as Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 for the the ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal
components of the polarization transfer.
L30 setup have smooth dependencies through the whole region of pm taken into account.
The greatest influence to the obtained results has the relativistic effect at negative values
of pm.
The influence of different bound state wave functions to the theoretically predicted
polarization transfer was investigated by firstly performing two calculations of the polar-
ization transfer with the RPWIA, where the effects of FSI are neglected. The calculations
were again performed for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup with two different bound
state wave functions. For the p3/2-shell protons of the G600 setup only one prediction was
made with the second bound state wave function. The predicted transverse components
of the polarization transfer are shown in Fig. 3.9. The results obtained with the two bound
state wave functions for the L30 setup are very different at positive values of pm, where
the results obtained with wf1 occupy lower values than the results, obtained with wf2. At
negative values of pm the difference between the two predictions are smaller and have the
opposite trend: the predictions obtained with wf1 reach higher values than the predictions
obtained with wf1. The results obtained for the G600 setup follow a similar dependency
as the results obtained with the same bound state wave function for the L30 setup, but are
shifted to lower values at positive values of pm and to higher values at negative values of
pm.
The predicted longitudinal components of the polarization transfer to the p3/2-shell
protons of 12C using RPWIA are shown in Fig. 3.10. At positive values of pm the results
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(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
Figure 3.9: Theoretical predictions for the transverse component of the polarization trans-
fer to protons, embedded in the p3/2 shells of 12C, obtained with the RPWIA. The results
obtained with two different proton bound state wave functions for the protons of the L30
setup are shown in (a), while the results obtained with the second proton bound state
wave function for the protons of the G600 setup are shown in (b). Courtesy of Carlotta
Giusti [49].
(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
Figure 3.10: Same as Fig. 3.9 for the longitudinal component of the polarization transfer.
for the L30 setup obtained with wf1 reach higher values than the results obtained with
wf2 and the difference between them is small. On the other hand, at negative values of
pm, the predictions obtained with wf1 occupy lower values than the predictions obtained
with wf2, while the difference between them increases with decreasing pm. The results
obtained for the G600 setup are similar to the results obtained for the L30 setup with the
same bound state wave function, but reach slightly higher values.
The ratios of the transverse and the longitudinal components of the polarization trans-
fers, shown in Fig. 3.9 and 3.10, is shown in Fig. ??, The ratio obtained for the L30 setup,
at positive values of pm and with wf1, occupies slightly lower values than the ratio ob-
tained with wf2. The difference between the two ratios at negative values of pm increases
and is larger at lower values of pm, where the ratio obtained with wf1 occupies higher
values than the ratio obtained with wf2. The ratio obtained for the G600 setup is similar
to the ratio obtained for the L30 setup with the same bound state wave function, but has
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(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
Figure 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 for the ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal
components of the polarization transfer.
slightly higher values.
The difference in the results obtained with RPWIA using two different bound state
wave functions arises because wf1 and wf2 have different lower (negative energy) com-
ponents. In the non-relativistic calculations only the upper energy components are used,
which are very similar in both wf1 and wf2. This is why the predicted polarization trans-
fer components obtained for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup with PWIA using both
wave functions were very similar.
The investigation of the influence of different bound state wave functions to the the-
oretically predicted polarization transfer was further continued with the calculations per-
formed with the DWIA, two different proton bound state wave functions and the same
optical potential. The results obtained for both components of the polarization transfer
to the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup are almost the same, as it was the case for the
results obtained using the PWIA. The reason is again that in non-relativistic calculations
only the upper energy components of the bound state wave functions are used, which are
very similar in both wf1 and wf2.
Lastly, the influence of different bound state wave functions, alongside with the in-
fluence of different optical potentials, to the theoretically predicted polarization transfer
to p3/2-shell protons of 12C, was examined with the calculations performed with the RD-
WIA. The obtained results for the transverse component of the polarization transfer is
shown in Fig. 3.12. The results obtained for the L30 setup with the the same bound state
wave function and different optical potentials are much more similar than the predictions
obtained with different bound state wave functions and the same optical potential. The
predicted transverse polarization transfer obtained with wf1 has significantly smaller val-
ues at positive values of pm than the results obtained with wf2. The estimations obtained
for the negative values of pm with both bound state wave functions cross each other and
exhibit a smaller difference. The results obtained for positive values of pm for the G600
setup have smaller values than the result obtained for positive values of pm for the L30
setup with the same parameters. The predictions obtained for negative values of pm for
the G600 setup with wf1 have, on the other hand, larger values than the same predictions
obtained for the L30 setup, while the predictions obtained for negative values of pm for
the G600 and the L30 setup are very similar.
The theoretically predicted longitudinal components of polarization transfer to p3/2-
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(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
Figure 3.12: Theoretically predicted transverse components of polarization transfer to
protons, embedded in p3/2 shells of 12C, using the RDWIA. The results for the L30 setup
obtained with three different optical potentials and two different bound state wave func-
tions are shown in (a), while the results for the G600 setup, obtained with two different
bound state wave functions and the same optical potential, are shown in (b). Courtesy of
Carlotta Giusti [49].
shell protons of 12C are shown in Fig. 3.13. The results obtained for the L30 setup with the
(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
Figure 3.13: Same as Fig. 3.12 for the longitudinal component of the polarization transfer.
the same bound state wave function and different optical potentials are again much more
similar than the results obtained with different bound state wave functions and the same
optical potential. The predictions for both setups, obtained with wf1, have larger values
at positive values of pm, than the predictions, obtained with wf2. At negative values of pm
the situation is opposite.
The ratios of the predicted transverse and longitudinal polarization transfer compo-
nents, shown in Fig. 3.12 and 3.13, are shown in Fig. 3.14. The polarization transfer
ratios obtained for both setups with wf1 at positive values of pm are smaller than the
ratios obtained with wf2, while at negative values of pm, the polarization transfer ratios
obtained with wf1 occupy higher values than the ratios, obtained with wf2.
The theoretical calculations indicate that the results obtained with the DWIA exhibit
a dip in the region of small absolute values of missing momentum, while the results
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(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
Figure 3.14: Same as Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 for the ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal
components of the polarization transfer.
obtained with the PWIA follow a smooth curve in this region of pm. Furthermore, at
positive values of pm the relativistic corrections do not provide significant modifications
of the non-relativistic results obtained with the same bound state wave functions, while
at negative values of pm the difference between the relativistic and non-relativistic results
obtained with the same bound state wave functions is large. But only the relativistic cal-
culations are sensitive to different bound state wave functions, which affect significantly
the obtained polarization transfer components P′x, P
′
z and their ratio. This is due to the
fact that in non-relativistic calculations only the upper energy components of the bound
state wave functions are used, which are very similar in both wf1 and wf2. On the other
hand, the used wave functions have different lower energy components, which are taken
into account in the relativistic calculations. The investigation of which bound state wave
function describes the experimental data in the best way should thus be performed with
the relativistic calculations. In addition, different optical potentials do not affect signifi-
cantly the theoretical results and thus the choice of the optical potential is not crucial for
the investigation of the polarization transfer.
3.1.4 Oxygen
A polarization transfer experiment of the type 16O(~e, e′~p)15N was performed in JLab. The
obtained results, alongside with some theoretical calculations, published in the year 2000,
are shown in Fig. 3.15 [50]. All of the theoretical predictions reproduce reasonably well
the experimentally obtained results. The largest disagreement between the theoretically
obtained results is between those obtained with the PWIA and those obtained with the
DWIA. On the other hand, all the calculations performed with the DWIA give similar
predictions in the whole observed range of pm, which implies a small contribution of the
relativistic effects in the kinematics of the discussed setup. Regardless the agreement
between the experimental data and the theoretical results, for any final conclusions about
the polarization transfer to protons bound in 16O and the influence of different nuclear
effects to the polarization transfer, more precise experimental data, covering a larger range
of corresponding missing momenta, are needed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15: Results of the polarization transfer measurement performed on 16O at JLab,
along with some theoretical calculations, as a function of missing momentum, published
in 2000. (a): the longitudinal polarization transfer component, P′l (in previous figures
noted as P′x), and the transverse polarization transfer component, P
′
t (in previous figures
noted as P′z). (b): the ratio of the polarization transfer components from (a). The po-
larization transfer components, obtained at Q2 = 0.8 (GeV/c)2, are separately shown for
protons, ejected from the p1/2, p3/2 and s1/2 shells of 16O. Black symbols represent ex-
perimental results [50], while the lines represent theoretical calculations performed with
free-proton form-factors and with the PWIA (dotted line) [51], with the DWIA (dashed
line) [51], with the relativistic DWIA (dash-dotted line) [52] and again with the relativistic
DWIA, using a different model (solid line) [23].
3.2 Results as a Function of Virtuality
The comparison of the results of the polarization transfer measurements presented in Sec.
3.1, does not imply a universal dependency of this data as a function of missing momen-
tum. This can be attributed to the fact that protons embedded in different atomic nuclei
are subject to different amounts of various nuclear effects, which influence the polariza-
tion transfer. In the attempt to find a parameter which would yield a universal dependency
of the polarization transfer to protons, embedded in different atomic nuclei, we defined a
quantity called virtuality. It expresses how much a proton is “off shell” and is given by
ν = m2pemb − m2p , (3.1)
where mpemb is the mass of a proton, embedded in an atomic nucleus, and mp is the mass
of a free proton. The square of mpemb is defined as the square of the embedded proton
four-momentum, (pµpemb)
2, which can be expanded as
m2pemb =
(
pµpemb
)2
=
(
Epemb , ~ppemb
)2
= E2pemb − ~p 2pemb , (3.2)
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where Epemb and ~ppemb are the embedded proton energy and momentum. If an atomic
nucleus, A, is at rest and it is treated as a bound system composed of a proton and the
residual nucleus, A − 1, the embedded proton energy can be expressed as
Epemb = mA −
√
m2A−1 + ~p
2
A−1 , (3.3)
where mA is the mass of the target nucleus A, while ~pA−1 and mA−1 are the momentum and
the mass of the residual nucleus A − 1. The mass of the residual nucleus comprises also
the separation energy of the proton from the residual nucleus and the excitation energy of
the residual nucleus, and thus contains also the missing energy, defined in Eq. (2.1).
The initial nucleus is in the LAB system at rest in the target and if it is treated as a
bound system, composed of a proton and the residual nucleus, the relation ~ppemb = −~pA−1
holds. Furthermore, in the PWBA, the relations ~ppemb = −~pm and ~pA−1 = ~pm also hold.
Combining Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) and substituting the momenta of the embedded
proton and the residual nucleus by the missing momentum, virtuality can be expressed as
ν =
(
mA −
√
m2A−1 + ~p
2
m
)2
− ~p 2m − m2p .
3.2.1 Comparison of Deuterium and Helium Results
The experimentally and theoretically obtained results of the polarization transfer mea-
surements, performed on 2H and 4He, shown in Fig. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 as a function of
missing momentum, are shown in Fig. 3.16 as a function of virtuality [21]. The results
Figure 3.16: The ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal components of the polariza-
tion transfer to embedded protons, divided by the same polarization ratio obtained for free
protons, as a function of virtuality. The data shown with the black symbols was obtained
on 2H. The black up and down triangles, the black square and black circles represent the
MAMI data, plotted with the same symbols as in Fig. 3.2. The data shown with black
diamonds were obtained at JLab and are the same data as shown in Fig. 3.1. The empty
squares represent the 4He data from JLab and are the same data as shown in Fig. 3.4. The
red stars represent the same theoretical calculations as presented in Fig. 3.2 [21].
are plotted separately for corresponding positive and negative missing momenta to en-
able the identification of a possible influence of this parameter to the polarization transfer.
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Although the plotted data was obtained for different atomic nuclei and at different exper-
imental setups with different values of Q2, it seems to follow the same dependency as a
function of virtuality. This may indicate universality of the polarization transfer in terms
of virtuality. Furthermore, as the data is not symmetric with respect to the origin, the sign
of the missing momentum seems to influence the polarization transfer.
Furthermore, the theoretical calculations performed for protons ejected from 2H seem
to follow the same virtuality dependency as the experimental data. However, in the region
−0.05 (GeV/c)2 . ν for both, negative and positive values of missing momenta, the calcu-
lations are shifted to lower values for approximately 10% in comparison to the experimen-
tal data. As these calculations were performed with free-proton form-factors, including
form-factor modifications due to in-medium effects could provide a better agreement of
the theoretical results with the experimental data.
The results of the polarization transfer measurements performed on 4He in JLab,
shown in Fig. 3.5 as a function of missing momentum, are shown in Fig. 3.17 as a
Figure 3.17: The ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal polarization transfer com-
ponents obtained for protons, ejected from 4He, divided by the same ratio, obtained for
free protons, as a function of virtuality. The results on the upper and on the lower plots
were obtained for two different values of Q2, as noted on each plot. The black dots repre-
sent the experimental results [27], while the light, medium and dark grey bands represent
the results of the theoretical calculations performed with RPWIA, RDWIA and RDWIA
with in-medium modified form-factors [53]. The dot-dashed line is a linear fit to the data,
constrained to intercept the ordinate axis at one.
function of virtuality. The data plotted as a function of virtuality exhibits a smoother
dependence than as a function of missing momentum. The calculations performed with
RDWIA with in-medium modified form-factors exhibit the largest difference with respect
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to the calculations performed with RPWIA and RDWIA, but are in the best agreement
with the experimental data. The experimental data from Fig. 3.16 and 3.17 are in excel-
lent agreement, which provides further constraints about the universal behaviour of the
double polarization transfer ratio as a function of virtuality.
The comparison of the results of different theoretical calculations of the polarization
transfer enables an estimation of the expected influence of different nuclear effects to the
polarization transfer to embedded protons. Fig. 3.18 shows the results of different the-
oretical calculations of the double polarization transfer ratio for protons, embedded in
2H [21]. The calculations predict that the major influence to the deviation of the polar-
Figure 3.18: Theoretically calculated double polarization transfer ratio for protons ejected
from 2H as a function of virtuality. The calculations were performed non-relativistically
(NR), with relativistic corrections of the first order (RC), all with free-proton form factors.
The dashed blue line was obtained with PWBA, the dot-dashed green line was obtained
with the DWIA, the full red line was obtained with DWIA including MEC and IC, while
the dotted red line was obtained with DWIA including MEC and IC but without RC
[21, 24].
ization transfer to embedded protons from the polarization transfer to free protons can be
attributed to the FSI, included in the DWIA calculations. The MEC and IC corrections
have a minor influence to the obtained results in the region where pm < 0, while their
influence increases in the region where pm > 0. The calculations performed with DWIA
including MEC, IC and RC are the same calculations as the ones shown in Fig. 3.16.
From the comparison of the results presented in Fig. 3.16 and the calculations presented
in Fig. 3.18, it can be deduced that the relativistic corrections of the first order enhance
the agreement of the calculations with the experimental data.
3.3 Motivation for Present Research
Whether the atomic nucleus has an influence on the internal structure of embedded pro-
tons is a long-standing question in nuclear physics and the polarization transfer measure-
ments have proven to be a suitable tool for the investigation of this phenomenon. Due to
many effects that influence the polarization transfer to bound protons, such as FSI, MEC,
IC and others, the interpretation of the experimental results is possible only with the help
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of theoretical predictions. The comparison of the experimental results and theoretical cal-
culations for 4He, shown in Fig. 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, implies that calculations performed with
in-medium modified proton form-factors better describe the experimental data than the
calculations performed with free-proton form factors.
The form-factors of embedded protons can vary with the local nuclear density, the
embedded proton momentum and virtuality [54]. Some of the results of the polarization
transfer measurements, performed on 2H, the least bound nucleon with the lowest aver-
age nuclear density, and on 4He, a very strongly bound nucleon with a very high average
nuclear density, have been plotted as a function of virtuality in Fig. 3.16 and 3.17. Re-
gardless of the large differences between these two nuclei, the comparison of the obtained
results implies a universal dependence of the polarization transfer double ratio in terms
of virtuality. In order to obtain more evidence for this universal dependence and more
constraints about different nuclear effects, influencing the polarization transfer to bound
protons, more precise measurements, performed on different atomic nuclei with different
properties, are needed.
The investigation of the influence of the local nuclear density to the internal structure
of bound protons is possible by performing polarization transfer measurements to protons
embedded in nuclear environments with different effective densities. A study performed
for 12C in the relativistic multiple-scattering Glauber approximation (RMSGA) frame-
work predicts the effective density for protons removed from the s1/2 shell to be more than
twice the effective density for protons removed from the p3/2 shell at Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2
[54, 55], as shown in Fig. 3.19. An estimate of the possible modifications of proton
Figure 3.19: Predicted effective nuclear density by the RMSGA framework for protons,
removed from the s1/2 and p3/2 shells of 12C, at Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2, as a function of
missing momentum [54].
form-factors due to density effects was obtained with the chiral quark soliton model
(CQS) [56, 57] and by the quark meson coupling model (QMC) [58, 59], as shown in
Fig. 3.20. Both models predict a decrease of the electric proton form-factor from the s1/2
to the p3/2 shell of 12C by approximately 3%. The QMC model further predicts the in-
crease of the proton magnetic form-factor from the s1/2 to the p3/2 shell by approximately
3%, while the CQS model predicts its decrease from the s1/2 to the p3/2 shell by about
0.5%.
The modification of the double polarization transfer ratio for protons, embedded in
s1/2 and p3/2 shells of 12C, due to density-modified proton form-factors, was estimated
with the QMC and the CQS models and is shown in Fig. 3.21. The QMC and the CQS
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Figure 3.20: Predicted modifications of proton electric (GE) and magnetic (GM) form-
factors by the QMC and the CQS models at Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2 as a function of the
effective nuclear density. The brown and the violet bands denote the regions of effective
nuclear densities for protons, removed from the s1/2 and the p3/2 shells of 12C. [54]
Figure 3.21: Predicted variations by the QMC and the CQS models of the polarization
transfer to protons bound in 2H, due to density-dependant form-factor modifications, at
Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2 as a function of missing momentum. [54]
models predict a modification of the double polarization transfer ratio to be approximately
3% and 5%, respectively. The results obtained with the QMC and the CQS models are not
meant to give precise predictions of the proton form-factor modifications due to density
effects, but serve as an estimate of the expected influence of the nuclear density-variations
to the experimental results.
The estimates of the polarization transfer variation due to density-modified proton
form-factors, obtained with the QMC and the CQS models, alongside with the theoreti-
cally and experimentally obtained results of the polarization transfer measurements, pre-
sented in Sec. 3.1.3, suggest 12C as a nucleus for polarization transfer measurements. Not
only these experimental results would enable the investigation of the density effects on
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the proton form-factors, constraints about other phenomena, such as FSI, MEC, IC and
others, influencing the polarization transfer to bound protons, could be made.
It was thus proposed and accepted to perform polarization transfer measurements of
the type 12C(~e, e′~p)11B at the MAMI facility [54] and the experiment was carried out in
the year 2015. The experimental setup, the data analysis, the methods employed for the
acquirement of the polarization transfer components, the experimental results and their
comparison to the existing results of polarization transfer measurements were part of my
doctoral research and are presented in the following sections of this thesis.
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Experimental Setup
The polarization transfer measurements of the type 12C(~e, e′~p)11B were performed be-
tween February 12th and March 1st, 2015 at the Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI) of the Institut
für Kernphysik at Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz, Germany, and are discussed
in this doctoral thesis. The polarized continuous-wave electron beam was provided by the
MAMI accelerator, while the measurements were performed in the A1 experimental hall.
The floor plan of the MAMI facility, showing the electron source, the accelerating units
and the experimental halls, is shown in Fig. 4.1. The principles of operation of different
units of the MAMI facility and the setup of the discussed experiment are presented in this
chapter.
4.1 MAMI Accelerator
The MAMI accelerator provides the electron beam used for the scattering experiments
in the experimental halls. The polarized electrons are produced photoelectrically by a
polarized laser beam impinging on a GaAs crystal [60]. Travelling in a vacuum pipe, the
electrons can be guided to five consecutive acceleration units, where they are gradually
accelerated to higher energies [61]. When they reach the desired energy, they are guided
to one of the experimental halls.
4.1.1 Linear Injector Accelerator
The first acceleration unit is a linear injector accelerator (linac), where the electrons are
accelerated to the energy Elinac = 3.5 MeV [61]. A schematic representation of a linear
injector accelerator is shown in Fig. 4.2. The radio-frequency source charges the the drift
tubes with an alternating potential and the neighbouring tubes are oppositely charged. The
electrons are accelerated by the electric fields, arising in the spacings between the drift
tubes, while inside the drift tubes they are shielded. As the source potential alternates
with a constant frequency and the electron energy increases after each transition of the
inter-tube electric fields, the lengths of the drift tubes must increase in the direction of the
electron momenta. This way the electrons exit each drift tube when the inter-tube electron
field is in the right phase, in order to be always accelerated in the forward direction.
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Figure 4.1: The MAMI facility floor plan. The orange rectangle encompasses the electron
source and the first four acceleration units (the linear injector, linac, and the first three mi-
crotrons, RTM1, RTM2 and RTM3), that accelerate the electron beam up to 855 MeV and
are part of MAMI B, while the violet rectangle encompasses also the fourth acceleration
unit (the fourth microtron, HDSM), that can accelerate the electrons up to 1508 MeV and
is called MAMI C. Four experimental halls, X1, A1, A2 and A4 are also shown [62].
4.1.2 Race Track Microtrons
The second, third and fourth acceleration units are the so-called race track microtrons
(RTMs), as they resemble the ancient arena race tracks, and compose a RTM cascade
MAMI-B [61]. A schematic representation of a RTM is shown in Fig. 4.3. It is composed
of a linac and two 180◦ bending magnets, with homogeneous magnetic fields that bend
the electron beams back to the linac. This way the electrons can be accelerated multiple
times before exiting the RTM. The linacs in all three RTMs operate at the same frequency,
νRTM = 2449.53 MHz. As the electron speed after the acceleration in the linac injector
accelerator, at the energy of Elinac = 3.5 MeV, is already approximately 0.99c, the drift
tubes in the RTM linacs can be of equal lengths. After each acceleration in the RTM
linac, the radius of the electron path through the magnetic fields increases. The maximal
energy that the electrons can achieve in each RTM is thus limited by the strengths of the
magnetic fields of its bending magnets. The first microtron, RTM1, with magnetic fields
of BRTM1 = 0.10 T, accelerates the electrons after NRTM1 = 18 recirculations to the energy
of ERTM1 = 14.86 MeV. The second microtron, RTM2, with magnetic fields of BRTM2 =
0.55 T, accelerates the electrons after NRTM2 = 51 recirculations to the energy of ERTM2 =
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Figure 4.2: A schematic representation of a linear injector accelerator. The electron
source, producing the electron beam, and the drift tubes, charged with a radio-frequency
source, are shown. The length of the drift tubes increases in the direction of the electron
momenta. Adapted from [63].
Figure 4.3: A schematic representation of a race track microtron. The linac, the two
bending magnets and the electron beam pipe are shown [63].
180.02 MeV. In the third microtron, RTM3, with magnetic fields of BRTM3 = 1.28 T,
electrons can perform any number up to NmaxRTM3 = 90 recirculations, with the energy gain
per turn of EturnRTM3 = 7.504 MeV. The final electron energy after the acceleration in the
RTM3 can be calculated as
ERTM3(NRTM3) =
(
ERTM2 + EturnRTM3NRTM3 − 3.5 × 10−5N2RTM3 ± 0.16
)
MeV ,
and amounts to EmaxRTM3(N
max
RTM3) = 855.10 MeV.
4.1.3 Harmonic Double-Sided Microtron
The fifth acceleration unit, MAMI-C, that was not used in the experiment described in
this dissertation, is a harmonic double-sided microtron (HDSM), shown in Fig 4.4 [64].
It consists of two linacs and four 90◦ bending magnets. One of the linacs operates for
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Figure 4.4: A schematic representation of the harmonic double-sided microtron. Two
linacs, four HDSM bending magnets and the electron beam pipe, along with some bending
magnets, are shown [62].
coherency reasons with twice the frequency of the RTM linacs and the other linac operates
for longitudinal stability reasons at the same frequency as the RTM linacs. Because of
a vertical defocusing of the electron beam, the magnetic fields of the HDSM bending
magnets are not homogeneous, but incorporate a field gradient. After an arbitrary number
up to NmaxHDSM = 43 electron recirculations in the HDSM unit, polarized electron beams
with electron energies of more than 1.5 GeV, a current larger than 20 µA and a degree of
polarization of more than 80 % can emerge. The electron beam diameter is ∼ 100 µm and
it is maintained at a constant position with the uncertainty of less then 200 µm.
4.1.4 Förster Probe
The beam current is measured in the RTM3 next to the linac with a Förster probe, which
consists of two toroidal coils placed around the electron beam. The beam induces a sig-
nal in the coils due to its surrounding magnetic field, which is proportional to its current.
As the current measurement comprises the beam electrons from all of the NRTM3 recir-
culations through the RTM3, the absolute precision of the Förster probe is obtained as
∆I/NRTM3, where ∆I is the absolute measurement error. For beam currents of I & 10 µA
the absolute measurement error is ∆I = 0.3 µA and the precision of the probe is thus
0.3 µA/NRTM3 [65].
4.1.5 Wien Filter
The polarized electrons traverse a lot of bending magnets on their way from the GaAs
crystal to one of the experimental halls. Some of them are situated in the acceleration
units and some of them are needed for guiding the electron beam from the electron source
to the acceleration units and finally to the experimental halls. As the electron spins precess
differently in magnetic fields than their momenta do, an additional rotation of the electron
spins is needed in order to align them to be parallel or antiparallel to their momenta, when
entering an experimental hall. For this reason the electrons traverse a Wien filter right
after their source in the MAMI accelerator, when their energies are 100 keV [66].
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The Wien filter comprises a homogeneous magnetic field, ~BW, and a homogeneous
electric field, ~EW, which are perpendicular one to the other and transverse to the electron
velocity, ~ve, so that ~BW × ~ve = ~EW. The magnetic field rotates the spins of the polarized
electrons in the plane defined by ~ve and ~EW, by the angle
θW =
∣∣∣~BW∣∣∣ eLmecγ2β ,
where γ = (1 − β2)−1/2 is the relativistic Lorentz factor, β = |~v|/c and L = 32 cm is the
effective field length. The electric field serves for the compensation of the magnetic force,
acting on the electrons, and thus keeps their trajectories unchanged.
4.1.6 Electron Beam Spin Flips
When the polarized electron beam enters an experimental hall, the electron spins are
parallel or anti-parallel to their momenta and the electron beam has positive or negative
helicity (cf. Eq. (2.13)). But the signal produced by the polarized electron beam may be
subjected to a drift in time, due to many effects occurring in the accelerator facility. In a
short time interval, the signal can be approximated by a linear function of time,
S h=±(t) ≈
(
S 0 +
∆S
∆t
)(
1 ± A) ,
where S 0 = S (t = 0) and A is an asymmetry, caused by the electron beam helicity. In
order to retain the relevant information of a physical phenomenon, introduced by helicity,
and to remove from the measured signal the electron current drift effect, the beam heliciy
flips with the frequency of 1 Hz, as determined by pairs composed of positive and negative
helicities arranged in a pseudo-randomly chosen order, i.e. (’+’, ’−’) or (’−’, ’+’). This
way the asymmetry, caused by a physical effect, can be obtained as
A =
∑
S h=+ −∑ S h=−∑
S h=+ +
∑
S h=−
,
where the linear drift in the measured signal is canceled out.
4.2 A1 Experimental Hall
When the electrons are accelerated to the required energies and their spins and mo-
menta are aligned, they enter one of the experimental halls. In the A1 experimental hall,
schematically shown in Fig. 4.5, they first traverse a Møller polarimeter, where their
polarization can be measured, and then they hit a target, where the scattering reactions
occur. The scattered electrons and other particles of interest, emerging from the scatter-
ing reactions, can be detected by spectrometer A (SpekA), spectrometer B (SpekB), or
spectrometer C (SpekC). The particles can be detected in an inclusive measurement or in
a double or triple coincidence of an exclusive measurement [67].
The directions in the A1 experimental hall are determined by a coordinate system
where the z axis points in the direction of the incident electron momenta, the y axis points
in the vertical direction downwards and the x axis is perpendicular to both the y and the z
axes, forming a right-handed coordinate system.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of the A1 experimental hall. SpekA (red) SpekB
(blue) and SpekC (green) are placed on a circular rail (yellow ring on the ground). The
vacuum chamber, where the target is placed, is located above the centre of the rail, at the
central pivot of all three spectrometers. The beam pipe (grey line) passes over the rail and
enters the target chamber. [68]
4.2.1 Møller Polarimeter
In the A1 experimental hall the electron beam polarization is measured by a Møller po-
larimeter, schematically shown in Fig. 4.6. When the electron beam enters the polarime-
Figure 4.6: A schematic representation of the Møller polarimeter, situated in the A1 ex-
perimental hall. All of its components, presented in the scheme, are labelled in the figure.
Courtesy of B. S. Schlimme, MAMI, A1 Collaboration.
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ter, it first hits a 6 µm thick iron foil placed in a 4 T magnetic field, which longitudi-
nally polarizes the electrons in atoms of iron. The total differential cross-section for the
scattering of the longitudinally polarized beam electrons off longitudinally polarized iron
electrons is in the centre of mass system (CMS) given by(
dσ
dΩ
)
~e
=
(
dσ
dΩ
)
e
(
1 + hP‖eP
‖
FeAzz(θ)
)
,
where (
dσ
dΩ
)
e
=
(
α
(
1 + cos θ)(3 + cos2 θ
)
2me sin2 θ
)2
is the cross-section for the scattering of unpolarized electrons, θ is the angle between
the scattered beam electrons and the knocked-out iron electrons in the CMS, P‖e is the
unknown polarization of the beam electrons, P‖Fe is the known polarization of the target
electrons, ‖ denotes longitudinal polarization and
Azz(θ) =
(
7 + cos2 θ
)
sin2 θ(
3 + cos2 θ
)2
is the analysing power for the scattering of electrons with parallel spins [69, 70].
The scattered beam electrons and the knocked-out electrons from the iron target form
two electron beams, which are focused in a quadrupole magnet, collimated, bent in a
dipole magnet and in the end detected in coincidence by two different detector sets. The
dipole magnet can be set to bend the paths of electrons with any beam energy achievable
by the MAMI accelerator, to hit the centre of the detectors. Each detector set consists of
a hodoscope made of 10 vertically and 1 horizontally placed scintillation bars and a Pb-
glass calorimeter. The detection occurs if the electron beams are separated in the CMS
approximately by the angle of θ = 90◦, which means that electrons from both beams
carry approximately the same amount of energy and in this case the analysing power for
electrons with parallel spin is Azz(θ = 90◦) ≈ −7/9. Furthermore, the two electron beams
must lie approximately in the z-y plane in order to reach the detectors. But a coincident
event is registered only if the electrons hit the vertically placed scintillation bars in the
regions shown in Fig. 4.7 with the same colour, as this is where the electrons, emerging
from the same scattering event and having slightly different energies, are curved in the
dipole magnet. Furthermore, an event must be detected also by the horizontal scintillator
bar and by the Pb-glass detector in order to be registered. This enables the exclusion of a
great amount of false coincidences.
In order to obtain the electron beam polarization, the total differential cross-sections
for the scattering of the beam electrons, with positive and negative helicities, off the iron
electrons, (dσ/dΩ)(h=+1)
~e and (dσ/dΩ)
(h=−1)
~e , respectively, must be measured. The beam
polarization can then be determined from the asymmetry [69](
dσ
dΩ
)(h=+1)
~e
−
(
dσ
dΩ
)(h=−1)
~e(
dσ
dΩ
)(h=+1)
~e
+
(
dσ
dΩ
)(h=−1)
~e
= Azz(θ)P‖eP
‖
Fe .
As the beam polarization is extracted from the ratio of cross-sections, many systematic
uncertainties (such as absolute luminosity, detector efficiencies, etc.) cancel and the rela-
tive precision of the electron beam polarization of 2% can be reached [71].
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Figure 4.7: Vertical scintillation bars of the Møller polarimeter from the A1 experimen-
tal hall. The black dots, connected with black lines, represent the incident locations of
coincident electrons with slightly different energies, emerging from the same scattering
reaction. The blue, green, red and turquoise stars represent the incident locations of elec-
trons, emerging from the scattering reactions with the incident electron (beam) energies,
as noted in the legend. Courtesy of B. S. Schlimme, MAMI, A1 Collaboration.
4.2.2 Target
In the discussed 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment a solid carbon target was used. The carbon
was in the form of graphite, which is very durable, resistant to heat and does not need
any special conditions to be held in. The target was composed of three graphite foils with
the height of h = 20 mm, width of w = 0.8 mm, length of l = 4 mm and with densities,
obtained from their masses and volumes, of ρ = 1.73 g/cm3. The target foils were placed
one after the other at a distance of about d = 1.5 cm.
The discussed polarization transfer experiment was performed at two different ex-
perimental setups, named L30 and G600 (cf. Sec. 4.3 for details). At each setup the
spectrometers were positioned at different angles, and thus the detected protons and elec-
trons followed different trajectories out of the carbon foils. In order to reduce the path
lengths of the ejected protons and thus to minimize their interaction within the target
material, minimize their energy losses and increase the resolution of the vertex determi-
nation of the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B reaction, each foil was rotated around the y axis by the angle
of ϕt = 40◦ in the positive direction, as shown in Fig. 4.8 and 4.9.
The relative differences in the proton and the electron energy losses due to the target
rotation, assuming the reaction vertex to be at the centre of a target foil, are shown for
each setup in Table 4.1. The relative difference in the energy losses is defined as ∆E =
(Eunrot − Erot)/Eunrot, where Eunrot and Erot are the energy losses on the paths out of the
unrotated and rotated target foils, respectively. The energy losses of the protons on their
way out of the carbon foils are reduced due to their rotation in both setups. But the energy
losses of the electrons on their way out of the carbon foils are reduced for the L30 setup
but increased for the G600 setup.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic side view of the carbon target, composed of three graphite foils.
The orange arrow represents the electron beam.
(a) Unrotated carbon target foil (b) Rotated carbon target foil
Figure 4.9: Particle paths in the unrotated (a) and the rotated (b) carbon target foil (view
from above). The black arrows show the incident polarized electron beam, the red (green)
arrows rotated by the angle ϕA show the directions of the detected protons, while the red
(green) arrows rotated by the angle ϕC show the directions of the detected electrons for
the L30 (G600) setup.
In order to reduce the proton and electron interactions with the air molecules and
therefore to reduce their energy losses on their way from the graphite target foils towards
the spectrometers, the target was placed in a cylindrical vacuum chamber connected to
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Table 4.1: Relative differences in the energy losses for protons and electrons on their way
out of the target foils, due to the target foil rotation, for both setups.
L30 G600
p+ e− p+ e−
∆E −17% −62% −20% +194%
the beam pipe, with the pressure pt < 2 × 10−8 bar.
4.2.3 Spectrometers
The magnetic spectrometers SpekA, SpekB and SpekC, located in the A1 experimental
hall, enable the detection of charged particles, their identification and a precise determi-
nation of their trajectories and momenta [67]. The main components of each spectrometer
are a system of magnets, lying behind the collimators at the spectrometer entrance, and
a detector system, lying in the spectrometer focal plane. SpekA has in addition a po-
larimeter, used for the determination of the proton polarization. The magnets, the detec-
tor system and the polarimeter are placed in a 40 cm thick Boron-carbide-loaded concrete
shielding house, surrounded by a 5 cm thick layer of lead on the inside. This is why
each spectrometer has a huge mass of approximately 110 tons. A schematic side view of
SpekA is shown in Fig. 4.10, while the detector system of SpekC is shown in Fig. 4.11.
Each spectrometer has its own coordinate system. At the entrance of the spectrometer,
the z axis points in the direction of the reference trajectory, the x axis is perpendicular to
the z axis and points vertically downwards and the y axis is perpendicular to both x and z
axes, forming a right-handed coordinate system, as can be seen in Fig. 4.10. The z axis
points in the direction of the reference trajectory through the whole spectrometer. All
three spectrometers are symmetric with respect to their x-z planes.
The spectrometers are placed on a circular turntable and positioned around the target,
as shown on Fig. 4.12. SpekA can be rotated around the target from 24◦ to 160◦ on
the left side of the outgoing beam pipe from the target vacuum chamber, SpekB can be
rotated from 15◦ to 62.5◦ on the right side of the outgoing beam pipe from the target
vacuum chamber and SpekC can be rotated from 52◦ to 108◦ on the same side of the
outgoing beam pipe as SpekB. The accuracy to which the spectrometers can be positioned
is ±0.1 mm, which corresponds to the angle accuracy of ±0.001◦.
In the experiment discussed in this thesis SpekA and SpekC were used to detect
protons and electrons, respectively, due to their large angular acceptances in the non-
dispersive plane and large momentum acceptances. The physical parameters of the spec-
trometers are shown in Table 4.2.
Magnets
Both SpekA and SpekC comprise a quadrupole, a sextupole, and two dipole magnets [67].
The magnets of SpekC are the same as the magnets of SpekA, but scaled-down by the ratio
of their mean bending radii, 11/14. The particle trajectories through the spectrometers are
described by their deviations from the spectrometer reference trajectory. The positional
deviations are described by the x and the y coordinates perpendicular to the reference
trajectory, the angular deviations are described by the Cartesian angles θ in the x-z plane
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Figure 4.10: Schematic side view of SpekA with the reference trajectory. From the bot-
tom to the top of SpekA, in the direction of the reference trajectory, the quadrupole, the
sextupole and two dipole magnets are shown, followed by the detector system, composed
of vertical drift chambers (VDCs), scintillation detectors, a secondary 12C scatterer (also
called analyser) and horizontal drift chambers (HDCs), lying in the concrete shielding
house. The spectrometer coordinate system is shown at its entrance and between the scin-
tillation detectors and the 12C scatterer, while the coordinate system of the VDCs is shown
on top of them. Adapted from [72].
and φ in the y-z plane, and the momentum deviations are described by the deviations from
the reference momentum, δ = (p − p0)/p0, where p is the momentum of an arbitrary
particle and p0 is the reference momentum.
The x-z plane of the spectrometers is the dispersive plane. The quadrupole and the sex-
tupole magnets are non-dispersive in the first order of the magnet optics. The quadrupole
magnets focus the charged particle beams in the non-dispersive y-z plane, which increases
the transverse angular acceptance of the spectrometers. The sextupole magnets diminish
the spherical aberration in the non-dispersive plane with the curved entrance boundary.
The magnetic fields of the dipole magnets point in the ±y direction, depending on the
sign of the particles’ charges, in order to bend their trajectories by approximately 100◦
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Figure 4.11: A schematic representation of the detector system of SpekC, composed of
two pairs of VDCs, two planes of scintillation detectors and a Cˇerenkov radiation detector
[67].
towards the detector systems in the spectrometer focal planes. As only charged particles
with the right mass and momentum are deflected into the detector system, many particles
that are not of interest will not be detected.
The SpekA and SpekC magnet optics in the dispersive plane is point-to-point focus-
ing, which can be expressed as (x|θ) = 0 in terms of matrix elements. This means that the
x coordinate of the particles leaving the magnets does not depend on their incident angles
θ. This enables the matrix element (x|δ) to be dominant, meaning that the x coordinate
of the particles leaving the magnets depends mainly on their incident momentum. This
kind of magneto-optical design enables the separation of charged particles with different
momenta and the gathering of charged particles with the same momenta at the same x
coordinates in the spectrometer focal plane. This enhances significantly the spectrometer
momentum resolution, which is crucial for a good reconstruction of the excited nuclear
and hadronic states. On the other hand, the SpekA and SpekC magnet optics in the non-
dispersive plane is parallel-to-point, which can be expressed as (y|y) = 0 in terms of matrix
elements. This means that the y coordinate of the particles leaving the magnets does not
depend on their incident y coordinate and enables a high angular resolution, which is
crucial for a good reconstruction of the reaction vertex in the target foils.
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Figure 4.12: Spectrometer setup of the A1 experimental hall. The three spectrometers,
SpekA, SpekB and SpekC, are placed on a circular turntable around the target chamber,
connected to the beam pipe. [67]
Vertical Drift Chambers
A pair of vertical drift chambers (VDCs) lie in the focal planes of each spectrometer. The
focal planes are tilted by approximately 55◦ with respect to the horizontal plane and by
45◦ with respect to the reference particle trajectory [67]. The set of two VDCs enable
the determination of the particle impact points and their directions of flight through the
spectrometer focal plane. The impact points are directly related to the particles’ momenta
and together with their directions of flight they enable the reconstruction of the particles
trajectories trough the spectrometer magnets back to the reaction vertices in the target
foils and the determination of their in-plane and out-of-plane emission angles.
A VDC is constituted by two planes, each composed of two parallel, negatively
charged cathode foils with the dimensions of (222×40.5) cm2 in SpekA and (232×34) cm2
in SpekC, positioned 24 cm apart. Between the cathode foils there is a parallel wire layer
composed of alternating signal wires, with the diameter of 15 µm, and potential wires,
with the diameter of 50 µm, positioned 2.5 mm apart. The cathode foils are connected to
negative high voltage ranging from −5.6 kV to −6.5 kV, while the signal and the potential
wires are grounded. The volume between the cathode layers is filled with a mixture of
equal parts of argon and isobutane and with 1.5% of ethanol, which minimizes aging. The
side view of a VDC plane is shown in Fig. 4.13.
The two VDC planes, composing a VDC, lie in parallel one on top of each other 20 cm
apart and have wires rotated by the angle of 40◦ one in respect to the other. The first plane
enables the determination of the x coordinate and the dispersive angle, θ, of the particles
trajectory, while the second plane enables the determination of the y coordinate and the
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Table 4.2: Technical specifications of SpekA, SpekB and SpekC.
spectrometer SpekA SpekB SpekC
magnet configuration QSDD D QSDD
dispersive plane point-to-point point-to-point point-to-point
non-dispersive plane parallel-to-point point-to-point parallel-to-point
max. magnetic field density [T] 1.51 1.50 1.40
max. momentum [MeV/c] 735 870 551
reference momentum [MeV/c] 630 810 459
central momentum [MeV/c] 665 810 490
solid angle [msr] 28 5.6 28
momentum acceptance [%] 20 15 25
disp. angular accept. [mrad] 70 70 70
non-disp. angular accept. [mrad] 100 20 100
angle of focal plane [◦] 45 47 45
length of focal plane [m] 1.8 1.8 1.6
length of central trajectory [m] 10.75 12.03 8.53
momentum resolution [δp/p] 10−4 10−4 10−4
angular res. at target [mrad] < 3 < 3 < 3
position res. at target [mm] 3–5 1 3–5
non-dispersive angle, φ, of the particles trajectory. The planes constituting the first VDC
are called s1 and x1, while planes constituting the second VDC are called s2 and x2. A
VDC is shown in Fig. 4.14.
When a charged particle traverses a VDC, it ionizes the molecules in the gas mix-
ture and the electrons drift in the electric field towards the wires and produce electron
cascades. When a cascade reaches a signal wire, a signal is induced. Knowing the drift
velocities and the drift times of the electron cascades, the origins of the detected ioniza-
tion cascades can be determined and the particle trajectory can be reconstructed. As the
ionizing particles cross the VDCs at an angle between 33◦ and 54◦, signals from each
particle transition are typically induced in 5–6 wires. Using the data obtained with both
VDC pairs, the location and the angle of the particle trajectory can be determined with the
accuracy of ∆x < 100 µm and ∆θ < 0.3 mrad in the dispersive direction and ∆y < 200 µm
and ∆φ < 1 mrad in the non-dispersive direction. The time resolution of the VDCs is
0.75 ns for the maximal drift time of 230 ns, which corresponds to the spatial resolution
of 39 µm for the maximal drift distance of 12 mm.
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Figure 4.13: A schematic side view of a VDC plane, composed of two cathode foils
and alternating signal and potential wires. The distance between the cathode plane and
the wire plane is L = 12 cm, while the distance between two wires of the same type is
s = 5 mm. A particle trajectory crossing the VDC at the angle θ is shown in the centre of
the figure. The particle trajectory can be parametrized with the distances from the signal
wires, z1 – z6, which can be obtained from the drift path of the electrons, t1 – t6, and their
corresponding drift times. On the right side of the plot magnetic field lines are shown
from the cathode foils to the signal and potential wires [67].
Figure 4.14: A schematic representation of a VDC. Different components are labelled on
the figure [67].
Scintillation detectors
Two planes of scintillation detectors are positioned in each spectrometer behind the VDCs,
parallel to the spectrometer focal plane [67]. Each plane is composed of 15 plastic scin-
tillation plates with the dimensions of (45 × 16) cm2 each. The first plane, called dE, has
3 mm thick scintillation plates and is usually used for measuring the energy deposit of the
transitioning particles and thus for their identification. The second plane, called ToF, has
1 cm thick scintillation plates made of a fast scintillating plastic and is used for measur-
ing the time of flight of the traversing particles. The scintillation detector serves also to
trigger the data acquisition system. At both sides of each scintillator a photomultiplier is
positioned. A schematic representation of the two planes of the scintillation detector is
shown in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: A schematic representation of two scintillation detector planes, each com-
posed of 15 scintillation plates. On both sides of each detector there is a photomulti-
plier [65].
When a particle traverses a scintillation plate it excites the molecules of the plastic
scintillator, which transit to lower energy states, emitting photons. The emitted photons
enter the photomultipliers, were they photoelectrically cause the production of electron
cascades. The electrons are then collected and a signal is obtained.
Focal Plane Polarimeter
The proton polarization was determined by a focal plane polarimeter (FPP) situated be-
hind the scintillation detectors in SpekA [73]. The FPP is composed of a carbon analyser,
where the polarized protons scatter on 12C, followed by two pairs of horizontal drift cham-
bers (HDCs), which serve for the determination of the proton impact points and their tra-
jectories after being scattered in the carbon analyser. There are several carbon analysers
with different thicknesses and the same density of ρ = 1.76 g/cm3, that can be inserted in
the FPP. In the discussed 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment, the carbon analyser with a thickness
of 7 cm was used. Its position between the VDCs and the HDCs enables the determina-
tion of the proton trajectories before and after scattering and thus the determination of the
proton polar and azimuthal scattering angles. This further enables the determination of
the location of the proton scattering vertex and therefore all the scattering events that did
not take place in the carbon analyser can be excluded (cf. Fig. 5.21).
The nuclear potential experienced by a proton in the field of an atomic nucleus can be
expressed as
V(r) = Vr(r) + VLpsp〈~Lp · ~sp〉 ,
where Vr(r) represents the radially symmetric part of the potential, while VLpsp〈~Lp · ~sp〉
represents its antisymmetric part, caused by the coupling between the proton spin, ~sp =
±1/2, and angular momentum, ~Lp [72]. The antisymmetric part of the potential depends
on the side on which the proton passes by the nucleus, as shown in Fig. 4.16. This strong
interacting process causes azimuthal asymmetry in the polarized proton scattering off 12C
in the carbon analyser and represents the basis for the proton polarization determination.
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Figure 4.16: Asymmetry in polarized proton scattering off 12C as a consequence of 〈~Lp·~sp〉
coupling. Adapted from [72].
Horizontal Drift Chambers
Two pairs of horizontal drift chambers (HDCs) were positioned behind the carbon anal-
yser and were the last detectors of the detector system of SpekA [74]. They are part of the
FPP and serve to detect the proton impact points and their trajectories after they traverse
the carbon analyser.
The two pairs of HDC planes, named u1, v1 and u2, v2, are positioned 22 cm apart and
have an active region of (218 × 75) cm2 each. Each HDC plane consists of two parallel
grounded cathode foils, positioned 2 cm apart, and alternating potential and signal wires,
placed 1 cm apart in the central plane, parallel to the cathode planes. The wires are rotated
by the angle of ±45◦ with respect to the HDC frame. This way the wires from a HDC
pair are rotated by 90◦ one with respect to the other. A schematic representation of a
HDC plane is shown in Fig 4.17. The potential wires with the diameter of 100 µm are
Figure 4.17: Schematic representation of a HDC plane, composed of two parallel cathode
planes and alternating potential and signal wires, a scintillation detector and a charged
particle path traversing both detectors. The TDC denotes the time-to-digital converter,
which digitizes the drift time of the electrons [74].
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grounded, while the signal wires with the diameter of 50 µm are attached to +3000 V and
thus produce an electric field shown in Fig. 4.18. The volume between the cathode foils is
Figure 4.18: Schematic representation of the equipotential electric field lines around a
signal and two potential wires of a HDC [74].
filled with a gas mixture of 20% argon and 80% ethane, which acts as a photon quencher.
When the protons traverse the HDCs they ionize the gas mixture and the electrons drift
in the electric field to the nearest signal wire, where they produce a signal. In order to
determine on which side of the signal wire the proton traversed the HDC, signals induced
in the potential wires, adjacent to the signal wire, are compared. A slightly larger signal
is induced in the potential wire closer to the proton trajectory than in the one lying on
the other side of the signal wire, which is detected by a so-called left–right amplifier.
The measurement of the drift time is triggered by the signal, produced in the HDCs, and
stopped by the delayed signal, that was produced in the scintillation detectors, as shown
in Fig. 4.17. Knowing the drift times and the drift velocities, which are (within 10%)
vD ≈ 5cm/µs, the drift distances can be obtained and thus the proton trajectories can be
reconstructed. The spatial resolution of the HDCs is 300 µm, the angular resolution is
2 mrad, while the time resolution of the HDC time-to-digital converter (TDC) is 0.25 ns.
Cˇerenkov detector
In SpekC, where electrons were detected, a Cˇerenkov detector was placed behind the
VDCs. A Cˇerenkov detector serves for the detection of charged particles, travelling faster
than the speed of light in a certain medium. It is composed of a 6 m3 radiation volume
filled with Freon at the atmospheric pressure, 2×6 spherical mirrors, with the area of (40×
50) cm2 each and the radius of curvature of 80 cm, and 6 photomultipliers. A schematic
representation of the Cˇerenkov detector of SpekC is shown in Fig. 4.19.
When charged particles in a medium travel faster than the speed of light in the same
medium, they emit Cˇerenkov radiation in the form of a cone shock wave, propagating
at the angle of θ = arccos(1/βn), where v = βc is the velocity of the particle and n is
the index of refraction of that medium. For Freon the index of refraction is n = 1.0012.
If particles traversing the Cˇerenkov detector radiation volume are fast enough in order
to emit Cˇerenkov radiation, the light they emit is collected by the spherical mirrors and
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Figure 4.19: Schematic representation of the Cˇerenkov radiation detector of SpekC. The
trapezoidal area is the radiation volume, atop of which are mounted the spherical mirrors.
The photomultipliers are placed on both sides of the radiation volume, below the spherical
mirrors [65].
reflected into the photomultipliers, where a signal is produced. In the Cˇerenkov detector,
mounted in SpekC, the momentum threshold for electrons to emit the Cˇerenkov radiation
is approximately 10 MeV/c, while for pions it is approximately 2.4 GeV/c. As the particle
energies in the discussed experiment were of the order of 100 MeV, only the electrons
produced Cˇerenkov radiation that emerged in narrow cones along their trajectories. By
excluding all the events that were detected by the scintillation detectors and by the VDCs,
but did not trigger a Cˇerenkov signal, it is possible to exclude many false coincidences
that were triggered by pions, cosmic rays or other radiation.
Data Acquisition
The registration of particles detected by the spectrometer detectors is done by the trigger
electronics built in each spectrometer. In order to trigger the data acquisition system, a
particle must first produce a signal in at least one of the scintillation detector planes. The
signal must be detected in coincidence by both photomultipliers placed at the sides of
the scintillation plate in order to exclude events produced by the photomultiplier noise.
After its detection, each event is saved in the buffer for 0.5 µs and is processed by a pro-
grammable lookup unit (PLU), where events can be accepted or discarded, depending on
the trigger requirements. In order to detect coincident events from two or three spectrom-
eters, the trigger signals of accepted events are directed to the fast field programmable
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gate array (FPGA) board, where coincidence conditions are checked. If they are fulfilled,
a consecutive number is assigned to the coincidence signal, which is then distributed to
all front-end readout processors. At this point the particle detection is interrupted, the sig-
nals from the buffer are digitized and the readout process is started. The trigger process is
schematically shown in Fig 4.20.
Figure 4.20: Schematic representation of the trigger process of the detector system. A
charged particle, the two planes of the scintillation detectors, logic gates, the PLU and the
FPGA are shown [75].
The detector data such as the height of the scintillation detector pulses, the VDC and
the HDC wires that detected the signal, the signal heights and corresponding drift times,
the Cˇerenkov detector signals, the delay times between the trigger signals from different
spectrometers and other data is read out from the buffer. The data from the employed
spectrometers that detected the coincident events is combined by the event builder on a
workstation. Furthermore, the event builder registers also the detector dead time due to
the data acquisition process. Further information about the data acquisition system of
SpekA and SpekC can be found in [67].
4.3 Setup Parameters
The discussed 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment was performed at two different setups, called
L30 and G600. At both setups the beam energy was the same, while the spectrometers
were positioned at different angles with different central momenta. Furthermore, the en-
ergy transfers, the three- and four-momentum transfers, as well as the missing momenta
of the particles detected at different setups had different values. Table 4.3 shows these
parameters for both setups.
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Table 4.3: Physical parameters of the L30 and the G600 setups. θA and θC are the angles
of SpekA and spekC, Ee is the incident electron (beam) energy, |~pp′| and |~pe′| are the
central momenta of SpekA, where protons were detected, and SpekC, where electrons
were detected, respectively, ω, |~q| and Q2 are the energy transfer, the absolute value of
the three-momentum transfer and the square of the negative four-momentum transfer,
corresponding to the particles with the central momenta of the spectrometers. pm is the
magnitude of the missing momentum, corresponding to the detected particles.
L30 G600
θA [◦] 34.7 37.8
θC [◦] −82.4 −52.9
Ee [MeV] 600 600
|~pp′| [MeV/c] 668 665
|~pe′| [MeV/c] 384 368
ω [MeV] 216 232
|~q| [MeV/c] 668 479
Q2 [(GeV/c)2] 0.4 0.175
pm [MeV/c] −135 to 110 −270 to −10
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Data Analysis
The manipulation of the data, obtained in the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment discussed in this
thesis was performed with the program Cola++ written by the A1 Collaboration mem-
bers. The data analysis was performed in three steps. Firstly, all the detectors situated in
SpekA and SpekC were calibrated, secondly, cuts were applied to the obtained data, and
thirdly, the polarization transfer components of the detected protons were calculated. In
this section each of these steps is described.
5.1 Detector Calibration
In order to obtain as precise values of the measured data as possible, all of the detectors,
used in the discussed experiment, were calibrated. Since the calibration procedure was
the same for the data obtained in both setups, the L30 and the G600, in majority of cases
only figures corresponding to the L30 setup are presented.
5.1.1 Scintillation Detector Calibration
The experimental data was acquired uninterruptedly in sets lasting up to one hour. The
scintillation detectors were calibrated for each of the data runs, larger than 4 MB, as
smaller data runs do not contain enough events and do not allow for a proper statistical
analysis.
The first step of the scintillation detector calibration was the timing calibration. The
coincident events detected by SpekA and SpekC were detected one after the other within
a time interval of a few tens of ns. The distributions of these time intervals are shown in
the coincidence time histograms separately for each of the scintillation detector paddles
and on the coincidence time histogram, containing coincidence times of all of the detected
events.
The timing calibration was done by shifting the peaks of the coincidence time his-
tograms to zero, in order to align the timings of coincident events. The histograms were
shifted to zero by fitting a Gaussian function to the histogram peaks and shifting the peaks
of the Gaussian functions to zero. This calibration was carried out through an iterative
procedure, where firstly the histogram, containing coincidence times of all of the detected
events, was centered to zero and secondly, the coincidence time histograms of each scin-
tillation detector paddle were centered to zero. As each shift of every coincidence time
histogram modifies the timings of all the other scintillation detector paddles, this step
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must be repeated several times, until all the histograms remain centred to zero. The un-
calibrated and the calibrated coincidence time histograms, containing coincidence times
of all of the detected events, are shown in Fig. 5.1. The calibrated histogram is narrower
(a) Uncalibrated coincidence time histogram (b) Calibrated coincidence time histogram
Figure 5.1: The uncalibrated (a) and the calibrated (b) coincidence time histograms, con-
taining coincidence times of all of the detected events, (blue line) and the Gaussian fit to
the peak of the histogram (red line). The FWHM of the Gaussian fit is also shown.
than the uncalibrated histogram, having the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
Gaussian fit more than four times smaller. The uncalibrated and the calibrated coincidence
time histograms of individual scintillation detector paddles of both scintillation detector
planes of SpekA and SpekC are shown in two-dimensional (2D) histograms in Fig. 5.2
and 5.3, where the contributions of coincidence times of individual paddles to the total
coincidence time histogram can be seen.
The second step of the scintillation detector calibration was the so-called “time walk”
correction. If two pulses arise at the same time but have different heights, the higher pulse
triggers the discriminator sooner than the lower one, as shown in Fig. 5.4. This is due to
the fact that the signal of the higher pulse rises faster than the signal of the lower pulse and
thus reaches the threshold value for the discriminator trigger sooner. This time difference
can be adjusted with the time walk correction. The curve describing the beginning of the
pulse can be approximated by a quadratic curve of the type
U(t) = aQ(t − t0)2 ,
where a is a scaling factor, Q is the total collected charge and t0 is the pulse start time.
The latter can be expressed as
t0 = t −
√
Ut
aQ
= t − b 1√
Q
, (5.1)
where Ut is the threshold pulse height and b =
√
Ut/a is the parameter, that is adjusted
in the time walk correction, in order to obtain the values of t0 as constant as possible and
independent of Q.
The time walk signals were obtained from the right photomultipliers of the ToF scin-
tillation detector planes, as their signals arrive to the TDCs later than the signals from the
left photomultipliers and thus trigger the data acquisition system. The uncalibrated and
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(a) Uncalibrated coincidence time histograms (b) Calibrated coincidence time histograms
(c) Uncalibrated coincidence time histograms (d) Calibrated coincidence time histograms
Figure 5.2: Uncalibrated, (a), (c), and calibrated, (b), (d), 2D coincidence time histograms
of individual scintillation detector paddles, of both scintillation detector planes of SpekA.
the calibrated 2D time walk histograms of SpekA and SpekC, where pulse heights are
plotted as a function of coincidence time (ordinate axis) and the right side of Eq. (5.1)
(abscissa axis), are shown in Fig. 5.5. The calibration of time walk was performed by
fitting 2D Gaussian functions to the 2D time walk histograms of SpekA and SpekC, and
rotating them horizontally, which makes them independent of Q. As the time walk cor-
rection influences the coincidence times of individual scintillating detector paddles, the
first and the second step of the scintillation detector calibration must be repeated several
times, until the coincidence time histogram, containing coincidence times of all of the de-
tected events, and the coincidence time histograms of the individual scintillation detector
paddles, as well as the 2D time walk histograms, are no longer modified in consecutive
iterations.
The third step of the scintillation detector calibration was the analog-to-digital con-
verter (ADC) pedestal subtraction and the ADC signal scaling, which enables the particle
identification. When a photomultiplier of a scintillation detector plate does not detect
a signal, the ADC returns its pedestal value, while if a photomultiplier detects a signal,
the ADC returns a value proportional to the amount of the collected charge. As only the
detected particles are of our interest, the ADC pedestals were removed from the ADC
histograms. The electron ADC signals were further shifted, in order to eliminate the gap,
which arose because of the pedestal subtraction. Due to small differences in the energy
distributions of the electrons, detected in different scintillation detector paddles, the elec-
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(a) Uncalibrated coincidence time histograms (b) Calibrated coincidence time histograms
(c) Uncalibrated coincidence time histograms (d) Calibrated coincidence time histograms
Figure 5.3: Uncalibrated, (a), (c), and calibrated, (b), (d), 2D coincidence time histograms
of individual scintillation detector paddles, of both scintillation detector planes of SpekC.
Figure 5.4: Two pulses, arising at the same time, but having different heights, reach the
threshold value at different times. This time difference is called “time walk” [76].
tron ADC signals were scaled in order to set the peaks at the same ADC value, which
was arbitrarily set to 500. This was done for both the left and the right photomultipliers
of each scintillation detector paddle in both dE and ToF planes. The uncalibrated and the
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(a) Uncalibrated time walk histogram of SpekA (b) Calibrated time walk histogram of SpekA
(c) Uncalibrated time walk histogram of SpekA (d) Calibrated time walk histogram of SpekC
Figure 5.5: Uncalibrated and calibrated 2D scintillation detector time walk histograms of
SpekA and SpekC. The black ellipses represent the 2D fit of a Gaussian function to the
2D time walk histograms.
calibrated ADC histogram of the left photomultiplier of the 5th ToF paddle (the photo-
multiplier and the paddle were arbitrarily chosen) are shown in Fig 5.6. The calibrated
(a) Uncalibrated ADC (b) Calibrated ADC
Figure 5.6: The uncalibrated (a) and the calibrated (b) ADC signal of the left photomulti-
plier of the 5th ToF paddle of SpekC. The largest peak in (a) is the pedestal value, while
the bump is the ADC signal of the detected particles.
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ADCs enable the particle identification on the 2D histograms, where the number of the
detected particles is plotted as a function of their measured energy deposits in the dE and
ToF scintillation detectors.
5.1.2 VDCs Calibration
The first step of the VDCs calibration was the removal of inefficient and hot wires. The
former are identified by a smaller number of detected events in comparison with the neigh-
bouring wires, meaning that they do not detect all of the passing particles, while the latter
are identified by a larger number of detected events in comparison with the neighbouring
wires, meaning that they falsely detect particles, when no particle passes by. Because of
the possibility of a sudden and unexpected appearance of inefficient and hot wires, all
of the wires from each of the four VDC planes of SpekA and SpekC were checked for
each data run and in case of malfunctioning the wires were excluded. As an example, the
number of the detected events by the wires of the x1 plane of SpekC, for one of the data
runs, are shown in Fig. 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Number of detected events by the wires of the SpekC VDC x1 plane for one of
the data runs. The first red dot at the wire #10 marks the false number of events detected
by a hot wire, while the other red dots mark the false number of events detected by the
inefficient wires.
The second step of the VDCs calibration was the determination of the drift time offsets
and the drift velocity. Particles traversing the VDCs produce electron cascades. The drift
time offsets are the arrival times of the first electrons from the electron cascades to the
signal wires, while the drift velocity is the velocity of the electrons drifting towards the
signal wires. Both the drift time offsets and the drift velocity are crucial for a good
reconstruction of the trajectories of the particles traversing the VDCs.
The VDC drift time histograms shows the number of events as a function of the VDC
TDC output, as can be seen on the drift time histogram of the x1 plane of SpekC, shown
in Fig. 5.8. The counts at the lower values of the VDC TDC correspond to particles with
trajectories close to the potential wires, while the counts at highest values of the VDC
TDC correspond to particles with trajectories close to the signal wires.
One way to determine the drift time offset is to fit a slope line to the right falling edge
of the drift time histograms of each VDC plane. The drift time offset can be determined as
the TDC value where the fit line crosses the abscissa axis, as shown in Fig. 5.8. But a bet-
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(a) VDC drift time histogram (b) Zoomed VDC drift time histogram
Figure 5.8: (a): The drift time histogram of the x1 plane of SpekC, with the red line
representing the fit to the slope of the right falling edge of the histogram. (b): The zoomed
region at the right falling edge of the histogram in (a).
ter method for the determination of the drift time offsets and the drift velocity, which was
used in the analysis of the experimental data is to find the values of these parameters that
minimize the average value of the errors in the dispersive direction of the reconstructed
particle paths through all four VDC planes. Fig. 5.9 shows the errors of the reconstructed
particle paths through the VDCs detector of of SpekC, for the uncalibrated and the cal-
ibrated drift times and velocity. As the physical conditions in the VDCs, such as gas
(a) With uncalib. drift time offset and velocity (b) With calib. drift time offset and velocity
Figure 5.9: Reconstruction error in the dispersive direction of particle paths through the
VDC of SpekC, obtained with the uncalibrated (a) and the calibrated (b) drift time offsets
and velocity.
pressure and the concentrations of different gasses may vary in time, the determination of
the drift times and velocity was performed for each data run.
The third step of the VDCs calibration was the selection of “good events”, produced
by charged particles of our interest. This is done with the drift time difference criterion,
schematically shown in Fig. 5.10. When a particle that we want to “keep” crosses a VDC
plane, i.e. a “good event” occurs, the time it takes the signals to arise in consecutive
wires is shortening and then extending. But if a δ-electron emerges, as depicted in Fig.
5.10, the time it takes for its signal to arise in consecutive wires starts to shorten again,
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Figure 5.10: VDC drift time difference for different types of events: a hot wire, a “good
event”, produced by a particle of our interest, and a δ-electron. [76]
which is an indication that this is not an event of our interest. The parameters for the
drift time difference criterion are set by creating two parallel lines that encompass as
closely as possible the bulk of events on the plot, where the time differences for signals,
reaching consecutive wires, are plotted for every wire in a certain VDC plane. Such a
plot is shown in Fig. 5.11 for the x1 plane of SpekA. From the created lines the minimum
Figure 5.11: Time differences for signals reaching consecutive wires, plotted for every
wire in the SpekC VDC x1 plane. The bulk of events is confined by two parallel red lines,
used for the determination of the parameters for the drift time difference criterion.
and the maximum time difference is determined, as well as the slope of the lines, which
determines how these parameters change along the VDCs because of different angles of
incident particles. Furthermore, if in x1 or in x2 plane only one wire detects a signal
and its neighbouring wires do not, it means that this is a hot wire and it is excluded, if
it was not already recognised as a hot wire and excluded in the first step of the VDCs
calibration. But this criterion can not be used in the s1 or in s2 plane, as they have wires
rotated towards the particles paths and it may occur that a “good event” produces a signal
in only one wire. If specified so, the third step of the VDCs calibration can be done
automatically by the software Cola++, that was used for the data analysis.
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5.1.3 HDCs Calibration
The first step of the HDCs calibration was the identification of hot and inefficient wires
for all of the HDC planes, done in the same way as it was done for the VDCs (cf. Sec.
5.1.2).
The second step of the HDCs calibration was the so-called odd-even determination,
which was performed for all the wires of all four HDC planes. Particles traversing the
HDCs are in most cases detected by only one signal wire and two potential wires. In
order to make a good reconstruction of a particle trajectory, it is necessary to determine
on which side of the signal wire the traversing particle crossed the HDCs, which can not
be deduced from the signal induced in the signal wire. This is done by comparing the
currents induced in the two potential wires adjacent to the signal wire. If the difference
in the induced currents is smaller than −90 nA or larger tan than 90 nA, the ADCs returns
the right or the left saturation value that lie at the edges of the odd-even histogram (see
Fig. 5.12 for example). If the difference in the currents induced in the potential wires
lie between the two saturation values, the returned ADC values are proportional to this
difference and create two bumps in the central region of the odd-even histogram. A typical
odd-even histogram for two neighbouring potential wires of the u1 plane is shown in Fig.
5.12. The ADC value at the lowest point between the two bumps corresponds to the
Figure 5.12: The odd-even histogram for two of the neighbouring potential wires of the
u1 plane of the HDCs. The red line represents the fit to the odd-even histogram, from Eq.
(5.2), from the ADC channels 2000 to 3000.
position of the signal wire and it is obtained with a fit of the exponential function of the
form
f (x) = A exp
(
− (x − B)
2
2C
)
+ D exp
(
− (x − E)
2
2F
)
, (5.2)
where A, B, C, D, E, F and G represent the fit parameters. The side on which an event
lies in the odd-even histogram with respect to the fit minimum between the two bumps, is
the side on which we assume that the transiting particle passed by the signal wire.
The third step of the HDCs calibration was the drift distance determination and was
performed for all the wires for each of the HDC planes. The drift distances were deter-
mined from the drift time histograms. The values of the drift time histograms at t = 0
correspond to particle tracks near the signal wires, while the values at the opposite side
of the drift time histograms correspond to particle tracks close to potential wires. As the
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electric field strength around the potential wires is low, the drift times of electrons, emerg-
ing from these regions, are not well defined. They were thus obtained by fitting a slope
line to the right falling edge of the drift time histograms, as it is shown in Fig. 5.13 for
one of the wires of the u1 plane, and determined as the values where the fit lines cross the
abscissa axis, tP. Each drift time interval, dt, has a corresponding drift distance interval,
(a) HDC drift time histogram (b) Zoomed HDC drift time histogram
Figure 5.13: (a): The drift time histogram for one of the wires of the u1 plane, with the
red line representing the fit to the slope of the right falling edge of the histogram. (b): The
zoomed region of the right falling edge of the histogram in (a).
xcell(dt), both containing the same number of events, dN. A certain drift distance, xcell,
corresponding to a certain drift time, t, can therefore be obtained with the integration of
the the drift time histogram,
xcell(t) = xcell(tP)
∫ t
0
(dN/dt)dt∫ tP
0
(dN/dt)dt
.
This way, for each drift time, a drift distance can be obtained. As they both have the
same number of corresponding events, the drift distance histogram can be created. As the
particles traversing the HDCs are uniformly spaced, the calibrated drift distance histogram
should be flat, as shown in Fig. 5.14.
5.1.4 Cˇerenkov Detector Calibration
When one of the Cˇerenkov radiation detector photomultipliers detects a signal, the Cˇeren-
kov detector ADC returns a value for each of its photomultipliers. The values returned
by the ADC for the photomultipliers that detected a signal is proportional to the energy
deposit in the Cˇerenkov radiation detector by the transiting particle. But in most cases the
particles that emit Cˇerenkov radiation are detected by only one or two photomultipliers
and thus most of the returned ADC values are their pedestal values. The ADC histogram
of the 1st Cˇerenkov photomultiplier is shown in Fig. 5.15.
The calibration of the Cˇerenkov radiation detector comprises the determination of
the ADC pedestal values for all the Cˇerenkov photomultipliers, which sets the threshold
values for the event acceptance. What was actually determined as the threshold value is
the value right behind the threshold peak, in order to exclude all the events, contributing
to the pedestal. In order to determine only one pedestal value, the pedestal peaks of the
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(a) HDC xcell(t) - uncalibrated (b) HDC xcell(t) - calibrated
Figure 5.14: The calibrated (a) and the uncalibrated (b) drift distance histogram for one
of the signal wires in the u1 plane.
Figure 5.15: The ADC histogram of the Cˇerenkov radiation detector photomultiplier #1.
The highest peak represents the ADC pedestal value, while the small bump at higher
ADC values represents the values returned for the detected events. The red line shows the
determined threshold value.
ADC histograms for all of the Cˇerenkov photomultipliers were aligned. The events having
smaller ADC values than the pedestal value in all of the Cˇerenkov radiation detector
photomultipliers were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector and can thus be
excluded from the data analysis (cf. Sec. 5.2.3).
5.2 Event Selection
The data collected during the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment contains many events produced
by the background and cosmic radiation, particles scattered multiple times before being
detected, δ-electrons, or other particles produced in the scattering reactions that are not of
interest. Furthermore, also the detector system may produce false events and detect false
values for the detected events. If all of these events would be interpreted as good events
that are of our interest, they could deprave the experimental results. In order to avoid such
a scenario, false events were excluded from the data analysis by performing cuts on the
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raw data.
5.2.1 Scintillation Detector Cuts
In order to exclude false coincident events that were detected within too large time inter-
vals and can not emerge from the nuclear reactions of our interest, the cut −5 ns < tAC <
5 ns was applied to the coincidence time histogram, as shown in Fig. 5.16. All the events,
Figure 5.16: Cut in the coincidence time histogram for one of the data runs. The two red
lines represent the cut positions.
detected within larger time intervals, were not taken into consideration.
Furthermore, for the exclusion of false coincidences, another cut was applied to the
scintillation detectors, which requires both planes, dE and ToF, from both spectrometers,
SpekA and SpekC, to detect a signal. All the events that were not detected by all four
scintillation detector planes were excluded from the further data analysis.
5.2.2 VDC Cuts
The VDC cut regarded the number of the VDC signal wires that detected a signal for
a certain event and was performed with the so-called “VDC OK” statuses, described in
Table 5.1 [72]. In order to exclude the events detected by only a few VDC signal wires
Table 5.1: VDC OK status specifications.
VDC OK Description
3 At least three neighbouring signal wires detected a signal in all four
wire planes.
2 At least two neighbouring signal wires detected a signal in all four wire
planes.
1 At least three signal wires in each pair of wire planes, x1 and x2, as well
as s1 and s2, detected a signal.
0 None of the above statements is true.
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that do not enable a good reconstruction of their trajectories, the cut VDC OK > 0 was
applied for VDCs in both SpekA and SpekC.
5.2.3 Cˇerenkov Radiation Detector Cuts
In the discussed experiment only electrons could emit Cˇerenkov radiation and thus be
detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector. All the particles that are not electrons and
were detected only by other detectors of SpekC, were thus excluded from the analysis
with the exclusion of events, contributing only to the Cˇerenkov detector pedestal (cf. Sec.
5.1.4).
The coincidence time histograms of all of the registered events, the ones that were de-
tected and the ones that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector, are shown in
Fig. 5.17. A certain number of particles that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation
(a) L30 setup (b) G600 setup
Figure 5.17: Coincidence time histograms of one of the data runs of the L30 setup (a) and
of the G600 setup (b). The blue histogram contains all of the registered events, the black
histogram contains only the events detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector, and the
red histogram contains only the events that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation
detector.
detector contribute to the main coincidence time peak with the maximum at tAC = 0 ns,
while the others create the bump with the peak maximum at tAC = 2.3 ns. The coincident
events contributing to the main coincidence time peak with the maximum at tAC = 0 ns,
are produced by false coincidences and by electrons, traversing the SpekC focal plane
and the Cˇerenkov detector at their edges, where the Cˇerenkov detector is insensitive. The
contribution of the events not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector to the main
coincidence time peak at tAC = 0 ns at the L30 setup is smaller in comparison to the
G600 setup. This is due to the fact that most electrons from the G600 setup that were not
detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector have higher momenta in comparison to the
electrons from the L30 setup that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector,
as shown in Fig. 5.18a. As a consequence, those electrons from the G600 setup traverse
the focal plane and the Cˇerenkov radiation detector at their edges, as shown in Fig 5.18b,
and were therefore not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.18: Momentum (a) and the x coordinate (b) in the focal plane for electrons
that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector and contribute to the main
coincidence time peak with the maximum at tAC = 0 ns. In order to examine where these
electrons traverse the focal plane, the coincidence time cut −1 ns < tAC < 1 ns was applied
to the shown data. The blue line represents the electrons from one of the data runs of the
L30 setup, while the green line represents the electrons from one of the data runs of the
G600 setup.
The Identification of the Unknown Particles
The only particles that can be produced in the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B reaction and can cause the
small bump in the coincidence time histogram with the peak maximum at tAC = 2.3 ns,
are pions. They can be produced in the electromagnetic process
γ∗ + n0 → p+ + pi− .
The pion production is in the given circumstances plausible according to the energy and
the momentum conservation relations, given by
ω + En − Esepn = E′p + Epi
and
~q + ~pn = ~p′p + ~ppi ,
where
En =
√
m2n + |~pn|2
is the embedded neutron energy with mn = 939.6 MeV/c2 and |~pn| being the neutron mass
and momentum, Esepn = 18.7 MeV is the neutron separation energy from 12C [77],
E′p =
√
m2p + |~p′p|2
is the proton energy and
Epi =
√
m2pi + |~ppi|2
is the pion energy with mpi = 139.6 MeV/c2 and |~ppi| being the pion mass and momentum.
The proton and the pion energies were obtained from the average momenta of the events
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that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector and fit into the coincidence
time histogram cut 1.5 ns < tAC < 3.5 ns. This way the events that were not detected by
the Cˇerenkov radiation detector and contribute to the main peak with the maximum at
tAC = 0 ns are not taken in to account.
A further verification if pions cause the bump in the coincidence time histogram with
the peak at tAC = 2.3 ns is the comparison of their own and the electrons’ times of flight
from the carbon target to the detector system of SpekC. With the average momenta, de-
tected by SpekC for the events that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector
and that fit into the cut 1.5 ns < tAC < 3.5 ns, and with the length of the central trajec-
tory of 8.53 m (cf. Table 4.2), the arrival times for pions to the SpekC focal plane was
obtained. This time was 2.2 ns longer than the arrival times of electrons, which coincides
with the peak maximum of the small bump within 0.1 ns.
But pions are not stable and decay in 99.987% of the cases as
pi− → µ− + νµ
and in 0.012% of the cases as
pi− → e− + νe .
The decay into electrons has such a small branching factor that it can be neglected. The
decay of pions into muons has the mean lifetime of τpi = 26 ns. As the pions produced
at the target need approximately tFPpi = 30 ns to hit the SpekC focal plane, the number of
pions reaching the focal plane amounts to
NFPpi
(
tFPpi
)
= Npi(0) exp
(
− tFPpi /(γτpi)
)
≈ 0.65 Npi(0) ,
where Npi(0) is the number of pions produced at the target and γ ≈ 2.69 is the relativistic
Lorentz factor. Approximately 1/3 of pions thus decays into muons on their way from the
target to the focal plane.
The muon trajectories can be, according to the energy and the momentum relation, in-
clined away from the pion trajectories by any angle up to 6.5◦. As the angular acceptance
of SpekC in the dispersive and in the non-dispersive directions are 4◦ and 5.7◦, respec-
tively, most of the produced muons will be detected by the SpekC detector system. As
both muons and pions are minimal ionising at the energies of a few 100 MeV and the
muon mass is mµ = 105.7 MeV/c2 and thus only 34 MeV/c2 smaller than the pion mass,
the detected muons can not be distinguished from the detected pions. Furthermore, the
energy loss of electrons is very similar to the energy losses of pions and muons at these
energies and thus none of these particles can be distinguished from one another on the
basis of their energy deposits in the scintillation detectors. This can be seen in Fig. 5.19,
where two 2D plots show the energy deposits in the dE and ToF scintillation detector
paddles of SpekC for particles, that were detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector,
and for particles that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector and fit into the
coincidence time cut 1.5 ns < tAC < 3.5 ns.
The small bump in the coincidence time histogram with the peak maximum at tAC =
2.3 ns produced by the events that were not detected by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector,
is, because of all this evidence, believed to be produced by pions and muons.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.19: Energy deposits in the dE and ToF scintillation detector paddles of SpekC,
for one of the data runs of the L30 setup. (a) represents the electrons that were detected by
the Cˇerenkov radiation detector, while (b) represents the particles that were not detected
by the Cˇerenkov radiation detector, with an additional coincidence time cut 1.5 ns < tAC <
3.5 ns, in order to distinguish the particles that are believed to be pions and the muons from
the electrons.
5.2.4 FPP Cuts
The polarization transfer measurements can be performed only on a small fraction of
primary protons, scattering in the FPP in the proper way. In order to isolate such protons
from all the others, two FPP cuts were applied.
Most of the protons scattering in the carbon analyser are scattered by the angle Θs <
8◦, which in the majority of cases occurs electro-magnetically. Only about 4% of all of
the protons are scattered by the angle Θs > 8◦, which is in the majority of cases caused by
the strong interaction. The carbon analysing power, which is needed for the calculation
of the proton polarization and depends on the proton polar scattering angle and its kinetic
energy, was measured only for protons, scattered by the angle Θ ≤ 19◦ and has been
extrapolated up to 45◦ [73,78,79]. As we are looking for protons scattered due to a strong
interaction process, with known analysing power, the cut 8◦ < Θs ≤ 45◦ was applied to
the proton scattering angle in the FPP, as shown in Fig. 5.20,
The majority of protons scattering in the FPP scatter in the HDCs as well. As we are
looking for protons scattered in the carbon analyser, a cut was applied on the reconstructed
z coordinate of the proton scattering vertex in the FPP, as shown in Fig. 5.21. The two
double peaks correspond to protons scattered in the two double planes of the HDCs, while
the bump with the peak at zFPP ≈ −105 mm corresponds to protons scattered in the FPP
carbon analyser. As the proton scattering vertex outside the HDCs can not be precisely
reconstructed, a bump with poorly defined bounds is obtained in the region of the carbon
scatterer. In order to account for as many protons scattered in the carbon analyser as
possible, the FPP z coordinate cut was set to −200 mm < z < −40 mm.
5.2.5 HDC Cuts
The cut applied for the HDCs is similar to the one applied for the VDCs, and was per-
formed using the “HDC OK” statuses described in Table 5.2 [72]. The cut applied was
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Figure 5.20: Histogram of the proton polar scattering angles in the 7 cm thick FPP carbon
analyser for one of the data runs of the L30 setup. The blue curve represents all of the
detected events, the black curve represents the events with no drift chamber errors and
the red curve represents the subset of the latter, with the additional requirement that the
scattering vertex lies within the carbon analyser. The two vertical red lines represent the
lower and the upper cuts.
Figure 5.21: Histogram of the reconstructed z coordinate of the proton scattering vertex
in the FPP coordinate system, for one of the data runs of the L30 setup. The red lines
represent the cut values.
0 < HDC OK < 7, which accepts only the events with trajectories that can be unam-
biguously reconstructed and belong to particles of our interest. As the HDC OK value
is returned for each of the HDC planes, the biggest returned value is adopted as the cut
condition for the particle triggering a signal. In case where at least one of the HDC OK
values is 0, the cut condition is 0.
5.2.6 Target Cuts
The cuts applied to the reconstructed angles, coordinates and momenta of particles leaving
the target exclude the events that, according to the reconstructed target parameters, can
not be of our interest.
The first target cut was applied to the zt coordinate along the incident electron beam,
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Table 5.2: HDC OK status specifications.
HDC OK Description
0 None of the wires detected a signal.
1 Only one wire detected a signal with a positive drift time.
2 Two neighbouring wires detected signals with positive drift times with
the sum of at least 375 ns and enable a good reconstruction of the parti-
cle trajectory.
4 Same as 7 but with positive drift times.
5 Only one wire detected a signal with a positive drift time, other wires
detected signals with negative drift times.
6 Like 2 with the addition of wires that detected signals with negative drift
times.
7 All the detected signals have negative drift times. The track is recon-
structed from the signal with the most negative drift times.
8 Three or more wires detected signals with positive drift times. The track
is reconstructed from the signal with the shortest drift time.
10 Two non-neighbouring wires detected signals with positive drift times.
12 Like 8 with the addition of wires that detected signals with negative drift
times.
14 Like 10 with the addition of wires that detected signals with negative
drift times.
18 Two neighbouring wires detected signals with positive drift times but
their sum is smaller than 375 ns and the reconstructed track from both
signals can not belong to a particle of our interest. The particle track is
therefore reconstructed from the signal with the shortest drift time.
22 Like 18 with the addition of wires that detected signals with negative
drift times.
in order to exclude the events originating too far from the carbon target foils. The applied
cut was −30 mm < zt < 30 mm and is shown in Fig. 5.22.
The second and the third target cuts were applied to the angle deviations of the recon-
structed proton paths, from the SpekA reference trajectory, as shown in Fig. 5.23. The
cuts applied were −4.3◦ < θt < 4.3◦ for the dispersive angle and −6◦ < φt < 6◦ for the
non-dispersive angle and excluded the protons with the reconstructed angles larger than
the spectrometer angular acceptance.
The last target cut was applied to the deviations of the reconstructed proton momenta
from the SpekA reference momentum and is shown in Fig. 5.24. SpekA accepts particles
with the momenta deviating from −5% to 15% from its reference momentum. In order to
exclude the protons with the reconstructed momenta deviating for larger amounts from the
SpekA reference momentum than can be accepted, the cut −6% < δ < 16% was applied.
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Figure 5.22: The target zt coordinates of the reconstructed trajectories of the detected
particles, for one of the data runs of the L30 setup. The three peaks represent the three
target carbon foils. The vertical red lines represent the cut values.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.23: Deviations of the dispersive (a) and the non-dispersive (b) target angles of
the reconstructed particles trajectories from the reference trajectory, for one of the data
runs from the L30 setup. The vertical red lines represent the cut values.
The cut is set to accept the events with slightly larger momentum deviations than the
spectrometer limit values because the reconstructed momenta of some of the good events
of our interest can deviate from their real values because of the reconstruction error.
5.2.7 Missing Energy Cut
The missing energy defined in Eq. (2.1) enables us to perform physics cuts, which elim-
inate false events that are energetically impossible, and the identification of the knocked-
out protons emerging from specific nuclear shells, while leaving the residual nucleus in
certain energy states.
The missing energy histograms for both setups of the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment are
shown in Fig. 5.25. The first and the highest peak corresponds to the knocked-out protons
leaving the residual 11B in the ground states while its position corresponds to the proton
separation energy from the carbon nucleus, Esep(12C) = 15.96 MeV [77]. The following
smaller peaks at higher missing energies correspond to the knocked-out protons, leaving
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Figure 5.24: Deviation of the reconstructed particles momenta from the reference mo-
mentum for one of the data runs from the L30 setup. The vertical red lines represent the
cut values.
(a) L30 setup (b) G600 setup
Figure 5.25: The missing energy histograms, shown in the logarithmic scale for the L30
setup (a) and the G600 setup (b), with the missing energy cuts, shown as vertical red lines.
the residual 11B in excited energy states. The energy levels of the first three states, in
which 11B can be excited in the kinematics of this experiment, are ∆E∗1(
11B) = 2.1 MeV,
∆E∗2(
11B) = 5.0 MeV and ∆E∗3(
11B) = 6.8 MeV [77] and correspond to the distances from
the first to the following three peaks of the missing energy histogram, as shown in Fig.
5.26. The wide bump at higher values of missing energy, with the peak at approximately
35 MeV, is produced by the excitation of 11B to higher excited states with the widths of a
few 100 keV. Due to small differences between those energy states and their large widths,
it is impossible to distinguish between them in the missing energy histogram. A schematic
representation of the energy levels of 11B is shown in Fig. B.1 in Appendix B.
The lower missing energy cut was applied at 10 MeV, in order to include also the
protons, with the lower reconstructed values of the corresponding missing energies, due
to the finite spectrometer resolution and energy losses. The higher missing energy cut
was applied at 90 MeV in order to take into account also the protons, emerging from the
reactions in which 11B was excited to higher energy states.
Further cuts were performed in the missing energy spectrum in order to separate the
protons, ejected from the p3/2 and the s1/2 shells of 12C. The missing energy range up to
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(a) L30 setup (b) G600 setup
Figure 5.26: The first four peaks of the missing energy histogram for the L30 setup (a)
and the G600 setup (b), corresponding to the ground state and the first three excited states
of 11B, after the proton knock-out. The distances between the first and the following peaks
correspond to the excitation energies of 11B.
approximately 25 MeV corresponds mostly to protons, ejected from the p3/2 shell of 12C,
while higher missing energies correspond mostly to protons, ejected from the s1/2 shell of
12C [80, 81]. For compatibility with the results presented in [80], the cut conditions for
the extraction of the p3/2-shell protons were set to 15 MeV < Em < 25 MeV, while for
the extraction of the s1/2-shell protons, the cut conditions were set to 30 MeV < Em <
60 MeV.
5.3 Further Processing of Data
5.3.1 Handling Spin Precession
During the transition of charged particles through the magnetic fields of the spectrometers,
their spin is subjected to precession, as shown in Fig. 5.27. The basic equation for the
time evolution of the spin-four vector, S µ = (S 0, ~S ), is the Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi
(BMT) equation [82],
dS µ
dτ
=
e
m
[g
2
FµνS ν +
(g
2
− 1
)
Uµ
(
S ρFρσUσ
)]
, (5.3)
where τ, e, m, g and Uµ are the proper time, charge, mass, the g-factor and the four-
velocity, respectively, of the particle carrying the spin, while Fµν is the electromagnetic
field tensor. In order to extract the vector part of the spin tensor, ~S , from Eq. (5.3), the
electric and the magnetic fields, ~E and ~B, are introduced, and the Thomas equation is
obtained [83],
d~S
dt
=
e
m
~S ·
[(g − 2
2
+
1
γ
)
~B −
(g − 2
2
)
γ(~v · ~B)~v
c2(γ + 1)
−
(g
2
− γ
γ + 1
)
~v × ~E
c
]
, (5.4)
where ~v is the particle velocity.
The spin precession in the SpekA magnetic fields can be described by Eq. (5.4),
setting ~E = 0 and decomposing the magnetic field to its parallel and perpendicular com-
ponents with respect to the particle velocity, ~B‖ = (vˆ·~B)vˆ and ~B⊥ = ~B−~B‖, where vˆ = ~v/|~v|.
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Figure 5.27: Schematic side view of SpekA with three different proton trajectories shown
in three different colours. The arrows on each trajectory represent the spin directions of
the corresponding protons. Adapted from [72].
This way the Thomas equation takes the form
d~S
dt
=
e
mγ
~S ×
[g
2
~B‖ +
(
1 +
g − 2
2
γ
)
~B⊥
]
. (5.5)
The relation between the proton spin vector at the target, ~s tg = (stgx , s
tg
y , s
tg
z ), and at the
spectrometer focal plane, ~sFP = (sFPx , s
FP
y , s
FP
z ), can be expressed in a matrix form as
sFPx
sFPy
sFPz
 =

S 11 S 12 S 13
S 21 S 22 S 23
S 31 S 32 S 33


stgx
stgy
stgz
 , (5.6)
where S i j (i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}) are the elements of the spin transfer matrix, S. The matrix
elements S i j are polynomial expansions of the target coordinate y0, target angles θ0 and φ0,
the proton reference momentum, p0, and the deviation of the momentum of the particle
from the proton reference momentum at the target, δ0. They were determined by the
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integration of Eq. (5.5) by the Runge-Kutta method with a variable step size, for two
thousand tracks covering the phase space of SpekA [72].
5.3.2 Determination of Polarization: Maximum Likelihood Method
The maximum likelihood method is a fast and a reliable method that enables the deter-
mination of the most likely parameters of a distribution [84]. In the data analysis of
the discussed experiment, this method was used for the determination of the polarization
transfer from the electrons to the protons, during the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B process.
The asymmetric scattering of polarized protons in the carbon analyser of the FPP,
described in Sec. 4.2.3 and schematically depicted in Fig. 5.28, is caused by the helicity-
dependent proton polarization and enables the the determination of the proton polarization
in the focal plane of the spectrometer. The cross-section for the scattering of polarized
Figure 5.28: Azimuthal asymmetry of proton scattering in a carbon analyser. ~pin and ~pout
denote the proton momenta before and after scattering, respectively, Θs and Φs denote the
polar and azimuthal proton scattering angles, respectively, and ~PFP is the proton polariza-
tion with the PFPx and P
FP
y components lying in the spectrometer focal plane and the P
FP
z
component perpendicular to the spectrometer focal plane. Adapted from [72].
protons off 12C in the carbon analyser is given by
σ = σ0(Θs,Tp)
[
1 + hPeAC(Θs,Tp)
(
PFPy cos Φs − PFPx sin Φs
)]
, (5.7)
where σ0 is the unpolarized cross-section, Θs is the spin-dependent polar scattering angle,
Tp is the incident proton kinetic energy, Pe is the electron beam polarization, AC(Θs,Tp)
is the carbon analysing power, PFPx and P
FP
y are the x and y components of the helicity-
dependent proton polarization in the focal plane of the spectrometer and Φs is the spin-
dependent azimuthal scattering angle of the proton [73]. The probability function for the
i-th proton scattering in the carbon analyser to have a certain polarization, can be obtained
from Eq. (5.7) as pi(~PFP
∣∣∣AC,Φs) = σ/σ0(Θs,Tp), and can be expressed as
pi
(
~PFP
∣∣∣AC,Φs) = [1 + hPeAC(Θs,i, Ep,i)(PFPy cos Φs,i − PFPx sin Φs,i)] .
Using the probability function the likelihood function can be defined,
L
(
PFPx , P
FP
y
)
=
N∏
i=1
pi
(
~PFP
∣∣∣AC,i,Φs,i) ,
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which expresses the likelihood for all the N considered protons to have a certain polar-
ization. To simplify the further mathematical operations, a negative logarithm can be
applied to the likelihood function, as the logarithmic function is monotonic and only the
minimum of the likelihood function is needed for the determination of the most likely
proton polarization:
`
(
PFPx , P
FP
y
)
= − lnL
(
PFPx , P
FP
y
)
= −
N∑
i=1
ln pi
(
~PFP
∣∣∣AC,i,Φs,i) . (5.8)
As we are looking for the proton polarization transfer at the target expressed in the
LAB system, the relation between the polarization vector expressed in the coordinate
system of the spectrometer focal plane, ~PFP = (PFPx , P
FP
y , P
FP
z ), and the polarization vector
at the target, ~P′ = (P′x, P
′
y, P
′
z), must be obtained for each of the detected protons. In
order to obtain this relation the target coordinate system must be firstly rotated into the
coordinate system of SpekA at its entrance. Secondly, the rotated coordinate system
must be transported from the spectrometer entrance to its focal plane, taking into account
the proton spin precession in the magnetic fields of the spectrometer, using Eq. (5.6).
This must be performed for each proton separately, as each proton followed a different
trajectory. Knowing all of the rotations that were applied to the target coordinate system
in order to express it in the system of the focal plane of the spectrometer, the relation
between the two systems can be given as
~PFP = R(θx, θy, θz)~P′ ,
where
R(θx, θy, θz) =

1 0 0
0 cos θx − sin θx
0 sin θx cos θx


cos θy 0 − sin θy
0 1 0
sin θy 0 cos θy


cos θz − sin θz 0
sin θz cos θz 0
0 0 1

is a rotation matrix in all three spatial directions, x, y and z, by the angles θx, θy and θz.
Eq. (5.8) can now be expressed with the proton polarization transfer vector expressed in
the LAB frame as
`
(
~P′
)
= −
N∑
i=1
ln
[
1 + hPeAC(Θs,i, Ep,i)
((~Ry · ~P′) cos Φs,i − (~Rx · ~P′) sin Φs,i)] , (5.9)
where ~Rx and ~Ry represent the first and the second row of the matrix R(θx, θy, θz). The
last thing to do in order to obtain the most likely proton polarization transfer is to find the
minimum of the function from Eq. (5.9), as shown in Fig. 5.29.
The covariance matrix of the polarization components, defined as
σ2i j =
[
∂2`
∂i∂ j ~P′
]−1
,
where i, j ∈ {x, y, z}. In the discussed case the off-diagonal elements are approximately
ten times smaller than its diagonal elements. This enables to estimate the absolute values
of the statistical errors of each of the polarization transfer components as the square root
of its diagonal elements,
δP′i =
√
σ2ii .
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Figure 5.29: P′x and P
′
z phase space of the negative logarithm of the likelihood function for
one subsample of protons. The red dot indicates the minimum of the shown phase space
with the coordinates P′x = 0.456 and P
′
z = −0.504 being the most likely polarization
transfer components to the protons.
5.3.3 Correction of Polarization Components for Intrinsic Motion
The polarization transfer to protons embedded in atomic nuclei occurs when these protons
are moving in the nuclear medium with a certain momentum, while the polarization trans-
fer to free protons, described by Eq. (2.14) and (2.15), holds for protons at rest. But it
would be much more meaningful to compare the polarization transfer to bound and to free
protons if the protons in both cases were subjected to the same kinematic circumstances
at the moment of their interaction with the virtual photon. In order to investigate the in-
fluence of the motion of free protons, moving with the same momentum as the embedded
protons, on the polarization transfer, free-proton Lorentz boosts were performed. As the
momentum of each of the detected protons in the moment of their knock-out, while still
embedded in the nuclei, can be obtained in the PWBA picture as −~pm, the free-proton
Lorentz boosts were performed event-wise. The procedure of the free-proton polariza-
tion transfer calculation in the Lorentz boosted systems and its transformation to the LAB
system is implemented as described below.
Firstly, the incident electron four-momenta in the LAB system were Lorentz boosted
into the rest system of the embedded proton as
EB = γ
(
E − ~βc · ~p
)
,
~pB = ~p +
γ2
γ + 1
(
~β · ~p
)
~β − γE~β
c
,
where EB and ~pB represent the Lorentz boosted energy and momentum, while E and
~p represent the energy and momentum in the LAB system, ~vp is the embedded proton
velocity and ~β = ~vp/c. An analogous transformation was applied also to the energies and
the momenta of the scattered electrons. The Lorentz boost from the LAB system to the
rest system of the embedded proton is shown in Fig. 5.30.
Secondly, after the Lorentz boosts were performed, Θe and Q2 were calculated with
the Lorentz boosted electron energies and momenta. This enabled the calculation of the
polarization transfer to a free proton (Eq. (2.14) and (2.15)), ~P′B = (P
′
x,B, 0, P
′
z,B), in the
rest system of the embedded proton, as shown in Fig. 5.31.
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Figure 5.30: Transition from the LAB system to the rest system of the proton embedded
in an atomic nucleus. e is the incoming polarized electron, e′ is the scattered electron, γ
is the polarized virtual photon and p+ is the proton.
Figure 5.31: The calculation of the free-proton polarization transfer components in the
rest system of the proton embedded in an atomic nucleus. The symbols of the elements in
the figure are the same as in Fig. 5.30.
Lastly, in order to transform the polarization transfer to the free proton from the rest
system of the embedded proton to the LAB system, the inverse Lorentz boost of the
polarization vector was performed [85],
P′ = P′B +
γ2
γ + 1
(β · P′B)β ,
as shown in Fig. 5.32. This way the polarization transfer to a free proton was calculated
as if it were moving with the same momentum as the embedded proton, which is −pm in
the PWBA.
5.3.4 Experimental errors
The experimental results do not provide a complete information unless presented with the
measurement uncertainties, which enable their interpretation in the range of their valid-
ity. In order to reduce the measurement errors of the discussed 12C(e, e′p)11B experiment,
three tilted target foils were used (cf. Sec. 4.2.2), which diminished the energy losses
of the ejected protons and improved the resolution for the determination of the reaction
vertex. Furthermore, some of the systematic errors cancel out when the ratio of the polar-
ization transfer components is calculated.
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Figure 5.32: Transition from the rest system of the proton embedded in an atomic nucleus
to the LAB system. The symbols of the elements in the figure are the same as in Fig. 5.30.
One of the uncertainties that cancels out when taking into account the ratio of the po-
larization transfer components is the uncertainty in the polarization of the incident elec-
tron beam, which is estimated to be 2% relative. The main contribution to the error of the
electron beam polarization is systematic, being more than one order of magnitude larger
than the statistical.
Some of the uncertainties present in the results of the polarization transfer measure-
ments can be attributed to cuts, performed on the data. A tight cut and an open cut were
applied to every quantity that was subjected to a cut (cf. Sec. 5.2). The relative uncertainty
attributed to the i-th cut was estimated for the j-th virtuality bin as
δRi, j =
|Roi, j − Rti, j|
Roi, j
,
where Roi, j and R
t
i, j are the ratios of the transverse and the longitudinal components of
polarization transfer obtained with the open and tight cuts, respectively. The total relative
uncertainty introduced by all of the performed cuts in the j-th virtuality bin was estimated
as
δRj =
√
M∑
i
(δRi, j)2 ,
where M is the number of the performed cuts. The tight and the open values of the per-
formed cuts along the average uncertainties introduced by the cuts over all of the virtuality
bins are summarized in Table 5.3.
A further source of uncertainties in the obtained results are the finite momentum and
angular resolutions of the spectrometers, the finite position and angular resolutions of the
VDCs and the HDSs and the uncertainties introduced by the reconstruction of the particle
transport and the proton spin precession through the magnetic fields of the spectrometers.
All these uncertainties increase the reconstruction errors of the electron scattering vertex,
of the proton and the electron momenta, of the carbon analysing power and of the proton
scattering angles in the FPP carbon analyser. All of the mentioned parameters are needed
for the calculation of the polarization transfer, performed with the maximum likelihood
method, and the inaccuracies of the input parameters are directly related to the uncertain-
ties of the obtained results. In order to estimate the influence of the uncertainties of the
input parameters to the inaccuracies of the obtained results, the polarization transfer was
calculated with each of these parameters randomly modified according to the Gaussian
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Table 5.3: Tight and open cuts applied to every quantity subjected to a cut in the data
analysis and the average uncertainties attributed to the cuts over all of the virtuality bins.
The cuts shown in the table are applied to the coincidence time, tAC, the errors of the
reconstruction of the x and y focal plane coordinates in the VDCs, ∆x and ∆y, the errors of
the reconstruction of the dispersive and the non-dispersive scattering angles in the VDCs,
∆θ and ∆φ, the ADC channel of the Cˇerenkov radiation detector, E, the proton scattering
angle and the z coordinate of the proton scattering vertex in the FPP carbon analyser,
θs and zFPP, the reconstructed target coordinate zt, the reconstructed non-dispersive and
dispersive target angles, ∆φ and ∆θ, the reconstructed target momentum relative to the
central momentum of the spectrometer, δ, and to the missing energy, Em.
tight cut open cut δR
coinc. time [ns] −1 < tAC < 1 −5 < tAC < 5 1.4%
VDC
[mm] ∆x < 2 ∆x > 0
≈ 0%[mm] ∆y < 2 ∆y > 0
[◦] ∆θ < 11 ∆θ > 0
[◦] ∆φ < 11 ∆φ > 0
Cˇer. rad. det. [ADC chan.] E > 40 E > 100 0.9%
FPP
[◦] 10 < θs < 35 8 < θs < 45◦ 1.3%
[mm] −180 < zFPP < −60 −200 < zFPP < −40 2.0%
target
[mm] −25 < zt < 25 −30 < zt < 30
3.0%
[◦] −5 < ∆φt < 5 −6 < ∆φt < 6
[◦] −3.8 < ∆θt < 3.8 −4.3 < ∆θt < 4.3
[%] −5 < δ < 15 −6 < δ < 16
miss. energy [MeV] 15 < Em < 60 10 < Em < 90 0.6%
∆R 4.2%
distribution, with the standard deviation set to the estimated uncertainty of the treated
variable. The variations in the carbon analysing power and the proton polar scattering
angle in the FPP carbon analyser have negligible influence on the obtained polarization
transfer. On the other hand, the variation of the reconstructed target parameters (target
coordinate, target angles and the deviation of the proton momentum from the reference
momentum of the spectrometer) alongside with the uncertainties in the proton transporta-
tion and its spin precession in the magnetic fields of SpekA have a greater influence on
the obtained results. Their contribution to the relative uncertainties of the obtained results
was estimated to be approximately 5%.
The absolute statistical uncertainties of each of the calculated polarization transfer
components were estimated as the square roots of the variance of the polarization transfer
components (cf. Sec. 5.3.2). These are the uncertainties that are shown in the figures
in Sec. 6 for the results obtained in the discussed 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment. The rela-
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tive uncertainties of the ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal polarization transfer
components, δRrel, are shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Relative statistical uncertainties of the ratio of the transverse and the longitudi-
nal components of the polarization transfer, estimated as the variance of the polarization
transfer components, for both setups, for each bin of virtuality.
L30 setup G600 setup
# bin δRrel [%] # bin δRrel [%]
1 8.1 1 10.3
2 5.5 2 8.3
3 4.3 3 6.5
4 4.4 4 6.0
5 4.2 5 6.3
6 2.7 6 5.9
7 3.4
8 5.0
9 3.5
10 4.6
11 6.4
12 9.4
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After the detector calibration was performed and the event selection was carried out, the
polarization transfer components for protons, emerging from the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B reaction,
could be obtained. The measured data was divided into bins of missing momentum or
virtuality and the maximum likelihood algorithm was applied to the data from each bin
separately, in order to obtain the most likely polarization transfer components for the
protons in the corresponding missing momentum or virtuality range. The obtained results
are presented as individual polarization transfer components, as their ratio, or as a double
polarization ratio, i.e. the ratio of the transverse and longitudinal components of the
polarization transfer to embedded protons in 12C, divided by the same ratio obtained for
free protons. The latter was calculated using Eq. (2.16), with the experimentally obtained
free-proton form-factors [19].
6.1 Experimental and Theoretical Results
Firstly, the transverse and the longitudinal components of the polarization transfer to pro-
tons, emerging from the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B reaction, are presented separately and compared to
the theoretical predictions, introduced in Sec. 3.1.3. The experimental and the theoretical
results, obtained for the L30 setup, are compared separately for protons ejected from the
p3/2 and the s1/2 shells of 12C, while the comparison of the experimental and the theoreti-
cal results for the G600 setup included only protons ejected from the p3/2 shell, as for this
setup, theoretical calculations only for this nuclear shell were performed. The p3/2-shell
and the s1/2-shell protons were extracted from the experimentally obtained data applying
cuts in the missing energy, as described in Sec. 5.2.7.
As the theoretical predictions for protons, emerging from the p3/2 shell of 12C, ob-
tained with the DWIA and the RDWIA, exhibit a better agreement with the experimental
results than the theoretical predictions obtained with the PWIA and the RPWIA, only the
predictions obtained with the former two approximations are compared to the experimen-
tal results obtained for the p3/2-shell protons. Different optical potentials did not have
a significant influence on the results of the theoretical calculations, performed for the
p3/2-shell protons, and therefore results obtained only with the EDAI optical potential are
shown in the following figures. On the other hand, different bound state wave functions
did have a significant influence to the results of theoretical calculations and thus results
obtained with both wf1 and wf2 are compared to the experimental data.
The differences in the theoretically predicted polarization transfer to protons emerg-
ing from the s1/2 shell of 12C obtained with the PWIA, RPWIA, DWIA and RDWIA are
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smaller than the differences in the theoretical predictions obtained with the same approx-
imations for the p3/2-shell protons. Three of the theoretical predictions for the s1/2-shell
protons, obtained with the RPWIA, DWIA and RDWIA, are compared to the experi-
mental results, while the predictions obtained with PWIA were omitted, as they almost
coincide with the results obtained with DWIA and do not provide any new information.
Fig. 6.1 shows the experimentally and theoretically obtained transverse components
of the polarization transfer to protons from 12C. The experimental results obtained for the
(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
(c) L30 setup, s1/2 shell
Figure 6.1: Transverse component of the polarization transfer to protons, emerging from
the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B reaction, plotted as a function of missing momentum. (a): results for
the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup, obtained experimentally and theoretically with the
DWIA and the RDWIA, with two different wave functions, as noted in the legend. (b):
results for the p3/2-shell protons of the G600 setup, obtained experimentally and theoret-
ically with the DWIA and the RDWIA, with two different wave functions, as noted in the
legend. (c): results for the s1/2-shell protons of the L30 setup, obtained experimentally
and theoretically with the RPWIA, DWIA and the RDWIA.
p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup lie mostly between or next to the theoretical predic-
tions, but because the experimental result are scattered around the theoretical curves, no
conclusive statement can be made. The same holds true also for the results obtained for
the p3/2-shell protons of the G600 setup, but in this case the experimental results seem
to follow the theoretical predictions obtained with the RDWIA using wf2, as it lies be-
tween the other two theoretical curves. The experimental data for the s1/2-shell protons
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of the L30 setup, with the corresponding positive missing momenta, have the best agree-
ment with the theoretical results obtained with the RPWIA, while the experimental data
with the corresponding negative missing momenta in most cases lie below the theoretical
results.
Experimentally and theoretically obtained longitudinal components of the polariza-
tion transfer to protons from 12C are shown in Fig. 6.2. The experimental values obtained
(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
(c) L30 setup, s1/2 shell
Figure 6.2: Same as Fig. 6.1 for the longitudinal component of the polarization transfer.
for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup, with the corresponding negative missing mo-
menta, lie at higher values of pm on top of the theoretical predictions obtained with the
DWIA using wf1, while at lower values of pm, the experimental values agree better with
the theoretical predictions obtained with the RDWIA using wf2. On the other hand, the
curve obtained theoretically with RDWIA using wf1 does not coincide with the experi-
mental data. All of the experimental results obtained for the p3/2-shell protons of the L30
setup, with the corresponding positive missing momenta, have smaller values than the the-
oretical predictions. The theoretical curve that lies the closest to the experimental results
is the one obtained with the RDWIA using wf2, while the curve obtained with the DWIA
using wf1 is the one that lies at the highest values. The experimental results obtained for
the p3/2-shell protons of the G600 setup have at higher values of pm a good agreement
with the theoretical predictions obtained with the RDWIA using wf1, while at lower val-
ues of pm the experimental data deviates from the theoretical predictions to higher values.
As the theoretical predictions for the longitudinal component of the polarization transfer
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obtained with DWIA using wf1 have larger values than the results obtained with RD-
WIA using wf1, they do not describe the experimental data well at higher values of pm,
but coincide with the last experimental data point at lower values of pm. Similarly, the
results obtained with RDWIA using wf2 also overestimate the experimental data. The
experimental results obtained for the s1/2-shell protons of the L30 setup seem to be scat-
tered around P′z ≈ 0.7 through the whole region of the corresponding missing momenta.
In contrast, all of the theoretical curves follow an increasing slope with increasing pm.
The theoretical curve obtained with the DWIA using wf1 seems to cross the experimen-
tally obtained longitudinal component of the polarization transfer at pm ≈ −50, while the
curves obtained with the RPWIA using wf1 and DWIA using wf1, which lie close to each
other, seem to cross the experimental data at pm ≈ 0.
The ratios of the transverse and the longitudinal components of the polarization trans-
fer to protons from 12C, obtained experimentally and theoretically, are shown in Fig.
6.3. The ratio of the experimentally obtained polarization transfer components for the
(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
(c) L30, s1/2 shell
Figure 6.3: Same as Fig. 6.1 and 6.2 for the ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal
component of the polarization transfer.
p3/2-shell protons of the L30 setup, with the corresponding negative missing momenta,
follows at higher values of pm the result obtained with DWIA, while at lower values
of pm, the ratio of the experimentally obtained polarization transfer components have a
better agreement with the theoretical results obtained with the RDWIA using wf2. The
theoretical curve obtained with RDWIA using wf1 does not reproduce the experimental
data. All of the experimentally obtained results with the corresponding positive values
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of pm lie above the theoretical predictions. The predictions obtained with RDWIA using
wf2 lie the closer to the experimental values than the predictions obtained with DWIA
and RDWIA using wf1. The experimentally obtained ratio of the polarization transfer
components for the p3/2-shell protons of the G600 setup agrees best with the predictions
obtained with RDWIA using wf1. Nevertheless, there are two outliers in the experimen-
tal data; the data points with the corresponding lowest and highest missing momenta of
the data set lie below the other experimentally obtained polarization transfer ratios and
agree with the theoretical prediction obtained with the DWIA. The predictions obtained
with RDWIA using wf2 have lower values than the experimental polarization ratio. The
experimentally obtained polarization transfer ratio for the s1/2-shell protons of the L30
setup, with the corresponding negative missing momenta, agrees best with the theoretical
prediction obtained with DWIA (and PWIA), while the polarization ratio for the protons,
with the corresponding positive values of pm, agrees best with the theoretical prediction
obtained with RDWIA. Nevertheless, the theoretical curves follow a falling slope towards
higher values of pm, while the experimental data seem to be scattered around the value
P′x/P
′
z ≈ 0.7.
The experimentally obtained polarization transfer components lie in most cases on
top of the theoretically obtained curves, but are scattered and do not follow a smooth
dependency. This is the main cause why a single theoretical prediction can not fit the
experimental data entirely. Due to this fact, alongside with the crossing of the theoretical
results, no final statements can be made about the suitability of the presented approxima-
tions or bound state wave functions to the experimental results. But a general statement
can be made about the results obtained for separate nuclear shells. Both the theoretical
predictions and the experimental results for the transverse and the longitudinal compo-
nents of the polarization transfer to the p3/2-shell protons experience a dip around the
zero of pm. On the other hand, the theoretical predictions for the transverse and the longi-
tudinal components of the polarization transfer to the s1/2-shell protons follow a smooth
dependency around the zero of pm. The experimentally obtained results for the s1/2-shell
protons seem to be scattered around the theoretical curves, but do not seem to exhibit
any dip. This implies that the theoretical models, although not perfectly describing the
experimental data, have some predictive power. Nevertheless, further theoretical research
is needed in order to provide a better description of the experimental data.
6.2 Comparison of Different Polarization Transfer Re-
sults
The comparison of the polarization transfer to protons, embedded in different atomic nu-
clei, can provide some information about different nuclear effects that the protons are sub-
jected to in different nuclear environments. Fig. 6.4 shows the experimentally obtained
ratios of the transverse and the longitudinal components of the polarization transfer to
protons, embedded in different atomic nuclei, as a function of missing momentum. The
results are roughly grouped according to their corresponding value of Q2. The highest
values of polarization ratios are occupied by the data shown with black and green circles
and a black triangle up, obtained on 2H and 12C at Q2 = 0.18 (GeV/c)2. The middle
values of polarization ratios are occupied by the data shown with black triangles down,
a black square and blue circles, obtained on 2H and 12C at Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2. The
lower values of polarization ratios are occupied by the data shown with black diamonds,
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Figure 6.4: The ratio of the experimentally obtained transverse and longitudinal compo-
nents of the polarization transfers to protons, embedded in different atomic nuclei, as a
function of missing momentum. The results shown with black symbols were obtained on
2H at JLab in the year 2006 [20] and at MAMI in the year 2017 [21] and are the same
as shown in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The ratios shown with black diamonds were
obtained at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2, the ratios shown with black triangles down and with a
black square were obtained at Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2 and the ratios shown with black circles
and a black triangle up were obtained at Q2 = 0.18 (GeV/c)2. The results shown for 12C
were obtained in the experiment discussed in this thesis. The blue circles represent the
results obtained in the L30 setup at Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2, while the green circles represent
the results obtained in the G600 setup at Q2 = 0.18 (GeV/c)2. The results shown with
orange symbols were obtained at Q2 = 0.8 (GeV/c)2 on 16O in JLab in the year 2000 [50]
and are the same results as shown in Fig. 3.15. The ratios shown with orange circles, di-
amonds and triangles up correspond to protons, ejected from the p1/2, p3/2 and s1/2 shells
of 16O, respectively.
obtained on 2H at Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2. The data shown with orange symbols, obtained
on 16O at Q2 = 0.8 (GeV/c)2, are scattered between the middle and the lower group of
polarization ratios. The polarization ratios obtained on oxygen are shown separately for
different nuclear shells and should be joined in one point for each value of pm in order to
be directly comparable to other data, shown in the plot. Furthermore, the oxygen results
are the oldest, from the time when the experimental techniques for polarization transfer
measurements were still in the early stages, which shows also in their error bars, which
are the largest of all of the shown results.
The influence of different kinematic quantities such as the energies of the incident
and the scattered electrons and their scattering angles cancel out from the results of the
polarization transfer measurements if the ratio of the polarization transfer components
obtained on embedded protons is divided by the same ratio obtained on free protons in
the same kinematics. Some of the experimental results, which were presented as a double
polarization transfer ratio are shown in Fig. 6.5 as a function of missing momentum. The
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Figure 6.5: The ratio of the experimentally obtained transverse and longitudinal compo-
nents of the polarization transfer to protons, embedded in 2H, 4He and 12C (all nuclei are
collectively noted as A), divided by the same ratio, obtained for free protons, as a func-
tion of missing momentum. The results shown with black symbols were obtained on 2H in
JLab in the year 2006 [20] and at MAMI in the year 2017 [21] and are the same as shown
in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, as well as in Fig. 6.4 (Cf. Fig. 6.4 for further information
about the experimental kinematics). The results shown with grey diamonds were obtained
at Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2 on 4He at MAMI in the year 2001 [22] and are the same results as
shown in Fig. 3.3. The results shown with white symbols were obtained on 4He in JLab in
the year 2003 [26] and are the same results as shown in Fig. 3.4. The results shown with
white diamonds, white pentagons and white squares were obtained at Q2 = 0.5 (GeV/c)2,
Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 and Q2 = 1.6 (GeV/c)2, respectively. The results shown with purple
symbols were obtained on 4He in JLab in the year 2010 [27] and are the same results as
shown in Fig. 3.5. The purple circles were obtained at Q2 = 0.8 (GeV/c)2, while the pur-
ple squares were obtained at Q2 = 1.3 (GeV/c)2. The blue and the green circles represent
the result obtained on 12C in the L30 and the G600 setup of the experiment, discussed in
this thesis.
obtained double polarization ratios are not grouped according to their corresponding value
of Q2, as it was the case for the polarization ratios, shown in Fig. 6.4. The majority of the
results form a more monotonous data set, following a similar distribution as a function of
pm, regardless of their corresponding values of Q2.
The dependency followed by the data points of the double polarization transfer ratios
is further sharpened and smoothened when plotted as a function of virtuality, as shown in
Fig. 6.6, for the available experimental results. The reason may be that virtuality takes
into account also the missing energy of the detected events, which was a free parameter
when the double polarization ratios were plotted as a function of pm. This is why the
polarization transfer double ratio for protons, emerging from different atomic nuclei, is
thought to exhibit a universal behaviour in terms of virtuality, as outlined in the Intro-
duction of this thesis. The experimentally obtained double polarization transfer ratios are
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Figure 6.6: The ratio of the experimentally obtained transverse and longitudinal compo-
nents of the polarization transfer to protons, embedded in 2H, 4He and 12C (all nuclei are
collectively noted as A), divided by the same ratio obtained for free protons, as a function
of virtuality. The results shown with black symbols were obtained on 2H in JLab in the
year 2006 [20] and at MAMI in the year 2017 [21] and are the same results as shown in
Fig. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, as well as in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5. The results shown with white
squares were obtained on 4He in JLab in the year 2003 [26] and are the same results as
shown in Fig. 3.4 and 6.5. The results shown with purple symbols were obtained on 4He
in JLab in the year 2010 [27] and are the same results as shown in Fig. 3.5 and 6.5. The
blue and the green circles represent the result obtained on 12C in the L30 and the G600
setup of the experiment, discussed in this thesis. Cf. Fig. 6.5 for further information
about the experimental kinematics for the results obtained on 2H and 4He, presented in
this plot.
plotted separately for negative values of pm at the left side of the plot and for positive
values of pm at the right side of the plot, in order to identify a possible influence of the
sign of pm on the obtained results. In the PWBA if pm has a negative sign, the polariza-
tion transfer occured when the virtual photon and the embedded proton were moving in
approximately the same directions, while if the sign of pm is positive, the virtual photon
and the embedded proton were moving towards each other during the polarization trans-
fer. The difference in the proton velocity with respect to the velocity of the virtual photon
influences the kinetic energy of the ejected proton, which may further impact the proton
interaction with the residual nucleus during the knock-out.
The theoretical predictions for the double polarization transfer ratio for protons ejected
from 2H [21, 24] (cf. Fig. 3.18) imply that at smaller absolute values of virtuality the
double polarization transfer ratio has larger values at positive values of pm, than at corre-
sponding negative values of pm. This asymmetry is indeed indicated in the distribution of
the results, shown in Fig. 6.6, obtained on different atomic nuclei. As the double polar-
ization transfer ratios obtained for protons emerging from different atomic nuclei exhibit
a much more similar dependency as a function of virtuality than as a function of missing
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momentum, more information about different nuclear effects can be obtained from the
experimental results if one plots them as a function of virtuality.
The influence of the kinematic parameters to the ratio of the experimentally obtained
polarization transfer components is removed in the double polarization transfer ratios,
shown in Fig. 6.5 and 6.6. The deviation of the obtained results from unity can therefore
be attributed to various nuclear effects, such as FSI, MEC, IC, in-medium modifications
of the proton structure, and others. As the deviation from unity of the observed double
polarization ratio increases with increasing absolute values of pm and ν, nuclear effects are
assumed to be larger in these regions. An interesting fact to note is that the deviation of
the double polarization transfer ratio from unity, as a function of virtuality, seems to be the
same for all observed nuclei, regardless of their mass and nuclear densities. This further
implies that the amount of the nuclear effects in 2H, composed of only two nucleons,
seems to be the same as in 4He, composed of four nucleons, and even in 12C, composed
of twelve nucleons.
In order to understand the entire process of the proton knock-out and the polariza-
tion transfer, more detailed theoretical predictions, taking into consideration all of the
nuclear effects, acting upon embedded protons, are needed. Their comparison with the
experimental results could provide an estimate of the extent of different nuclear effects
in different atomic nuclei, influencing the proton knock-out and the polarization transfer.
This would further enhance our knowledge about the origins of different nuclear effects.
The modification of the internal proton structure due to nuclear effects could be re-
vealed from the comparison of precise experimental results with reliable theoretical calcu-
lations. But the state of the art experimental results of polarization transfer measurements
are not precise enough to fulfil the requirements of an investigation in which the modifica-
tion on the order of a few percent is sought. The state of the art theoretical predictions are
also not robust enough to give precise and reliable enough predictions. Nevertheless, the
results of the polarization transfer measurements performed on 12C and presented in this
thesis agree well with older polarization transfer results, obtained on other atomic nuclei,
and extend the range of existing polarization transfer results to higher absolute values of
virtuality and missing momenta. In addition, they give further constraints about different
nuclear effects acting upon protons, and provide a good data set for further developments
of theoretical models.
6.3 Effect of the Correction of Polarization Components
for Intrinsic Motion
The polarization transfer to protons embedded in atomic nuclei and to free protons was
suggested to be compared if protons were subjected to the same kinematic circumstances
at the moment of their interaction with the virtual photon. This is why the polarization
transfer to free protons was calculated in the rest system of the embedded protons, as
described in Sec. 5.3.3.
The 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment discussed in this thesis was performed in quasi-parallel
kinematics. As the longitudinal axis is defined by the virtual photon momentum, only
the longitudinal polarization transfer component was significantly affected by the Lorentz
boosts. The influence of the free-proton Lorentz boosts to the double polarization transfer
ratio for protons, embedded in 12C, is shown in Fig. 6.7 as a function of virtuality. The po-
larization transfer to free protons in the boosted system modifies the double polarization
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Figure 6.7: Ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal polarization transfers to protons
emerging from the 12C(~e, e′~p)11B reaction, divided by the same ratio, obtained for the
Lorentz boosted (noted with the letter ’B’) and non-boosted free protons, as a function of
virtuality. Polarization ratios for both, the L30 and the G600 setups are shown, as noted
in the legend. The values at the left side of the plot correspond to negative values of pm,
while the values at the right side of the plot correspond to positive values of pm.
ratio only moderately, and the results obtained with the boosted free protons lie within
the error bars of the results obtained without the application of Lorentz boosts. It appears
that the Lorentz boosted results corresponding to negative values of missing momenta
have lower values than the non-boosted results, while the Lorentz boosted results, corre-
sponding to positive values of missing momenta, have higher values than the non-boosted
results.
The larger differences between the results obtained with and without the application
of Lorentz boosts, were obtained for the G600 setup, as their corresponding missing mo-
menta had larger absolute values than the missing momenta corresponding to the L30
setup. The Lorentz boosts modified these results by 6.6% on average . The differences
between the results obtained with the boosted and the non-boosted free protons of the
L30 setup were for the events with positive values of the corresponding missing momenta
somewhat smaller, and amount to 2.5% on average . The smallest effect of the Lorentz
boosted free-protons was obtained for the results of the L30 setup, with the correspond-
ing negative values missing momenta and range from 1.4% at higher values of virtuality
to 0.2% at lower values of virtuality. This can be attributed to the particular kinematics
of the detected protons of the L30 setup, with the corresponding negative values of pm,
where the number of events with larger corresponding values of missing energy decreases
drastically with the decreasing corresponding values of pm. Virtuality is a function of
missing momentum and missing energy, where the increase in both parameters decreases
the value of virtuality, but the missing energy has a larger impact on the value of virtual-
ity as the missing momentum. The events of the L30 setup with negative corresponding
values of pm, having lower values of virtuality, thus correspond to the events with larger
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values of the corresponding missing momenta and this is why the effect of the free-proton
Lorentz boosts for them is smaller.
As the free-proton Lorentz boosts have not yet been performed for the presentation of
the results of the polarization transfer measurements, it is still a subject of debate whether
they should be applied or not. But in the kinematics of the discussed 12C(~e, e′~p)11B exper-
iment the double polarization ratios obtained with the boosted and the non-boosted free
protons are not significantly different. The boosting effect would be larger for protons
with larger absolute values of missing momenta. But the results of the existing polariza-
tion transfer measurements, which are divided by the ratio of the free-proton polarization
transfer components, do not include Lorentz boosts of the free-protons. The comparison
of the new data to such older results is thus meaningful only if no boosts are performed.
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Conclusion and Outlook
Polarization transfer measurements are a relatively new technique, used for the investiga-
tion of different nuclear effects by means of spin degrees of freedom. The first experiment
performed on composite nuclei with this still-evolving method, was carried out on 16O in
JLab in 2000, and was followed by experiments performed on 2H and 4He at MAMI and
at JLab, and on 12C at MAMI. If the results of these experiments are presented as a dou-
ble polarization transfer ratio, they exhibit a good mutual agreement, especially if plotted
as a function of virtuality. This implies that the discussed technique is suitable for the
investigation of the interactions of the atomic nucleus with the embedded nucleons. But
the experimental results obtained with the polarization transfer measurements can be un-
derstood only if compared to theoretical calculations, as there are many nuclear effects
with different strengths in different atomic nuclei that contribute to the obtained polar-
ization transfer results. As the theoretical models describing this phenomenon are still
in development, further research is needed in order to obtain robust models with reliable
predictions. But as the validity of the theoretical calculations can be verified only with
precise experimental results, new precise measurements have to be performed on various
atomic nuclei.
The polarization transfer measurement presented in this thesis is the first one ever per-
formed on 12C. The obtained results are very important because of their unprecedented
precision and their coverage of a large range of missing momentum and virtuality. Fur-
thermore, the results obtained on 12C exhibit an unexpected agreement with the results
obtained on lighter nuclei, 2H and 4He, revealing new insight about the extent of nuclear
effects present in different atomic nuclei. In addition, the results of polarization transfer
measurements obtained on 12C may be helpful in developing theoretical models for the
description of the polarization transfer and the proton knock-out from 12C. This can fur-
ther shed some light on the nuclear influences on the structure of the embedded protons.
Before the discussed 12C(~e, e′~p)11B experiment was performed, local nuclear density was
suspected to have some influence on the structure of the embedded protons [21], but the
comparison of the polarization transfer to the protons, ejected from the s1/2 and the p3/2
shells of 12C, does not indicate it at our present sensitivity and resolution. But for final
conclusions, theoretical calculations including density-dependent proton form-factors and
experimental data with more statistics, are needed.
The comparison of the polarization transfer to embedded and to free protons is crucial
for the investigation of different nuclear effects. But as embedded and free protons are
not subjected to the same kinematic conditions, free-proton polarization transfer calcu-
lation in the Lorentz boosted system of the embedded proton seem to be a good way of
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accounting for this kinematic difference. In the kinematic ranges of the existing polariza-
tion transfer results the free-proton Lorentz boosts do not play an important role, but at
higher values of missing momentum they may have a great impact on the obtained results.
Nevertheless, the application of free-proton Lorentz boosts is a new method which has not
been applied previously and is suitable for the comparison of the polarization transfer to
embedded and free protons. As such it needs further examination and investigation.
As the existing polarization transfer measurements gave promising results, new polar-
ization transfer measurements are planned for the future. As the majority of the existing
experiments were performed on light nuclei, instructive results would be obtained on
heavier nuclei, where the extent of different nuclear effects, especially FSI, could be stud-
ied. This would provide new insight in the origins of different nuclear effects. In addition,
polarization transfer measurements, performed on 40Ar, would provide new valuable in-
formation, needed for the extraction of the neutrino oscillations. As argon detectors are
used for the detection of neutrinos, argon nuclear structure is crucial for the interpretation
of the obtained results and must be precisely understood. Polarization transfer measure-
ments to 40Ar could provide precise information about the amount of different nuclear
effects in argon, which are essential for the understanding of its structure [86].
In conclusion, the polarization transfer measurements are making possible the inves-
tigation of the nuclear structure and dynamics by means of spin degrees of freedom with
unprecedented precision and huge amount of new knowledge could be obtained from their
results. This is why the experimental techniques used for the measurement of polarization
transfer in single-proton knockout from nuclei are still evolving and are promising new
exciting discoveries.
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Appendix A
Notations and conventions
A.1 The Dirac Matrices and the Metric Tensor
The Dirac matrices in the standard representation take the form
γµ = (γ0, ~γ) ; γ0 = γ0 =
1 00 1
 , ~γ =
 0 ~σ−~σ 0

where 1 is a 2 × 2 unit matrix and ~σ is a vector of the Pauli matrices,
~σ = (σx, σy, σz) ; σx =
0 11 0
 , σy =
0 −ii 0
 , σz =
1 00 −1
 .
The commutator σµν is defined as
σµν =
i
2
[
γµ, γν
] ≡ i
2
(γµγν − γνγµ) .
The metric tensor can be calculated as the anticommutator of the Dirac matrices as
gµν =
1
2
{
γµγν
} ≡ 1
2
(γµγν + γνγµ) =

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

.
A.2 Spinors
The electron and proton spinors are defined as
us(pe) =
√
Ee + me
(
χs
~σ·~pe
Ee+me
χs
)
and
Ns(pp) =
√
Ep + mp
(
χs
~σ·~pp
Ep+mp
χs
)
,
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respectively, where χs are the two-component Pauli spinors
χs=+1/2 =
(
1
0
)
, χs=−1/2 =
(
0
1
)
.
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Appendix B
Nuclear Energy Levels
Fig B.1 shows a schematic representation of the ground state and higher energy levels of
11B.
(a) Lower energy levels (b) Higher energy levels
Figure B.1: Schematic representation of the first seven energy levels (a) and first forty-
one energy levels (b) of 11B (blue horizontal lines). The column on the left represents the
value of JP of the corresponding energy state, the arrows represent different transitions,
where the darker the arrow, the higher the probability for a transition, the blue values are
the energies of the excited states and the column on the right represents the width of the
energy states [87].
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Uvod
Radovednost in želja po spoznavanju sveta, v katerem živimo, nas ženeta h iskanju os-
novnih gradnikov snovi ter njihovih medsebojnih interakcij. V pomocˇ so nam razlicˇni
fizikalni eksperimenti, najvecˇji napredek pa je bil dosežen z razvojem pospeševalnikov
delcev in visoko locˇljivih detektorskih sistemov, ki nam omogocˇajo raziskovanje sveta
na najmanjših možnih skalah, ter z razvojem fizikalnih teorij, s katerimi skušamo opisati
dogajanje na tem podrocˇju.
Kljub velikemu napredku, ki sta mu bila podvržena jedrska fizika in fizika osnovnih
delcev v zadnjih desetletjih, pa ostaja na teh podrocˇjih še veliko neodgovorjenih vprašanj.
Nekatera izmed njih zadevajo tudi proton, ki je eden izmed treh osnovnih gradnikov sveta,
kot ga vidimo, ter jedro najpogostejšega elementa v vesolju, vodika. Kljub temu, da je
bilo na protonu izvedenih najvecˇ raziskav izmed vsemi hadroni, ostaja o njegovi notranji
strukturi in vplivih nanjo še veliko neznanega.
Protoni vezani v atomskih jedrih so podvrženi drugacˇnim fizikalnim vplivom kot
prosti protoni. Da bi odkrili, kako atomsko jedro vpliva na njihovo notranjo strukturo, iz-
vajamo meritve prenosa polarizacije v procesih A(~e, e′~p)A−1, kjer se v sipalnih reakcijah
polarizacija prenese iz vpadnih polariziranih elektronov na izbite tarcˇne protone. Prenos
polarizacije je med drugim odvisen tudi od notranje strukture protona, ki jo opišemo z
elektricˇnim in magnetnim oblikovnim faktorjem protona, ter od razlicˇnih jedrskih po-
javov kot so interakcije v koncˇnem stanju (FSI, ang. final state interractions), izmenjava
mezonskih tokov (MEC, ang. meson exchange currents), izobarni popravki (IC, ang.
isobaric corrections) in drugi. Tako lahko s primerjavo prenesene polarizacije na proste
protone in protone vezane v razlicˇnih atomskih jedrih pridobimo informacijo o jedrskem
vplivu na notranjo strukturo protonov ter o razlicˇnih jedrskih pojavih, ki imajo v razlicˇnih
jedrih razlicˇen vpliv.
Meritve prenosa polarizacije so bile predlagane že leta 1968 [4,6], a so z njimi zaradi
neustrezne eksperimentalne opreme in nezmožnosti proizvodnje visoko polariziranih elek-
tronskih snopov zacˇeli pridobivati uporabne rezultate šele v devetdesetih letih dvajsetega
stoletja [4]. Doslej so bile poleg na prostih protonih meritve prenosa polarizacije izvedene
še na protonih vezanih v 2H, 4He in 16O. Danes izvajajo meritve prenosa polarizacije v
pospeševalnikih delcev Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI), ki je del Instituta za jedrsko fiziko
Univerze Johannesa Gutenberga v Mainzu, v Nemcˇiji ter Continuous Electron Beam Ac-
celerator Facility (CEBAF) v centru Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) v Virginiji, v ZDA.
Primerjava teoreticˇnih izracˇunov z rezultati razlicˇnih eksperimentov izvedenih na 4He
je pokazala, da se izracˇuni, pri katerih so upoštevane spremembe oblikovnih faktorjev
protona zaradi jedrskih vplivov, bolje ujemajo z eksperimentalnimi rezultati, kot izracˇuni,
pri katerih jedrski vplivi na oblikovne faktorje protona niso upoštevani [22,26,27]. Poleg
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tega izracˇuni narejeni za 12C s teoreticˇnim modelom RMSGA napovedujejo, da je pri Q2 =
0.4 (GeV/c)2 efektivna jedrska gostota za protone v s1/2 lupini dvakrat vecˇja od efektivne
jedrske gostote za protone v p3/2 lupini [54, 55]. Modela CQS [56, 57] in QMC [58, 59]
pa napovedujeta do 3% razliko v elektricˇnih in magnetnih oblikovnih faktorjih protonov
vezanih v s1/2 in p3/2 lupinah 12C zaradi razlicˇnih efektivnih jedrskih gostot. Rezultati
meritev prenosa polarizacije izvedenih na 12C bi tako lahko pripomogli k razjasnitvi vpliva
jedrske gostote na oblikovne faktorjee vezanih protonov.
Cilj moje doktorske raziskave je bil izvedba prve meritve prenosa polarizacije na pro-
tone vezane v 12C ter obdelava zajetih podatkov. V tem delu so predstavljeni teoreticˇno
ozadje, eksperimenta postavitev, analiza podatkov ter rezultati meritve prenešene polar-
izacije v procesu 12C(~e, e′~p)11B. Poleg tega so eksperimentalni rezultati primerjani tako
s teoreticˇnimi napovedmi, kot tudi z rezultati meritev prenosa polarizacije izvedenimi na
drugih atomskih jedrih.
Fizikalno ozadje
Proces, pri katerem iz atomskega jedra z elektronskim sipanjem izbijemo proton, lahko v
Bornovem približku opišemo kot izmenjavo fotona med elektronom in izbitim protonom.
Energijska bilanca takšnega procesa je
EA + ω = EA−1 + E′p ,
kjer sta EA in EA−1 energiji zacˇetnega in koncˇnega jedra, ω = Ee − E′e je energija fo-
tona, definirana kot razlika med energijama vpadnega in sipanega elektrona, E′p pa je
energija izbitega protona. Vendar ker se del energije fotona porabi za locˇitev protona od
preostalega jedra, del pa za morebitno vzbuditev preostalega jedra, nam v vsoti energij
delcev po trku manjka del energije, ki jo zato imenujemo manjkajocˇa energija.
Podobno lahko za obravnavani proces zapišemo tudi bilanco gibalnih kolicˇin,
~pA + ~q = ~pA−1 + ~pp′ ,
kjer sta ~pA in ~pA−1 gibalni kolicˇini jedra pred in po izbitju protona, ~q = ~pe − ~pe′ je
gibalna kolicˇina fotona in jo izracˇunamo kot razliko med gibalnima kolicˇinama vpadnega
in sipanega elektrona, ~pp′ pa je gibalna kolicˇina izbitega protona. Ker jedra po izbitju
protona obicˇajno ne zaznamo, nam ta gibalna kolicˇina manjka v bilanci gibalnih kolicˇin,
zaradi cˇesar jo imenujemo tudi manjkajocˇa gibalna kolicˇina in jo, ob predpostavki da je
zacˇetno jedro v tarcˇi mirovalo, definiramo kot
~pm = ~pA−1 = ~q − ~pp′ .
Diferencialni sipalni presek elektronov na tarcˇnih protonih, integriran po koncˇnih
gibalnih kolicˇinah delcev, lahko zapišemo kot
dσ
dΩe
=
|M|2
64pi2
(
E′e
Ee
)2 1
m2p
,
kjer je mp = 938.3 MeV/c2 masa protona, |M|2 pa je kvadrat absolutne vrednosti ma-
tricˇnega elementa, definiran kot
|M|2 = e
4
Q4
LµνWµν .
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V zgornji enacˇbi je Q2 = −(pe − p′e)2 negativen kvadrat razlike cˇetvercev gibalnih kolicˇin
vpadnega in sipanega elektrona, Lµν in Wµν pa sta tenzorja leptonskega ter hadronskega
elektromagnetnega toka. Slednja sta odvisna od cˇetvercev gibalnih kolicˇin vpadnega in
sipanega elektrona, tenzor hadronskega toka pa je odvisen še od elektricˇnega in magnet-
nega oblikovnega faktorja protona. V primeru, ko polariziran elektron iz atomskega jedra
izbije proton, sta tenzorja odvisna še od smeri polarizacije elektrona oz. protona. Tenzor
leptonskega toka, seštet po polarizacijah koncˇnih elektronov, ter tenzor hadronskega toka
lahko zapišemo kot vsoti tenzorjev, ki opisujeta nepolarizirani ter polarizirani del tokov,
Ltotµν = Lµν + L
pol
µν
ter
W totµν = Wµν + W
pol
µν .
Tenzor W totµν izracˇunamo posebej za vsako od smeri koordinatnega sistema, v katerem
podajamo polarizacijo protona: za vzdolžno smer, zˆ ‖ ~q, za navpicˇno smer, yˆ ‖ ~q × ~pe′ ter
za precˇno smer, xˆ ‖ yˆ × ~z. Iz produkta tenzorjev leptonskega in hadronskega toka, ki ga
potrebujemo za izracˇun |M|2, dobimo tri nenicˇelne cˇlene [16]:
WµνtotL
tot
µν = W
µνLµν + W
µν
polLµν + W
µν
polL
pol
µν
= WµνLµν
(
1 + P + hPeP′
)
.
Cˇlena
P =
WµνpolLµν
WµνLµν
in
hPeP′ =
WµνpolL
pol
µν
WµνLµν
predstavljata inducirano polarizacijo protona ter prenos polarizacije na proton v eni od
smeri zgoraj omenjenega koordinatnega sistema. Prenos polarizacije je odvisen od vi-
jacˇnosti elektrona,
h =
~s · ~pe
|~s||~pe| = ±1 ,
kjer je ~s spin elektrona, ter od polarizacije elektronskega snopa,
Pe =
∣∣∣∣∣∣N(h=+1) − N(h=−1)N(h=+1) + N(h=−1)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
kjer je N(h=±1) število elektronov s pozitivno oz. negativno vijacˇnostjo. Ko izracˇunamo
inducirano in preneseno polarizacijo protonov v vseh treh smereh koordinatnega sistema,
dobimo vektorja inducirane polarizacije protona, ~P = (Px, Py, Pz), ter prenesene polar-
izacije na proton, ~P′ = (P′x, P
′
y, P
′
z). Celotna polarizacija protona je tako
~Π = ~P + hPe~P′ .
Px in Pz sta razlicˇna od nicˇ le v primeru, ko je bil proton izbit iz atomskega jedra, saj so za
njun obstoj odgovorne FSI. Py and P′y sta pri sipanju polariziranih elektronov na prostih
protonih ravno tako nicˇelna, povzrocˇijo pa jih lahko FSI ali izmenjava vecˇ fotonov med
elektronom in protonom. [16–18].
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Precˇno ter vzdolžno komponento prenesene polarizacije na prost proton lahko v labo-
ratorijskem sistemu izrazimo kot
hPeP′x = −2
√
τ(1 + τ)GE(Q2)GM(Q2) tan
(
θe
2
)
/I0 (7.1)
ter
hPeP′z =
Ee + E′e
mp
√
τ(1 + τ)G2M(Q
2) tan2
(
θe
2
)
/I0 , (7.2)
kjer je τ = Q2/(4m2p), GE(Q
2) in GM(Q2) sta elektricˇni in magnetni oblikovni faktor
protona in sta funkciji Q2, θe je sipalni kot elektrona ter I0 = G2E + (τ/)G
2
M, kjer je
 = [1 + 2(1 + τ) tan2(θe/2)]−1 [13]. Tako lahko z meritvami prenosa polarizacije dobimo
GE(Q2) in GM(Q2), ki nosita informacijo o porazdelitvi naboja in magnetizacije znotraj
protona.
Prenos polarizacije velikokrat predstavimo z razmerjem med precˇno in vzdolžno kom-
ponento prenesene polarizacije, saj se na ta nacˇin znebimo nekaterih sistematicˇnih napak,
kot je npr. polarizacija elektronskega snopa. Za prosti proton lahko omenjeno razmerje
izracˇunamo kot
P′x
P′z
= − 2mp
(Ee + E′e) tan
(
θe
2
) GE(Q2)
GM(Q2)
in je sorazmerno z razmerjem elektricˇnega in magnetnega oblikovnega faktorja protona.
Eksperimentalna postavitev
Meritev prenosa polarizacije na protone izbite iz 12C, ki jo obravnavam v tem delu, je
bila izvedena med 12. februarjem in 1. marcem 2015 v pospeševalniku delcev MAMI v
Mainzu, v Nemcˇiji.
V pospeševalniku delcev MAMI je vir elektronov GaAs kristal, od koder elektrone
izbija polarizirana laserska svetloba. Zvezen žarek polariziranih elektronov, katerega vi-
jacˇnost se je spreminjala s frekvenco 1 Hz, je bil speljan preko linearnega pospeševalnika
ter treh mikrotronov, kjer elektroni pridobivajo vse vecˇjo energijo, v eksperimentalno halo
kolaboracije A1, kjer je bil izveden obravnavani eksperiment. Ob prihodu v eksperimen-
talno halo elektronski žarek najprej precˇka Möllerjev polarimeter, ki služi za merjenje
polarizacije elektronskega snopa, za tem pa žarek zadene tarcˇo, kjer potekajo sipalne
reakcije. V obravnavanem eksperimentu je bila tarcˇa sestavljena iz treh grafitnih plošcˇic,
ki so bile zaradi zmanjšanja interakcij z izbitimi protoni zasukane za 40◦.
Sipani elektroni in iz 12C izbiti potoni so bili v koincidenci detektirani z magnet-
nima spektrometroma C (SpekC) in A (SpekA) (slednji je prikazan na sliki 7.2). Oba
spektrometra sta si precej podobna in sestojita iz magnetnega in detektorskega sistema.
Magnetni sistem vsakega spektrometra sestavljajo kvadrupolni, sekstupolni in dva dipolna
magneta. Ob preletu magnetnih polij spektrometrov spini nabitih delcev precesirajo, samo
nabiti delci z dolocˇenimi gibalnimi kolicˇinami pa dosežejo gorišcˇno ravnino spektrome-
tra, kjer se nahaja detektorski sistem. Detektorska sistema obeh spektrometrov sestavljajo
par vertikalnih potovalnih komor (VDC, ang. vertical drift chamber) ter par ravnin scinti-
lacijskih detektorjev. Detektorja VDC služita za detekcijo vpadne tocˇke delca v gorišcˇno
ravnino, ki je odvisna od njegove gibalne kolicˇine, ter za rekonstrukcijo njegove smeri
preleta. Prva ravnina scintilacijskih detektorjev se uprablja za meritve odložene energije
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Slika 7.2: Stranski prerez SpekA z oznacˇeno referencˇno trajektorijo. Spektrometer sestoji
iz kvadrupolnega, sekstupolnega in dveh dipolnih magnetov ter iz detektorskega sistema,
ki se nahaja v gorišcˇni ravnini. Detektorski sistem sestavljajo par detektorjev VDC, par
ravnin scintilacijskih detektorjev ter FPP, ki sestoji iz ogljikovega sipalca in para detek-
torjev HDC. Oznacˇeni so tudi koordinatni sistemi na dnu spektrometra ob vhodu vanj, v
gorišcˇni ravnini ter koordinatni sistem detektorjev VDC. Prirejeno iz [72].
med preletom nabitih delcev, druga scintilacijska ravnina pa se uporablja za cˇasovne mer-
itve.
SpekC, v katerem so bili detektirani sipani elektroni, je imel poleg omenjenih de-
tektorjev še detektor Cˇerenkovega sevanja, napolnjen s Freonom, kjer sprožijo signal le
delci, ki se v njem gibljejo hitreje od svetlobe. Ker so imeli v obravnavanem eksperi-
mentu dovolj energije za sprožitev signala v detektorju Cˇerenkovega sevanja le elektroni,
smo z izkljucˇitvijo vseh zabeleženih dogodkov, ki jih detektor Cˇerenkovega sevanja ni
zaznal, izkljucˇimo velik delež lažnih dogodkov, ki so jih sprožili drugi delci ali nakljucˇne
koincidence.
SpekA, v katerem so bili detektirani izbiti protoni, pa je imel poleg para detektorjev
VDC in para ravnin scintilacijskih detektorjev še polarimeter v gorišcˇni ravnini (FPP, ang.
focal plane polarimeter), ki sestoji iz ogljikovega sipalca in para horizontalnih potovalnih
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komor (HDC, ang. horizontal drift chambers). Protoni so se tako po preletu prvih dveh
parov detektorjev sipali v ogljikovem sipalcu, s parom detektorjev HDC pa smo zabeležili
njihovo vpadno tocˇko ter smer preleta. Iz podatkov pridobljenih z detektorjema VDC ter
HDC smo rekonstruirali sipalni kot protonov v ogljikovem sipalcu, od koder smo dolocˇili
njihovo polarizacijo. Polarizirani protoni se namrecˇ v ogljikovem sipalcu zaradi mocˇne
interakcije z ogljikovimi jedri asimetricˇno sipljejo, kotna porazdelitev sipanih protonov
pa je odvisna od njihove polarizacije.
Meritev prenosa polarizacije na protone vezane v 12C je bila izvedena pri dveh ekspe-
rimentalnih postavitvah imenovanih L30 in G600. V obeh primerih je bila energija vpad-
nih elektronov 600 MeV, magnetni spektrometri pa so bili zasukani za razlicˇne kote okrog
tarcˇe. Zaradi tega so bili kinematicˇni parametri obeh postavitev razlicˇni, poudariti pa
velja vrednosti negativnega kvadrata prenesene gibalne kolicˇine, ki je znašal Q2(L30) =
0.4 (GeV/c)2 ter Q2(G600) = 0.18 (GeV/c)2.
Obdelava eksperimentalnih podatkov
Kalibracija detektorjev
Za pridobitev cˇim natancˇnejših vrednosti v eksperimentu izmerjenih kolicˇin je bilo potreb-
no vse uporabljene detektorje skalibrirati. Kalibracija scintilacijskih detektorjev je zaje-
mala uskladitev cˇasov detektiranja koincidencˇnih dogodkov, manjši popravek h cˇasom
detekcije pa je bil opravljen še z upoštevanjem, da mocˇnejši signali prej sprožijo meritev
kot šibkejši signali.
Ko nabit delec prepotuje komoro VDC, v njej sproži plaz elektronov, ki jih elektricˇno
polje znotraj komore privede h najbližji signalni žici. Kalibracijia vertikalnih potovalnih
komor je za zacˇetek zajemala izkljucˇitev nedelujocˇih signalnih žic. Drugi del kalibracije
pa je zajemal dolocˇitev najkrajših potovalnih cˇasov elektronov iz sproženih plazov do
signalnih žic, saj ti ustrezajo nabitim delcem, ki so komoro VDC preleteli tik ob sig-
nalnih žicah. Poleg tega je bilo potrebno dolocˇiti tudi hitrosti elektronov iz sproženih
plazov. Tako najkrajši potovalni cˇasi kot tudi hitrosti elektronskih plazov so kljucˇni za
rekonstrukcijo poti nabitih delcev, ki precˇkajo vertikale potovalne komore.
Komore HDC so sestavljene iz signalnih žic, ki zaznajo signal sproženih elektronskih
plazov, podobno kot se to zgodi v komorah VDC, in potencialnih žic, ki oblikujejo elek-
tricˇno polje znotraj komore. Kalibracija horizontalnih potovalnih komor je ravno tako
kot kalibracija vertikalnih potovalnih komor za zacˇetek zajemala izkljucˇitev nedelujocˇih
signalnih žic. Naslednji korak kalibracije pa je bila dolocˇitev, na kateri strani signalne
žice je detektirani nabiti delec preletel komoro. Poleg tega je bilo tudi pri komorah HDC
potrebno dolocˇiti najkrajše potovalne cˇase sproženih elektronskih plazov do signalnih žic,
saj te plazove sprožijo nabiti delci, ki komore preletijo tik ob signalnih žicah, natancˇnost
njihove dolocˇitve pa igra kljucˇno vlogo pri natancˇnosti rekonstrukcije poti nabitih delcev
skozi komore.
V detektor Cˇerenkovega sevanja je vgrajenih dvanajst fotopomnoževalk, v katerih se-
vanje Cˇerenkova sproži signal, a ga pri vsakem dogodku zabeleži le nekaj izmed njih. Sig-
nalom vseh fotopomnoževalk, tako tistih, ki so zabeležile dogodek, kot tudi tistih, ki niso
zabeležile dogodka, priredi ADC (ang. analog-to-digital converter) numericˇno vrednost.
Vrednost, ki jo ADC vrne za fotopomnoževalke, ki niso zabeležile signala, bi morala biti
konstantna, vendar se zaradi šuma rahlo spreminja. Kalibracija detektorja Cˇerenkovega
sevanja je zajemala dolocˇitev, katere vrnjene vrednosti ADC ustrezajo signalom, ki jih je
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sprožilo sevanje cˇerenkova, in katere vrednosti ustrezajo nezabeleženim signalom.
Rezi podatkov
Ko so bili detektorji skalibrirani, je bilo potrebno iz zajetih podatkov izkljucˇiti vse do-
godke, iz katerih dolocˇitev prenešene polarizacije na protone ni mogocˇa.
Z rezom v histogramu koincidencˇnih cˇasov smo izkljucˇili vse dogodke zabeležene v
cˇasovnem razmiku vecˇjem od 5 ns, saj obstaja je velika verjetnost, da so takšne dogodke
sprožile nakljucˇne koincidence. Z rezi v vertikalnih in horizontalnih potovalnih komorah
so bili izkljucˇeni vsi zabeleženi nabiti delci, ki jim ni mogocˇe natancˇno rekonstruirati
trajektorij. V nadaljnjo obravnavo so bili vkljucˇeni le delci, ki so sprožili nedvoumen
signal v detektorju Cˇerenkovega sevanja, saj lahko z veliko verjetnostjo trdimo, da so to
elektroni, ki izhajajo iz sipalne reakcije, ki jo preucˇujemo. Najvecˇ zabeleženih dogod-
kov pa je bilo iz nadaljnje obravnave izkljucˇenih z rezoma na vzdolžni koordinati sipanja
protonov ter na njihovem polarnem sipalnem kotu v FPP. Z rezom na vzdolžni koordinati
sipanja smo izkljucˇili veliko vecˇino protonov, ki so se sipali v komorah HDC in spre-
jeli le tiste, ki so se sipali na ogljikovem sipalcu. Z rezom na polarnem sipalnem kotu
protonov pa smo izkljucˇili protone, katerih sipalni kot znaša manj kot 8◦ in vecˇ kot 45◦.
Velika vecˇina protonov, ki se sipljejo v polarne kote manjše od 8◦, se namrecˇ siplje zaradi
elektromagnetne interakcije, v procesih mocˇne interakcije pa se v vecˇini primerov poti
protonov odklonijo za vecˇ kot 8◦. Rez na polarne sipalne kote vecˇje od 45◦ pa je bil nare-
jen, ker za tovrstne dogodke ne poznamo natancˇne vrednosti analizne mocˇi ogljika, ki jo
potrebujemo za izracˇun polarizacij.
Poleg rezov na izmerjenih kolicˇinah so bili opravljeni tudi rezi na rekonstruiranih
kolicˇinah. Ko detektorski sistem spektrometra zabeleži delec, se rekonstruira njegova
pot od gorišcˇne ravnine, kjer je bil delec detektiran, skozi magnetna polja spektrometra,
do tarcˇe, od koder je delec priletel. Z rezi na rekonstruirani tarcˇni koordinati z, rekon-
struiranih tarcˇnih kotih in rekonstruirani tarcˇni gibalni kolicˇini so bili izkljucˇeni dogodki,
katerih trajektorij ni mogocˇe pravilno rekonstruirati. Za konec je bil narejen še rez na his-
togramu manjkajocˇi energiji. S tem rezom so bili izkljucˇeni dogodki, katerih energijska
bilanca nakazuje, da so bodisi lažni, bodisi slabo izmerjeni.
Dolocˇitev polarizacije protonov
Polarizacijo protonov smo dolocˇili z metodo najvecˇjega verjetja, s katero lahko dolocˇimo
najverjetnejše parametre neke porazdelitve [84]. Polarizirani protoni se na ogljikovem
sipalcu v FPP asimetricˇno sipljejo, kakor prikazuje slika 7.3, sipalni presek pa lahko za-
pišemo kot
σ = σ0(Θs,Tp)
[
1 + hPeAC(Θs,Tp)
(
PFPy cos Φs − PFPx sin Φs
)]
,
kjer je σ0 sipalni presek nepolariziranih protonov, Θs je od spina odvisen polarni sipalni
kot protonov, Tp je kineticˇna energija vpadnih protonov, Pe je polarizacija elektronskega
snopa, AC(Θs,Tp) je analizna mocˇ ogljika, PFPx in P
FP
y sta x in y komponenti prenesene
polarizacije na protone podane v koordinatnem sistemu gorišcˇne ravnine spektrometra,
Φs pa je od spina odvisen azimutalni sipalni kot protonov [73]. Verjetnost, da ima proton,
ki se je sipal v ogljikovem sipalcu neko polarizacijo, lahko dobimo s pi(~PFP
∣∣∣AC,Φs) =
σ/σ0(Θs,Tp) in izrazimo kot
pi
(
~PFP
∣∣∣AC,Φs) = [1 + hPeAC(Θs,i, Ep,i)(PFPy cos Φs,i − PFPx sin Φs,i)] .
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Slika 7.3: Azimutalna asimetrija sipanja polariziranih protonov na ogljikovem sipalcu v
FPP. ~pin in ~pout oznacˇujeta gibalni kolicˇini vpadnih in sipanih protonon, Θs in Φs oznacˇu-
jeta polarni in azimutalni sipalni kot protonov, ~PFP je vektor polarizacije protonov, PFPx
in PFPy sta komponenti polarizacije v gorišcˇni ravnini spektrometra, P
FP
z pa komponenta
polarizacije v pravokotni smeri glede na na gorišcˇno ravnino. Prirejeno po [72].
Tako lahko definiramo funkcijo najvecˇjega verjetja,
L
(
PFPx , P
FP
y
)
=
N∏
i=1
pi
(
~PFP
∣∣∣AC,i,Φs,i) ,
ki izraža verjetnost, da ima vseh N obravnavanih protonov polarizacijo ~PFP. Zaradi
poenostavitve prihajajocˇih matematicˇnih operacij funkcijo najvecˇjega verjetja logaritmi-
ramo in jo negativno predznacˇimo, saj je logaritem monotona funkcija, za dolocˇitev na-
jverjetnejše polarizacije protonov pa bomo potrebovali le minimum funkcije najvecˇjega
verjetja:
`
(
PFPx , P
FP
y
)
= − lnL
(
PFPx , P
FP
y
)
= −
N∑
i=1
ln pi
(
~PFP
∣∣∣AC,i,Φs,i) .
Ker želimo poiskati prenos polarizacije na protone, ko so bili izbiti iz 12C v tarcˇi, izražen
v laboratorijskem (LAB) sistemu, moramo poiskati zvezo med vektorjema polarizacije
v gorišcˇni ravnini spektrometra, ~PFP = (PFPx , P
FP
y , P
FP
z ) ter v tarcˇi, ~P
′ = (P′x, P
′
y, P
′
z). To
naredimo za vsakega od obravnavanih protonov posebej, saj je vsak proton potoval po
drugacˇni trajektoriji po spektrometru. Zvezo med polarizacijama poišcˇemo tako, da tarcˇni
koordinatni sistem sprva zasukamo v koordinatni sistem SpekA na njegovem vhodu, ga
rotiramo v magnetnih poljih spektrometra, kakor je tu precesiral spin posameznega pro-
tona, ter ga izrazimo v koordinatnem sistemu gorišcˇne ravnine. Tako lahko z matriko
vseh omenjenih rotacij, R, podamo zvezo med vektorjema polarizacije protona v gorišcˇni
ravnini spektrometra in v tarcˇi,
~PFP = R~P′ .
Cˇe slednjo zvezo vstavimo v negativni logaritem funkcije najvecˇjega verjetja dobimo
`
(
~P′
)
= −
N∑
i=1
ln
[
1 + hPeAC(Θs,i, Ep,i)
((~Ry · ~P′) cos Φs,i − (~Rx · ~P′) sin Φs,i)] , (7.3)
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kjer sta ~Rx in ~Ry prva in druga vrstica matrike R. Za pridobitev najverjetnejše polarizacije
prenesene na protone izražene v LAB sistemu moramo le še poiskati minimum funkcije
iz enacˇbe (7.3).
Kovariancˇna matrika komponent prenesene polarizacije je definirana kot
σ2i j =
[
∂2`
∂i∂ j ~P′
]−1
,
kjer sta i, j ∈ {x, y, z}. Ker so v obravnavanem primeru njeni izven-diagonalni elementi de-
setkrat manjši od diagonalnih, lahko ocenimo absolutno vrednost statisticˇne napake vsake
komponente prenesene polarizacije kot kvadratni koren pripadajocˇega diagonalnega ele-
menta kovariancˇne matrike,
δP′i =
√
σ2ii .
Popravek polarizacijskih komponent zaradi gibanja vezanih protonov
Prenos polarizacije iz elektronov na vezane protone se zgodi, ko se slednji gibljejo v
atomskih jedrih z neko gibalno kolicˇino. Enacˇbi (7.1) in (7.2) pa podajata precˇno in
vzdolžno komponento prenesene polarizacije na prost proton, ko ta miruje. Ko primer-
jamo polarizacijo preneseno na vezane protone s polarizacijo preneseno na proste protone
tako primerjamo polarizaciji, ki sta bili preneseni na protone, podvržene razlicˇnim kine-
maticˇnim okolišcˇinam. Da bi raziskali, kako slednje vpliva na dobljene rezultate, smo
polarizacijo, preneseno na prosti proton, izracˇunali v mirovnem sistemu vezanega pro-
tona ter jo z Lorentzovo transformacijo pretvorili v LAB sistem.
V Bornovem približku ravnega vala (PWBA, ang. plane wave Born approximation),
kjer foton interagira z le enim vezanim protonom, proton pa ob izbitju ne interagira s pre-
ostalim jedrom, velja naslednja zveza med gibalno kolicˇino vezanega protona v trenutku
pred interakcijo s fotonom ter manjkajocˇo gibalno kolicˇino: ~pp = −~pm. Tako lahko v prib-
ližku PWBA energijo in gibalno kolicˇino vpadnega elektrona z Lorentzovo transformacijo
pretvorimo iz LAB sistema v mirovni sistem vezanega protona:
EB = γ
(
E − ~βc · ~p
)
,
~pB = ~p +
γ2
γ + 1
(
~β · ~p
)
~β − γE~β
c
,
kjer sta EB in ~pB Lorentzovo transformirani energija in gibalna kolicˇina vpadnega elek-
trona, E in ~p sta energija in gibalno kolicˇina vpadnega elektrona v LAB sistemu, ~vp je
hitrost vezanega protona ter ~β = ~vp/c. Na enak nacˇin lahko pretvorimo tudi energijo in
gibalno kolicˇino sipanega elektrona v iz LAB sistema v mirovni sistem vezanega protona.
S transformiranimi energijami in gibalnimi kolicˇinami vpadnega in sipanega elektrona
lahko z enacˇbama (7.1) in (7.2) izracˇunamo vektor prenesene polarizacije na prosti proton
izražen v mirovnem sistemu vezanega protona, ~P′B = (P
′
x,B, 0, P
′
z,B).
Na koncu moramo vektor prenesene polarizacije na prosti proton pretvoriti z inverzno
Lorentzovo transformacijo iz mirovnega sistema vezanega protona, kjer je bil izracˇunan,
v LAB sistem [85],
~P′ = ~P′B +
γ2
γ + 1
(~β · ~P′B)~β .
S tem smo želeli dosecˇi, da je polarizacija tako na vezane, kot tudi na proste protone
prenešena, ko se protona nahajata v enakih kinematicˇnih okolišcˇinah.
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Eksperimentalne napake
Rezultate meritev lahko interpretiramo le, cˇe so opremljeni z mersko napako, saj slednja
dolocˇa natancˇnost, s katero so rezultati podani. Eden izmed virov napak v predstavljenih
rezultatih so rezi v podatkih. Relativna napaka razmerja precˇne in vzdolžne komponente
prenesene polarizacije na izbite protone, ki je bila narejena z rezom na i-ti kolicˇini, je bila
v j-tem stolpcu virtualnosti ocenjena kot
δRi, j =
|Roi, j − Rti, j|
Roi, j
,
kjer sta Roi, j in R
t
i, j razmerji komponent prenesene polarizacije izracˇunani z ožjim rezom, ki
je izkljucˇil vecˇje število podatkov, ter širšim rezom, ki je izkljucˇil manjše število podatkov.
Napaka, ki je v j-tem stolpcu nastala zaradi vseh rezov v podtkih, je bila izracˇunana kot
δR j =
√
M∑
i
(δRi, j)2 ,
kjer je M število vseh narejenih rezov, in znaša v povprecˇju manj kot 4.2% razmerja
polarizacijekih komponent.
Naslednji vir napak v rezultatih meritev so rekonstrukcija precesije spinov protonov
v magnetnih poljih spektrometra, koncˇna locˇljivost detektorskih sistemov in napaka v
rekonstrukciji poti delcev skozi spektrometre. Slednji vplivata na natancˇnost rekonstruk-
cije tarcˇnih parametrov, sipalnih kotov protonov v FPP in izracˇunane analizne mocˇi ogljika.
Negotovost rezultatov zaradi omenjenih virov napak je bila ocenjena z izracˇunom razmerja
precˇne in vzdolžne komponente prenesene polarizacije z nakljucˇnimi modifikacijami tar-
cˇnih parametrov, sipalnih kotov protonov v FPP ter analizne mocˇi ogljika v skladu z
Gaussovo porazdelitvijo, vrednosti standardnih deviacij pa so bile nedolocˇenosti vsakega
izmed naštetih parametrov. Relativna napaka polarizacijskega razmerja zaradi teh virov
napak je bila ocenjena na 5%.
Absolutne vrednosti statisticˇnih napak posameznih komponent prenesene polarizacije
so bile ocenjene kot kvadratni koren pripadajocˇega diagonalnega elementa kovariancˇne
matrike komponent prenesene polarizacije. S tako pridobljenimi absolutnimi vrednostmi
statisticˇnih napak so bile relativne vrednosti napak razmerja polarizacijskih komponent
ocenjene med 2.7% ter 10.3% in so prikazane v naslednjem poglavju kot napake eksperi-
mentalnih rezultatov na na grafih.
Rezultati meritev
Precˇna in vzdolžna komponenta v procesu 12C(~e, e′~p)11B prenesene polarizacije na pro-
tone sta za zacˇetek prikazani z rezultati razlicˇnih teoreticˇnih izracˇunov narejenih v prib-
ližkih RPWIA (ang. relativistic plane wave impulse approximation), DWIA (ang. dis-
torted wave impulse approximation) in RDWIA (ang. relativistic distorted wave impulse
approximation). V izracˇunih so bili uporabljeni opticˇni potencial v anglešcˇini imenovan
Energy-Dependent and Atomic-Number-Independent (EDAI) optical potential ter dve ra-
zlicˇni valovni funkciji vezanih protonov oznacˇeni z wf1 in wf2. Teoreticˇni izracˇuni so
bili sicer narejeni še z dvema drugima opticˇnima potencialoma, vendar so rezultati zelo
podobni rezultatom, pridobljenim z opticˇnim potencialon EDAI in zato niso prikazani.
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Posebej so prikazani rezultati za protone izbite iz lupin p3/2 in s1/2 ogljikovega jedra, ki
so bili iz podatkov izlušcˇeni z rezi na histogramu manjkajocˇe energije. Spodnji rezultati
so prikazani v odvisnosti od magnitude manjkajocˇe gibalne kolicˇine, pm, pomnožene z
ustreznim predznakom. Negativne vrednosti pm ustrezajo dogodkom, pri katerih znaša
kot med vektorjema manjkajocˇe gibalne kolicˇine in gibalne kolicˇine fotona vecˇ kot 90◦,
pozitivne vrednosti pm pa ustrezajo dogodkom, pri katerih znaša omenjeni kot manj kot
90◦.
Slika 7.4 prikazuje eksperimentalno in teoreticˇno pridobljeno precˇno komponento pre-
nesene polarizacije na protone izbite iz 12C. Eksperimentalni rezultati pridobljeni na
(a) Postavitev L30, lupina p3/2 (b) Postavitev G600, lupina p3/2
(c) Postavitev L30, lupina s1/2
Slika 7.4: Precˇna komponenta prenesene polarizacije na protone izbite iz 12C v odvisnosti
od manjkajocˇe gibalne kolicˇine. (a): rezultati pridobljeni na protonih iz lupine p3/2 pri
eksperimentalni postavitvi L30. (b): rezultati pridobljeni na protonih iz lupine p3/2 pri
eksperimentalni postavitvi G600. (c): rezultati pridobljeni na protonih iz lupine s1/2 pri
eksperimentalni postavitvi L30. Prikazani teoreticˇni modeli ter uporabljen opticˇni poten-
cial in valovne funkcije vezanih protonov so oznacˇeni v legendah. Teoreticˇne izracˇune je
prispevala prof. dr. Carlotta Giusti [49].
protonih iz lupine p3/2 pri postavitvi L30, prikazani na sliki 7.4a, so precej razmetani
in ležijo na in med teoreticˇnimi krivuljami. Tudi precˇna komponenta prenesene polar-
izacije na protone iz lupine p3/2 pri postavitvi G600, prikazana na sliki 7.4b, se nahaja
med teoreticˇnimi krivuljami, vendar se najbolje ujema z izracˇuni pridobljenimi s prib-
ližkom RDWIA in valovno funkcijo wf2. Rezultati meritev pridobljeni na protonih iz
lupine s1/2 pri postavitvi L30, prikazani na sliki 7.4c, imajo pri negativnih vrednostih pm
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v vecˇini primerov nekoliko nižje vrednosti od rezultatov teoreticˇnih izracˇunov, medtem
ko se pri pozitivnih vrednostih pm najbolje ujemajo z rezultati izracˇunov pridobljenimi s
približkom PWIA.
Slika 7.5 prikazuje eksperimentalno in teoreticˇno pridobljeno vzdolžno komponento
prenesene polarizacije na protone izbite iz 12C. Na sliki 7.5a se na negativnem delu
(a) L30 setup, p3/2 shell (b) G600 setup, p3/2 shell
(c) L30 setup, s1/2 shell
Slika 7.5: Grafi prikazujejo enako kot grafi na sliki 7.4, le da je tu prikazana vzdolžna
komponenta prenesene polarizacije.
abscisne polosi eksperimentalni rezultati, pridobljeni na protonih izbitih iz lupine p3/2
v postavitvi L30, pri višjih vrednostih pm najbolje ujemajo s teoreticˇnimi rezultati pri-
dobljenimi s približkom DWIA, medtem ko se pri nižjih vrednostih pm rezultati meritev
bolje ujemajo z izracˇuni pridobljenimi s približkom RDWIA in wf2. Na pozitivnem
delu abscisne polosi pa imajo vsi eksperimentalno pridobljeni rezultati nižje vrednosti od
rezultatov teoreticˇnih izracˇunov. Vzdolžna komponenta prenesene polarizacije na protone
izbite iz lupine p3/2 v postavitvi G600, prikazana na sliki 7.5b, se vecˇinoma najbolje ujema
s teoreticˇnimi izracˇuni pridobljenimi s približkom RDWIA in wf1, eksperimentalna rezul-
tata z najvišjo in najnižjo vrednostjo pm pa se najbolje ujemata z izracˇuni pridobljenimi s
približkom DWIA. Eksperimentalno pridobljena vzdolžna komponenta prenesene polar-
izacije na protone, izbite iz lupine s1/2 pri postavitvi L30, prikazana na sliki 7.5c, se zdi,
da je raztresena okrog konstantne vrednosti P′z ≈ 0.7, medtem ko teoreticˇno pridobljene
krivulje monotono narašcˇajo z narašcˇajocˇim pm.
Slika 7.6 prikazuje razmerje med precˇno in vzdolžno komponento prenesene polar-
izacije na protone izbite iz 12C. Na sliki 7.6a je prikazano razmerje polarizacijskih kom-
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(a) Postavitev L30, lupina p3/2 (b) Postavitev G600, lupina p3/2
(c) Postavitev L30, lupina s1/2
Slika 7.6: Grafi prikazujejo enako kot grafi na slikah 7.4 in 7.5, le da je tu prikazano
razmerje med precˇno in vzdolžno komponento prenesene polarizacije.
ponent pridobljeno na protonih, izbitih iz lupine p3/2 pri eksperimentalni postavitvi L30.
Na negativni polosi manjkajocˇe gibalne kolicˇine se eksperimentalni rezultati pri višjih
vrednostih pm najbolje ujemajo z napovedmi pridobljenimi v približku DWIA, pri nižjih
vrednostih pm pa se eksperimentalni rezultati najbolje ujemajo z napovedmi, pridoblje-
nimi v približku RDWIA in valovno funkcijo wf2. Na pozitivni polosi manjkajocˇe gibalne
kolicˇine zavzemajo eksperimentalno pridobljeni rezultati nekoliko višje vrednosti, kot jih
napovedujejo teoreticˇni modeli. Razmerje komponent prenesene polarizacije na protone,
izbite iz lupine p3/2 pri postavitvi G600, je prikazano na sliki 7.6b, kjer se eksperimen-
talno pridobljeno razmerje v vecˇini primeov ujema s teoreticˇnimi napovedmi pridoblje-
nimi z RDWIA in wf1, le meritvi pri skrajnih vrednostih pm ležita na krivulji, pridobljeni
z DWIA. Na sliki 7.6c, kjer je prikazano razmerje komponent prenesene polarizacije na
protone, izbite iz lupine s1/2 pri postavitvi L30, pa se pri pozitivnih vrednostih pm ekspe-
rimentalno pridobljeno razmerje najbolje ujema z napovedmi pridobljenimi v približku
RDWIA in wf1, pri negativnih vrednostih pm pa se rezultati meritev najbolje ujemajo s
teoreticˇnimi izracˇuni, narejenimi v približki DWIA.
V vecˇini primerov so eksperimentalno pridobljene komponente prenesene polarizacije
raztresene okrog teoreticˇno pridobljenih krivulj, zaradi cˇesar ni mogocˇe priti do zakljucˇkov
o ustreznosti uporabljenih približkov ter valovnih funkcij vezanih protonov za opis prenosa
polarizacije. Kljub temu pa se zdi, da imajo tako eksperimentalno kot tudi teoreticˇno pri-
dobljene komponente prenesene polarizacije na protone izbite iz lupine p3/2 nekakšen
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pol v okolici pm ≈ 0. Nasprotno pa obe komponenti prenesene polarizacije na protone
izbite iz lupine s1/2, pridobljeni tako eksperimentalno kot tudi teoreticˇno, sledita gladki
odvisnosti po celotnem obmocˇju pripadajocˇih pm.
Rezultati meritev prenosa polarizacije na protone izbite iz 12C so na sliki 7.7 prikazani
z rezultati meritev prenosa polarizacije izvedenimi na 2H in 4He v centru JLab in v
pospeševalniku delcev MAMI med leti 2003 in 2017. Kljub temu, da so bile meritve
Slika 7.7: Razmerje med eksperimentalno pridobljeno precˇno in vzdolžno komponento
prenesene polarizacije na vezane protone v razlicˇnih atomskih jedrih oznacˇenih z A, del-
jeno z enakim razmerjem pridobljenim na prostih protonih, v odvisnosti od manjkajocˇe
gibalne kolicˇine. Rezultati pridobljeni na 2H so prikazani s cˇrnimi simboli. Dvojno po-
larizacijsko razmerje prikazano s cˇrnimi rombi je bilo pridobljeno pri Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2
v centru JLab leta 2006 [20]. Ostali cˇrni simboli prikazujejo rezultate pridobljene pri
Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2 (setA in setB) ter pri Q2 = 0.18 (GeV/c)2 (setC in setD) v pospeše-
valniku MAMI leta 2007 [21]. Polarizacijska razmerja prikazana s sivimi simboli so
bila pridobljena na 4He pri Q2 = 0.4 (GeV/c)2 v pospeševalniku MAMI leta 2001 [22].
Beli simboli oznacˇujejo rezultate pridobljene na 4He pri Q2 = 0.5 (GeV/c)2 (setA),
Q2 = 1.0 (GeV/c)2 (setB) in Q2 = 1.6 (GeV/c)2 (secC) v centru JLab leta 2003 [26].
Vrednosti prikazane z lila simboli so bile pridobljene na 4He pri Q2 = 0.8 (GeV/c)2 (setA)
ter Q2 = 1.3 (GeV/c)2 (setB) v centru JLab leta 2010 [27]. Modri in zeleni krogi pred-
stavljajo rezultate v tem delu obravnavanega eksperimenta izvedenega na 12C pri postavit-
vah L30 in G600.
izvedene na razlicˇnih atomskih jedrih in pri razlicˇnih kinematikah, sledijo rezultati pred-
stavljeni z dvojnim polarizacijskim razmerjem podobni odvisnosti od pm. Cˇe razmerja
med precˇno in vzdolžno komponento prenesene polarizacije ne delimo z istim razmerjem
pridobljenim na prostih protonih, se rezultati razdelijo v skupine z enakimi ali podob-
nimi vrednostmi Q2, pri katerih so bili pridobljeni. Tako se z izracˇunom dvojnega po-
larizacijskega razmerja znebimo vplivov razlicˇnih kinematik, pri katerih so bili razlicˇni
eksperimenti izvedeni.
Dodatno poenotenje dvojnega polarizacijskega razmerja pa je doseženo, cˇe so rezultati
prikazani v odvisnosti od virtualnosti, ki je definirana kot razlika med masama prostega
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in vezanega protona, m2p in mpemb , razpišemo pa jo lahko kot
ν = m2pemb − m2p
=
(
mA −
√
m2A−1 + ~p
2
m
)2
− ~p 2m − m2p ,
kjer sta mA in mA−1 masi atomskega jedra pred in po izbitju protona. Ker slednja vse-
buje še vezavno energijo protona in vzbuditveno energijo preostalega jedra po reakciji,
ustreza manjkajocˇi energiji. Slika 7.8 prikazuje dvojno polarizacijsko razmerje v odvis-
nosti od virtualnosti, rezultati pa so prikazani posebej za negativne in pozitivne vrednosti
pm, da bi odkrili morebitni vpliv manjkajocˇe gibalne kolicˇine nanje. Teoreticˇni modeli
Slika 7.8: Razmerje med eksperimentalno pridobljeno precˇno in vzdolžno komponento
prenesene polarizacije na protone vezane v razlicˇnih atomskih jedrih oznacˇenih z A, del-
jeno z enakim razmerjem, pridobljenim na prostih protonih, v odvisnosti od virtualnosti.
V legendi so z enakimi simboli prikazani rezultati istih meritev kot na sliki 7.7.
namrecˇ napovedujejo drugacˇno odvisnost prenesene polarizacije na protone izbite iz 2H
pri pozitivnih in negativnih vrednostih pm [21, 24]. Slednje je nakazano tudi na sliki 7.8,
saj rezultati niso simetricˇni glede na y-os koordinatnega sistema. Rezultati meritev so na
grafu, ki jih prikazuje v odvisnosti od virtualnosti, veliko manj raztreseni kot na grafu,
ki jih prikazuje v odvisnosti od pm, saj je v virtualnosti zajeta tudi manjkajocˇo energija.
Zaradi tega se zdi, da izraža dvojno polarizacijsko razmerje univerzalno odvisnost, ko je
predstavljeno v odvisnosti od virtualnosti.
Slika 7.9 prikazuje dvojno polarizacijsko razmerje pridobljeno na standarden nacˇin ter
s prenosom polarizacije na proste protone izracˇunanim (v približku PWBA) v mirovnem
sistemu vezanih protonov ter nato Lorentzovo transformiranim v LAB sistem. Vpliv
gibanja vezanih protonov na prenos polarizacije na proste protone ni velik, saj se rezultati
pridobljeni na oba nacˇina razlikujejo le za nekaj procentov in ležijo znotraj svojih merskih
napak. Pricˇakovati pa je, da bi bil ta vpliv vecˇji, cˇe bi bile vrednosti manjkajocˇe gibalne
kolicˇine detektiranih dogodkov vecˇje.
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Slika 7.9: Razmerje med precˇno in vzdolžno komponento prenesene polarizacije na pro-
tone izbite iz 12C deljeno z enakim razmerjem pridobljenim za proste protone za obe
postavitvi eksperimenta, obravnavanega v tem delu. Prenos polarizacije na proste protone
je bil izracˇunan na standarden nacˇin ter v mirovnem sistemu vezanih protonov in nato
Lorentzovo transformiran v LAB sistem (oznaka B v legendi).
Zakljucˇek
Meritve prenosa polarizacije so se izkazale kot primerna metoda za raziskovanje jedrskih
vplivov na vezane protone. Vrednosti dvojnih polarizacijskih razmerij pridobljenih na
razlicˇnih atomskih jedrih (sliki 7.7 in 7.8) se zmanjšujejo z oddaljenostjo od ordinatne osi,
kar nakazuje na narašcˇanje vplivov razlicˇnih pojavov v atomskih jedrih na izbite protone
pri višjih absolutnih vrednostih manjkajocˇe gibalne kolicˇine in virtualnosti. Ti pojavi so
FSI, MEC, IC, morebitne spremembe v notranji strukturi protonov in drugi. Zdi se, da ne
glede na jedro, iz katerega so bili protoni izbiti, in ne glede na kinematiko, pri kateri so
bili eksperimenti izvedeni, sledijo vrednosti dvojnega polarizacijskega razmerja podobni
ali morda celo isti odvisnosti od virtualnosti. Zato sklepamo, da je virtualnost primerna
kolicˇina za raziskovanje jedrskih vplivov na vezane protone.
Rezultati meritve prenosa polarizacije na protone v procesu 12C(~e, e′~p)11B so bili v
tem delu prvicˇ predstavljeni v dvojnem polarizacijskem razmerju, pri cˇemer je bila pre-
nesena polarizacija na prosti proton v približku PWBA izracˇunana v mirovnem sistemu
vezanega protona in nato Lorentzovo transformirana v LAB sistem. Rezultati pridobljeni
na ta nacˇin pa se zaradi relativno majhnih vrednosti pm, ki ustrezajo detektiranim dogod-
kom, le malo razlikujejo od rezultatov, pridobljenih na standarden nacˇin. Ali je tovrsten
nacˇin primerjanja prenesene polarizacije na proste in na vezane protone upravicˇen in
smiseln pa je še predmet debate.
Meritve prenosa polarizacije predstavljene v tem delu so prve izvedene na 12C. Zaradi
doslej še nedosežene natancˇnosti rezultatov pridobljenih s tovrstnimi meritvami so pri-
nesle nov vpogled v atomsko jedro in so primerne za ustvarjanje teoreticˇnih modelov, ki
opisujejo razlicˇne procese v atomskih jedrih, prenos polarizacije ter vpliv jeder na no-
tranjo strukturo vezanih protonv. Ker nam meritve prenosa polarizacije z vse natancˇnejšo
merilno opremo prinašajo vse obetavne rezultate, so nove meritve že nacˇrtovane [86].
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